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Congress Overrides Veto 
House, Senate Boost Gl Education Benefits 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress 
overrode by solid margins Tuesday 
President Ford s veto of a 22.7 percent 
increase in most GI education benefits 
for seven million Vietnam-era and four 
million post Korea veterans. 
The House voted first 394-10. The 
Senate then voted 90-1, with only Assis­
tant Republican Leader Robert P. Grif­
fin of Michigan supporting the veto. Both 
margins were far over the required two-
thirds majority. 
It was the fourth time Congress has 
overriden a veto by Ford since he 
became President. 
However, in another vote Tuesday, the 
House failed to override Ford's veto of 
the disaster relief bill. It was the fourth 
time his veto has been upheld of 15 bills 
he has vetoed. Congress did not contest 
seven of the vetoes 
Meanwhile, a Twentieth Century Fund 
task force recommended that veterans 
benefits be eliminated for peacetime 
veterans. The fund proposed that an in­
dividual fund be created for each eligible 
veteran so he could draw on it as needed 
rather than be tied to the limits of a 
monthly check. 
The higher veterans payments are 
retroactive to September, and Veterans 
Administration officials said the back 
payments probably would be in the hands 
of the veterans now in school in about 15 
days. The first regular check with the in­
crease will go out Jan. 1, they said. 
Ford vetoed the bill, saying it was in­
flationary and suggesting an 18.2 percent 
raise. He also objected to a new $600-a-
year loan program for veterans and an 
increase in entitlement for undergrduate 
study from 36 months to 45. 
Ford had predicted his veto would be 
overridden. 
The bill increases monthly payments 
for fulltime institutional training" from 
$220 to $270 for a single veteran, from 
$261 to $321 for a veteran with one depen­
dent and from $298 to $336 with two 
dependents The rate for each dependent 
over two is raised from $18 to $22. 
The loan program will be established 
in the Treasury as a revolving fund to be 
administered by the VA The loans will 
be available to veterans who can't get 
help from other federal programs. 
The bill allows reservists and National 
Guardsmen to get credit for education 
benefits for their six months initial ac­
tive duty for training if they later serve 
on active duty for 12 months or more. 
Mills Enters Bethesda Navy Hospital; 
Demos' Vote May Weaken Committee 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Rep. Wilbur 
Mills entered Bethesda Navy Hospital 
Tuesday, complaining of exhaustion, as 
House Democrats voted away more of 
his power as chairperson of the Ways and 
Means committee. 
"I'm terribly tired," colleagues 
quoted Mills as saying shortly after the 
Arkansas Democrat left for the hospital 
in suburban Bethesda, Md. "I'm ex­
hausted." 
Spreaker Carl Albert disclosed that 
Mills — who appeared on stage with 
stripper Fanne Fox in Boston during the 
weekend — confided to him on Monday 
that he was ailing. 
DISCLOSURE THAT Mills had 
entered the hospital came after the 
Democratic caucus, comprising all party 
members elected to the new Congress, 
voted with no audible dissent to increase 
the size of the influential Ways and 
Means Committee from 25 to 37. 
This opens the way for increasing the 
liberal bloc on the committee and 
diminishing the power Mills has wielded. 
At the same time, members have con­
cluded privately that Mills' recent ac­
tivities have made it likely he will be 
removed as chairman of the panel. 
Friends said Mills had planned to be 
floor manager of the effort to override 
president Ford's veto of a minor tariff 
bill containing a disaster-aid rider, but 
that he became "addled" and could not 
go through with it. 
Rep. Charles E. Bennett, D-Fla . who 
sat next to Mills during a later afternoon 
session of the. House, said he asked his 
colleague if something was wrong, and 
the reply was: "I'm terribly tired. I'm 
exhausted." 
Bennett said he advised Mills to see a 
doctor or go to a hospital, and that short­
ly thereafter Mills called aides and was 
taken to Bethesda. 
MILLS HAS APPEARED despondent 
since his return from Boston where he 
appeared with Foxe. the entertainer Who 
jumped from his car and then into the 
Tidal Basin in October after the speeding 
vehicle, with its lights off, was stopped 
by police 
He made no effort to prevent action 
against him by House Democrats, who 
voted Monday to strip his committee of 
the power to make House committee 
r 
assignments, which it has held since 
1911. 
Mills had used this authority to sway 
members who feared they might 
otherwise be assigned to minor com­
mittees with little influence. 
Many members of Congress have 
suggested his removal as committee 
chairman, and members of his own panel 
have met to discuss a possible 
changeover to Rep. A1 Ullman. D-Ore , 
the next in line for the chairmanship 
EARLIER TUESDAY, Albert had 
openly expressed concern for Mills' 
health, as a result both of his behavior in 
Boston and his mood in recent weeks 
Most members agreed that Mills' 
weekend appearance with Foxe in 
Boston was a prime fa,ctor in the caucus 
votes, although not the only one 
Patching Up for '76 
? 
Si 
—UPI Telephoto 
School 
Proposed 
By NANCY CALL 
Texan Staff Writer 
A six-chapter draft recommending 
wide-sweeping changes in the State of 
Texas educational system was adopted 
Tuesday by an interim study committee 
on educational modernization. 
The committee of 24, created by the 
63rd Legislature especially to study 
education between legislative sessions, 
finished its duties a day ahead of 
schedule. 
Members adopted proposals which, if 
adopted by the 64th Legislature, would 
change state funding of education, treat­
ment of mental health in schools, 
teachers' education, textbook adoption 
and teacher-student ratios. 
The committee adopted a subcom­
mittee report on school finance which 
proposed two major funding changes; 
one is a "weighted pupil" approach to 
local fund allocation. The other is 
statewide standardization of county ap­
praisal of local property values. 
The weighted pupil system would 
"recognize the financial needs of school 
districts in terms of the educational 
needs of individual students." the com­
mittee's recommendation read. The 
system is based on the fact that some 
school programs cost more than others. 
Programs are broken down according to 
student participation in each school ajid 
funds are allotted accordingly. 
Don Buford, committee staff member, 
said that although the committee 'had 
A workman repairs chairs on the floor of the Kansas City auditorium in 
preparation for the opening of the Democratic mid-term "Miniconvention" 
Friday. A bevy of presidential hopefuls, including Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-
Wash., and Rep. Morris Udali, D-Ariz., plan campaigning at the event. 
adopted the weighted pupil concept, 
which is also contained in a proposal by 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe, the committee was 
not, in effect, endorsing the governor's 
plan. "The Committee adopted a con­
cept. " he said. 
The use of market value of taxable reai 
estate in each school district as a means 
to standardize taxation was also 
recommended as a funding change for 
local districts. 
In the area of teacher education, the 
committee adopted proposals to 
eliminate lifetime certification of 
teachers and the present maximum of L8 
hours of education courses. 
The committee report said a provision 
should be enacted to require the es­
tablishment of an "ongoing procedure of 
teacher certification re-evaluation, to 
take place at regular intervals as provid­
ed by law." 
The committee's report also stated 
that the amount of time spent in teacher 
education programs should have 
minimum, not maximum, standards 
Maximum restrictions were originally 
set to insure a broad education for 
teachers in areas other than education, 
but committee members said the limit 
presently served to restrict teaching 
effectiveness, instead. 
The committee also recommended the 
use of state funds for continuing educa­
tion and in-service training for teachers 
Educating teachers to recognize and 
deal with emotional and mental 
problems of students in early stages and 
using state money allotted to school dis­
tricts to further community mental 
health programs were among proposals 
also adopted 
A proposal to "seriously scrutinize" 
the present textbook adoption 
procedures was also approved. Members 
felt that local districts' freedom of 
access- to instructional materials is 
presently severely restricted 
An important part of the committee's 
report proposed creation of an interim 
study committee, already proposed by 
the State Board of Education, to look into 
several areas "worthy of further study 
and possible change." This committee 
should submit its final report to the 65th 
Legislature by Dec. 1 1976, the report 
said 
Panel Says 
New Nuke 
Not Feasible 
Plans for a possible nuclear-steam 
electric generating plant in the Austin-
San Antonio area were discontinued 
Tuesday following a feasibility study 
which indicated that economic con­
ditions are too unstable to begin a plant 
at present. 
The results of the study by the City of 
Austin, Lower Colorado River Authority, 
Central Power and Light, City Public 
Service Board in San Antonio and 
Houston Lighting and Power were given 
in a news release by the city's Public In­
formation Department. 
"The economic situation is so cloudy 
right now it's hard to determine what the 
area will need in 1985,"'said H.L. Peter­
son, assistant electric utilities director 
and an alternate to the study committee. 
"So, we decided to put it off. That 
doesn't mean we can't pick it up again in 
a year or 18 months, however." 
Mayor Roy Butler agreed with the 
committee's decision to shelve the pro­
ject. 
"It is obvious that the demand will not 
be as great in eight years as we thought 
it would be," he said. "They are not 
canceling the project, they are just post­
poning it to when it will be needed. I'm 
sure it will be necessary sooner or 
later." 
The plant was scheduled to have been 
completed in 1983, two years after com­
pletion of the first unit of the South Tex­
as Nuclear Project No. 1 in Matagorda 
County. 
Peterson said the cancellation of plans 
for a new plant would have no effect on 
the Matagorda units. -
"When we began studying the need for 
a new plant six months ago, we felt there 
was a need for such a plant by 1983," 
Peterson said. "However, with the 
economic instability and the fact that 
growth seems less than expected, we 
feel we will hav» sufficient capabilities 
to carry us to 1983." \ . 
The committe?; had been working on 
the preliminary environmental and 
general needs of the plan't .when the com-
nlttee chaired by Wayne Slegelin of Cen-. 
' tral Power and, Light decided un­
animously tp curtail the study. At that 
• point, cos& and-specific location had"riot~:• 
been determined. i 
Lebermann Announces Formation 
Of Transportation Study Agency 
By KERMIT FRITZ 
Texan Staff Writer 
Formation of the Austin Transporta­
tion Study, an agency to develop a 20-
year transportation master plan to serve 
the City of Austin thrdugh 1995, was an­
nounced Tuesday by City Councilman 
Lowell Lebermann. 
The study will be a joint effort of the 
C)ty of Austin. Travis County, the Texas 
Highway Department and locally elected 
officials. 
The project will utilize local, state and 
federal funds It is unique in Texas. 
Specific planning elements of the 
transportation master plan include the 
traffic engineering features within the 
system and the review and incorporation 
of community values in the developing of 
the multimodel, long-range plan. 
Lebermann said a series of public in­
volvement meetings is planned to in­
volve the community in the planning. 
Lebermann felt the program should be 
"responsive to the demonstrable needs 
of the city." 
Interested persons in Central Austin 
may attend the first meeting scheduled 
for 7:30 p.m. Dec. 10 in the Joe Thomp­
son Conference Center. 
The second meeting, for South Austin, 
will be 7:30 p.m. Dec, 12 in the Fulmore 
Junior High cafetorium. 
The final meeting will be in North 
Austin, in the McCallum High School 
cafetorium, at 7:30 p.m. Dec 17 
Bombs Shake Ethiopia; 
Two Killed, 11 Injured 
Following steering and policy advisory 
committee consideration, alternative 
systems will be presented for a second 
round of public discussions scheduled for 
late April or early May of next year. 
Homer Reed, deputy city manager and 
chairperson of the steering committee 
for the study, said it was important for 
citizens to provide suggestions in the 
public involvement meetings. "We want 
input at the beginning stage." he said. 
Reed explained that often the public is 
presented with an already formulated 
plan that precludes any real chance of 
citizen input 
Reed said he loll the plan would effec­
tively leflert community np>'<ts because 
of the opportunity for citizer.s to res­
pond 
today 
—Texan;S}trff l$oto b^arj^tan 5lmmon» 
-Two-of Sanjuanlfa Martinet ethnic dancejtwdent* perform the Toronto)?, 
an Italian folk dance, in a demonstration.Tuesday niglrt in Anna Hits Gym 
ADDIS ABABA (UPI) — Bomb scares 
sent jitters through this capital Tuesday, 
and Ethiopia's military government 
arrested eight persons in,the wake of two 
powerful explosions Monday that killed 
at least two persons and injured 11 
others. 
Army and police patrols rushed to the 
Duke of Harar Hospital Tuesday to in­
vestigate a bomb threat. They evacuated 
several persons from the hospital 
building, but the situation returned to 
normal after half an hour. 
A small fire in a cotton warehouse on 
the outskirts of the city raised fears of 
another bomb explosion. The blaze 
charred some bales of cotton. 
A government spokesman said a man 
and a woman had died at a local hospital 
of injuries received in a City,Hall bomb 
explosion Monday. But witnesses 
reported seeing at least four or five 
bodies and 17' injured perspns. 
bfficial figures, besides the two dead. 
\ had U, persons injured in the City Hall 
blast and In a second explosion at the 
Wabe Sheftelle Hotel. 
The ruling military council-bas blamed 
/ followers of deposed Emperor Haile 
Selassie for engineering the latest bom­
bings. Diplomats believed the incidents 
were the work of the Eritrean Liberation 
Front that has fought a war of in­
dependence for 12 years against the 
Ethiopian Army. 
The government spokesman said that 
among the persons detained Tuesday-
was the former manager of the hotei. 
Iyob Abai, who held the position until six 
months ago. 
Others arrested included the former 
assistant minister of land reform. Habie 
Ah Bayru, and six army officers. The 
most senior of these was Maj. Gen 
Tadla Makonnen, involved with Alulu 
Bekele, a former deputy minister for 
municipal affairs, in an uprising by Gallo 
tribesmen in the late 1960s. Bekele was 
detained Monday. 
The government made no statement on 
either of Tuesday's bomb scares. It said 
that a 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. curfew, imposed 
Monday, would remain in force. 
The government Spokesman an­
nounced that a trial of former govern­
ment leaders, scheduled to start Wednes­
day, would be delayed and no new date 
<had b£en fixed. 
About J40 fprmer public officials and 
family members of the deposed emperor 
are known t^ be under arrest. Sixty 
others were executed last month. 
Mild . . . 
Wednesday will be part­
ly cloudy and warm, be­
coming mostly cloudy at 
night. East to southeast 
winds are forecast at 7 
to 14 m.p.fr. High shpuld 
be in the low 60s with 
night-time lows in 1he 
mid-40s. 
„ ,V- ,1 . , v 
mm. 
'Austin Goals7 Report 
May Await Elections 
By IRWIN SPEIZER 
and 
ELIZABETH LUEDEMANN 
Texan Staff Writers 
The final report of the 
Austin Tomorrow Goals 
Assembly, originally schedul­
ed for its first reading Jan 17. 
may not be released until 
after the City Council elec­
tions in April 
A n  e x h a u s t e d  G o a l s  
Assembly membership at a 
Monday night meeting ap­
proved overwhelmingly a 
suggested alteration of the 
current work schedule The 
fleeting was 10 members 
short of a quorum, so the dis­
play of concern will not 
change the schedule 
However, all but 6 of the ap­
proximately 70 members pre­
sent agreed that the work 
schedule needed revision 
Lively discussion preceded 
the show of solidarity on the 
suggested Schedule revision, 
•with political overtones in the 
timetable repeatedly cited 
Several members observed 
that releasing the report prior 
to the council elections would 
force candidates to comment 
upon expected controversial 
conclusions of the Assembly. 
"The schedule was made to 
put politicians on the spot." 
one member charged "But 
now what we will ask them to 
subscribe to are things people 
f r o m  L e s t e r  M a d d o x  t o  
George McGovem could ap­
prove." 
Assembly member Tom 
Philpott, University history-
instructor. said. "We need 
three more weeks to work on 
this document, but they can't 
be the next three weeks We 
need a recess to rest, then 
come back in a few weeks and 
finish up." 
"This schedule is far too 
tight," Philpott continued 
"What was realistic three 
months ago is not anymore 
realistic," he added 
Goals Assembly chairper­
son Joan Bartz denied any 
political overtones in the 
c u r r e n t  s c h e d u l e  b u t  
suggested that a delay might 
a c t u a l l y  b e  p o l i t i c a l l y  
motivated.' 
"Some councilmen don't 
want this out before the elec­
tions." BaFtz said after the 
meeting. 
"However, the council can­
not take any action on the 
document until after the elec­
tion anyway. There would not 
be enough time even if it was 
out." Bartz observed. 
Committees of the Goals 
assembly have been working 
on their statements since 
August, with most meeting 
one or more times each week 
in addition to work done out­
side meetings. 
The structure of the present 
t i m e  s c h e d u l e  i s  i t s e l f  a  
modification of the original 
plan, which called for work to 
begin in June. Compiling the 
citizen input for the com­
mittees to work with took 
longer than expected, and the 
timetable had to be adjusted 
as a result. 
The narrative on goals and 
problems, which each com­
mittee has to write based on 
citizen input, was due Tues­
day night. If the narratives 
arc turned in according to 
schedule, Philpott said, their 
quality will be sorely lacking, 
and the final document of the 
Goals Assembly would be less 
than adequate. 
Philpott added "No one is 
going to be able to stand up 
before any gathering and com­
petently defend and discuss 
the report." 
The Goals Assembly report 
w i l l  b e  a  n a r r a t i v e  a n d  
statistical compilation based 
o n  i n p u t  f r o m  c i t i z e n  
meetings last spring. 
Resource 
Board Raps 
Bridges 
The Austin Citizens 
B o a r d  o f  N a t u r a l  
R e s o u r c e s  a n d  E n ­
vironmental Quality voted 
8-4 with one abstention 
Tuesday in favor of reaffir­
ming its position of July 2 
and advising the city not to 
continue with proposed 
construction of bridges on 
Ninth and Tenth Streets. 
The vote followed nearly 
three Hours of discussion 
about the elevation of the 
proposed bridges with 
regard to possible floods of 
the kind that Austin ex­
perienced two weeks ago. 
Charles Graves, prin­
cipal engineer of the City 
Engineering Department, 
issued a construction per­
mit on Nov. 11 awaiting 
possible recommendation 
of the citizens board and 
the outcome of an appeal to 
the Planning Commission. 
Following the vote, Graves 
said he will wait to see the 
outcome of that appeal 
before 'permitting con­
struction to begin. 
In remarks preceding the 
vote, Dick Cory, chairper­
son of the board, said he 
would not vote in favor of 
the construction project 
because both structures 
would certainly be flooded 
in the event of rains 
similar to those two weeks 
ago in which 11 persons lost 
their lives. / 
Hospital To 
Low-Cost Health Care Plan Possible 
•S 
By BILL SCOTT 
Texan Staff Writer 
Low-cost health care in the 
f o r m  o f  t h e  H e a l t h  
Maintenance Organization 
( H M O )  c o u l d  b e c o m e  
available to Austin area 
residents soon depending on 
the outcome of an upcoming 
feasibility study. 
The study will be conducted 
for Holy Cross Hospital in 
Austin, which recently receiv­
ed a $50,000 federal grant to 
study the feasibility of es­
tablishing the first HMO in 
Austin. 
The HMO exists as an alter­
native to the existing medical 
care system and guarantees 
"quality medical service, in­
c l u d i n g  t r e a t m e n t  b y  
physicians, hospitalization 
and emergency care" to sub­
scribers, who pay a fixed 
monthly charge. 
The concept is relatively 
new to Texas, although it is 
operating in other parts of the 
country. 
SPEAKING AT a panel dis­
cussion Tuesday at the Zilker 
Garden Center on the develop­
ment of one or more HMO s 
for the 10-county Capital Area 
Planing Council (CAPCO) 
District, Carol Deets, co-
director of the Center for 
Health Care Research and 
Education at the University, 
called the formation of an 
HMO "one of the ways to 
eliminate barriers in the 
^pjans for the Christmas holidays? 
• Skiing in Sun Valley? • Flying to Acapulco? 
^Tf J\ • What!... sitting at home in Dime Box!!! 
v . -
- don't have exotic plans for the holidays, 
why not earn university credit by taking a 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
from The University of Texas at Austin. 
delivery of health care. 
"Health is too often thought 
of in terms of illness-oriented 
care rather than disease-
preventive care," said Deets, 
one of the seven health 
professionals making up the 
panel. HMO's "by involving 
the client in health 
maintenance can help many 
persons make a commitment 
to health." 
The discussion, sponsored 
by CAPCO's Health Advisory 
Committer, was designed to 
provide a "better understan­
ding to the public of the im­
pact and the problems of an 
HMO in the area," committee 
moderator Stanley Burnham 
said. 
Other panel members in­
cluded Jim Deason, director 
of health care practice for the 
Arthur Young Co., Chicago, a 
health consultation firm; John 
V. Sessums, director of the 
Austin/Travis County Health 
Department; and Austin at­
torney Fred Davis, member 
of HMO, Inc., a group working 
to establish a second HMO for 
the area. 
ALSO SPEAKING WERE 
Jesse V. Hayes, administrator 
of Holy Cross, and Robert 
Baker, a consultant with the 
Arthur Young Co. 
Hayes told the gathering 
community involvement was 
the key to the success of any 
HMO. 
"From what I've seen, the 
public is very enthusiastic 
about the concept," he said: 
Hayes said Holy Cross will 
seek community participation 
and input through the forma­
tion of a 15-20 member ad­
visory board to aid in the plan­
ning and direction of the 
feasibility study. 
ARTHUR YOUNG CO. will 
coordinate the study and is ex­
pected to issue a report on its 
findings in 11 months., 
Deason outlined some of the 
statistics available on existing 
HMO's. 
"Of the J5.2 million in 
federal feasibility study 
grants awarded t<^ determine 
the need and adaptability of 
HMO's, only four have been in 
Texas," he said. 
Deason said the average 
subscriber to an HMO consists 
of a family of 3.6 members 
with an above average income 
and no previous relationship 
with a family doctdr. 
MONTHLY-COSTS for the 
all-inclusive, prepaid medical 
program, which Is run on a 
voluntary subscription basis, 
range from $54 to $90, he add­
ed. .. 
According to 1974 figures, 
operational HMO's totaled ap­
proximately 165, while 
another 264 were either in the 
formulation or feasibility 
study stage. 
Sessums said the proposed— 
health system would 
"probably not have much 
affect on rural families " 
because of the high initial 
costs and the distances in­
volved in providing health ser­
vice to widespread geographic 
areas. 
He advocated some form of 
subsidy program for special 
efforts in resource develop­
ment or transportation 
systems. 
SESSUMS SAID the affect 
of the HMO on private 
physicians would "depend on 
Studtman's 
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the function of the particular 
HMO." 
He predicted a possible in­
crease in group practice by 
doctors coupled with more 
cost benefits to patients. 
Davis, whose group, "HMO, 
Inc., is applying for a 
feasibility grant of its own, 
said a spirit of "friendly com­
petition" exists between Holy 
Cross and his organization. 
"We certainly do not want 
to build a new hospital as a 
result of gaining a second . 
HMO," he said. "We want to" 
utilize currently-available 
facilities should our .study 
determine if a need for 
another HMO exists in the 
area." 
The second study, should 
funding be awarded by the 
Department of Health, Educa­
tion and Welfare, will concen­
trate on financial, legal and 
rriarketing analysis in light of 
existing health care facilities 
and projected needs, Davis 
said. 
DEETS HOPED any HMO 
which might eventually be 
formed would concentrate on 
• -getting-to the_cl ien t - befoxe_ 
problems occurred by helping 
them anticipate health 
needs." 
She said nutritionally based 
diseases and prenatal 
problems should be one of the 
top priorities of any future 
HMO's. 
Though two organizations 
are attempting to undertake 
feasibility studies in the 
Travis County area, Hayes 
said he doesn't feel the com­
petition will be harmful. 
"In my opinion, there are 
two good applications from 
this area," he said, "and I 
have a feeling HEW is suffer­
ing for good ones now. Still, I 
couldn't begin to speculate 
about the federal rationale for 
choosing.'' 
Identification 
Clarified 
Tuesday's Texan mistaken­
ly identified Marcel Rocha as 
Manuel Rocha in a story an­
nouncing his City Council can­
didacy. The Texan regrets the 
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Haldeman Denies xBribery' 
Ex-Aide Says Payments for Fees, Family Support 
11 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Cover-up 
defendant H.R. Haldeman insisted Tues­
day cash payments to Watergate 
burglars were made solely for family 
support and legal fees, not to avoid Im­
plicating top advisers of President Nix­
on. 
Haldeman said he did not know the 
money payments were being made and 
Ford Backs 
'rade Bill 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Ford ad­
ministration turned out a heavy lobbying 
effort Tuesday for congressional ap­
proval of a trade reform bill conferring 
special status on Russia, though it was 
conceded no reciprocal liberalization of 
Soviet emigration policies would be 
forthcoming. 
President Ford said in a prepared 
evening speech that failure of the 
lameduck Congress to pass the legisla­
tion, two years in the making, would un­
dermine U.S. political, military and 
economic commitments around the 
world. 
Earlier Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger told the Senate Finance Com 
mittee the-biH should not be held up any 
longer in expectation Soviet leaders 
would be forthcoming with any formal-
pledge of easier emigration policies for 
Jews or political dissidents. 
There has been no concrete commit­
ment of that kind from the Kremlin, and 
it would be unrealistic to expect one, 
Kissinger said. 
Among the bill's provisions is one 
eagerly sought by Russia that would 
remove trade barriers with the United 
States, providing for the reduction or 
elimination of quotas, tariffs and the 
like. 
Ford said it was "essential" • that 
Congress approve the measure before its 
Christmas adjournment because it 
would "be long-delayed, possibly 
stymied forever" if left over for the next 
./•Congress to deal with. 
•. If that occurs, Ford said, he would be 
^ handcuffed in important upcoming 
negotiations on international trade and 
tariffs. 
"The health of our domestic economy 
and the strength, the very structure, of 
our international relations are in­
volved," Ford said. 
And, the President added, "The 
United States' international political, 
military and economic commitments 
would be undermined. This in my opi­
nion, would encourage unrest and world 
instability ... 
"The Congress must act, and I say this 
with the utmost seriousness, or its inac­
tion will gravely affect my efforts to 
work for international economic 
cooperation abroad." 
The President's appeal came in a 
peech to the American Conference on 
rade, a business and agricultural lob­
bying group organized to promote the 
bill. Organized labor has generally op­
posed the measure, saying it would take 
jobs from American workers and give 
them to foreign laborers. 
Kissinger told the Senate panel there 
were prospects that passage of the 
legislation would lead to freer Soviet 
emigration policies. 
was unaware the payments were dis­
tributed in clandestine fashion until 
sometime in March, 1973 — even though 
he earlier turned over $350,000 in cash to 
Nixon's re-election committee and 
"understood" the money was needed for 
defense fund purposes. 
Earlier, U.S. Dist. Judge John J. 
Sirica suggested the possibility of sub­
mitting written questions to Nixon if he 
remains too ill to testify orally during 
the cover-up trial. 
SIRICA'S SUGGESTION followed a 
request Monday from lawyers for defen­
dant John D. Ehrlichman that the trial 
be recessed over the Christmas holidays 
to await a disposition or testimony from 
Nixon. Ehrlichman maintains Nixon's 
testimony is vital to his defense. 
Sirica said he would ask a court-
appointed panel of doctors to advise him 
whether Nixon was well enough to 
answer written questions and also 
sought reaction from the five teams of 
defense lawyers to the suggestion. 
Haldeman's attorney, John J. Wilson, 
said Tuesday afternoon Haldeman op­
posed written questions. 
The written interrogatory approach 
was used lpst summer to gaiij Nixon's 
testimony in an earlier Watergate-
related trial — the Ellsberg break-in 
case — that led to Ehrlichman's convic­
tion. 
The panel of doctors reported to Sirica 
last Friday, after Conducting a physical 
examination of Nixon, that he would not 
be well enough to testify in any form un­
til Jan. 6, and then only in the form of an 
oral deposition. Sirica has stressed he 
would like the cover-up trial to end by 
Christmas. 
UNDER CROSS-EXAMINATION 
from assistant prosecutor Richard Ben-
Veniste, Haldeman said when the cash 
payments were being made, "I don't 
know, I knew there were people who 
were not indicted" who could have been 
implicated if the burglars talked. 
Citing a March 21, 1973, taped conver­
sation between Nixon and Haldeman, 
Ben-Veniste said, "You say right here 
you knew if the defendants talked the 
chances of re-electing the President 
would be substantially diminished 
because the investigation of the planning 
would lead right back to his top ad­
visers." 
"Nope," replied Haldeman. who add­
ed after a pause. "I had no reason to 
believe an investigation would lead back 
to his top advisers." 
"What other explanation can you 
give?" continued-Ben-Veniste 
"I don't knpw. I don't know what was 
in my mind at the time. 1 don't know 
what I was referring to," Haldeman 
said. 
"There is no other explanation." said 
Ben-Veniste. "isn't that the case. Mr 
Haldeman?" 
"That is not the case." Haldeman 
replied tersely. 
Earlier Haldeman denied he used the 
CIA to head off early FBI Watergate in­
vestigations because they might have 
linked the burglars with Nixon's 1972 re­
election effort. 
Instead, he said, he urged the CIA to 
approach the FBI about turning off its 
investigation into Mexican money con­
nections because the inquiry would have 
been "politically embarrassing" and 
could have involved sensitive national 
security matters 
T5TA To Request 
Improvement Funds 
Callie Smith, the top administrator for 
the Texas State Teachers Association, 
said Tuesday his organization will ask 
the 64th Legislature for $2 billion worth 
of educational improvements for school 
children and teachers. 
Smith said the $2 billion increase in 
public school costs would be spread over 
the next two years. 
"We think we have a total package 
program," he said. "This is the least we 
could expect to ensure a quality educa­
tion program." 
The proposals include an average an­
nual increase of $2,500 in teachers' 
salaries next September. Texas ranks 
37th among the states in teachers' 
salaries. Smith said, and the increase 
would amount to $595 above the national 
average. 
TSTA also recommends raising school 
bus allowances 75 percent. The schools 
are responsible for purchasing buses and 
paving for drivers and gasoline, and the 
75 percent increase will not even cover 
the increased costs for operation, Smith 
said. 
He suggested a leeway program 
whereby wealthier school districts would 
pay more of the expenses, and poorer 
districts would rely more on state funds 
to meet their operating needs. 
In addition to the pay raise. Smith 
proposed a cost of living increase for 
teachers beginning in September. 1976 
"Teachers have to live, too," Smith said. 
Finally. Smith called for a 30-minute 
duty free lunch period for all teachers, in 
addition to a lowered teacher-pupil ratio 
of 1 to 20 in kindergarten through grade 
three, and 1 to 23 in grades four through 
12. The current ratio is 1 to 25. 
Pioneer 11 Passes Jupiter 
On 5-Year Trek to Saturn 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. (AP) -
Pioneer 11 slowed Tuesday and crusied 
on a five-year voyage toward man's first 
rendezvous with Saturn, leaving scien­
tists to celebrate and ponder its dash 
through Jupiter's searing radiation. 
The space traveler, all its systems 
operating normally, telescoped to scien­
tists the receding picture of Jupiter's 
dark and unknown north pole as it hurtl­
ed through space at 35,000 miles an hour 
on a two-billion-mile trek to Saturn. 
Only hours earlier, Jupiter spewed 
deadly electrons and protons at the 
spacecraft and pelted it with tiny 
meteoroids as it flashed to within 26,600 
miles of the planet. 
The 570-pound spacecraft then raced 
up its face at 107,000 miles an hour, 
climaxing a 620-million-mile, 21-month 
journey. 
"If you do it fast enough, you can put 
your finger through a blowtorch," said 
Dr. John Wolfe, project scientists at the 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad­
ministration's Ames Research Center. 
"That's what Pioneer 11 did. It went 
through a blowtorch. 
"If the power holds up, I have no doubt 
that we will be alive and working at 
Saturn in September. 1979," said Wolfe. 
Wolfe said Pioneer 11 received less 
total radiation than its predecessor, 
Pioneer 10. but Pioneer 11 received a 
heavier bombardment in a shorter 
period of time when it plunged three 
times deeper into Jupiter's radiation 
belt. 
mi jt. 
Pioneer 11 photo of Jupiter 
—UPI Telephoto 
news capsules 
Suez Commitment Discussed 
TEL AVIV (AP) — Israel said Tuesday that Egypt gave it a secret com­
mitment to let Israeli cargo pass through the Suez Canal once the 
waterway is reopened. 
Israeli ships have never been allowed through the canal, which was 
completely blocked by war debris during the 1967 Middle East war. Egypt 
says the waterway will reopen next year. 
Rockefellers' Investments $1 Billion 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The investments held by three generations of 
Rockefellers, either outright or in trust, total more than $1 billion, the 
family's financial adviser said Tuesday. 
But J. Richardson Dilworth told the House Judiciary Committee the 
holdings are scattered among 84 individuals who never pool their 
resources or act together. 
Treasury To Sell Gold Bars 
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Treasury will sell two million ounces of 
gold bars from the national stockpile in early January to meet an ex­
pected demand from American citizens entitled to own gold for the first 
time in 40 years. Treasury Secretary William E. Simon said Tuesday. 
However, few individuals will be able to afford the minimum purchase 
of one 400-ounce bar. At current priccs of about $187 an ounce on the Lon­
don and Geneva gold exchanges, a 400-ounce bar would cost about $74,000. 
The entire quantity to be auctioned by the General Services Administra­
tion on Jan. 6 from bullion depositories in San Francisco. New York and 
Denver would have a current free market value of $374 million 
Gold Prices Plunge 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. government's decision to auction two 
million ounces of gold sent gold prices plunging Tuesday and shattered 
speculators' dreams of quick profits when Americans are allowed to own 
gold bullion after Jan. 1. 
Gold mining stocks on the New York Stock Exchange also fell sharply 
after the announcement of the public sale. 
Market Nears 12-Year Low 
NEW YORK (AP) - The 
stock market pushed broadly 
lower again Tuesday, sinking 
close to the 12-year low of early 
October, under the weight of 
continuing recession worries. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 
industrials dropped 6.41 to 
596.61, its lowest finish since 
Oct. 4. when it closed at 584.56. 
N.Y.S.t. 
Volone Profile 
DOW JONES AVERUE 
30 lidaitrials 
596.61 
Coal Miners Continue Voting 
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (AP) — Striking coal miners continue voting 
Tuesday on a proposed three-year contfact that would provide a 64 per­
cent increase in wages and benefits. United Mine Workers officials ex­
pressed confidence it would be adopted. 
Voting results were to be telegraphed to the union's Washington head­
quarters by each local, and UMW President Arnold Miller said he asked 
locals not to release preliminary totals "so as not to prejudice those still 
voting." 
Crash Under Investigation 
UPPERVILLE, Va. (UPI) — With fingerprints and medical examiners 
working to identify the 92 victims of the crash of Trans World Airlines 
Flight 514, federal officials said Tuesday it would be at least three weeks 
before any information would be released on the possible cause of the ac­
cident 
The plane was flying at about 250 miles per hour, and everything 
appeared normal when it slammed into a mountainside 23 miles from 
Dulles International Airport Sunday morning, killing all 92 aboard. 
Ladybug May Become State Insect 
AUSTIN (AP) — The ladybug should be Texas' official state insect, a 9-
year-old girl from Salt Flat says, and Rep. Jim Kaster of El Paso is ready 
to introduce the bill. 
Bobbie Sue Tate wrote Kaster after first suggesting the ladybug to Gov. 
Dolph Briscoe, who told her it was a legislative matter. 
"In checking into it, I found that states had state stones, animals, fish, 
shells, beverages, reptiles, dogs, mammals and one even had a state 
fossil." Kaster said. 
Earle Reflects on Past, Looks to Future Sessions 
(Editor's Note: This is the third In a 
series of articles on the Travis County 
legislative delegation.) 
By DAVID HENDRICKS 
Texan Staff Writer 
"There's this old saying that there are 
two things one should never watch being 
Another area sure to receive action is 
prison reform. Earle has been the gover­
nor's liaison to the Joint Legislative 
Committee on Prison Reform, and he 
favors conjugal visitation and work 
furlough — "maybe, although I'm not 
sure in my mind the wisdom of it." 
"A lot of bitterness is left over from the 
(Constitutional) Convention ... people are still angry 
with each other about things that happened ... that's 
going to be hard to deal with." 
made. One of them is sausage and the 
other is laws." 
So observed Austin Rep. Ronnie Earle, 
who recently won hik second term to the 
Place 3 House seat with more than 75 
percent of the Travis County vote. Earle 
recently discussed the next legislative 
session which may be one of the grittiest 
ever to be viewed. 
Earle already has called the 64th ses­
sion "a transition session." He said the 
last session "was strictly devoted to 
reacting to a situation that was in­
tolerable, Sharpstown. It was a reform 
session. Now this session is going to be 
an effort to get back on an even keel. It's 
always difficult to follow such a strong 
reaction to such strong impetus for reac­
tion with an even governing kind of an at­
mosphere." 
Earle, 32, is a member on what has 
been called one of the most liberal 
delegations in the Legislature. Other 
members Include Rep. Wilhelmina 
Delco, Sarah Weddington and Gonzalo 
Barrientos. 
But the Austin lawyer denies the 
delegation will vote as a bloc. "There 
are four separate, distinct individuals," 
Earle said of the group, "each with our 
own view of the world. I think in total we 
represent this county. I'm very proud of 
the delegation." 
Earle would like to becomt a member 
of the House Judiciary Committee which 
will study jurisdictional matters, the 
structure of the judicial system and Uie 
possible creation of new courts. 
"I'm interested In it because of my 
background," he said, which includes 
decorum. I try to conduct myself in a 
decorous manner. That's just me. I'm 
just on6 of 150 members of the House of 
Representatives. 
"I think some of the behavior I have 
witnessed on the floor is childish. I would 
not engage in it. That does not mean we 
ought.to take stringent means to improve 
decorum. 
"It's like in high School where one's 
citizenship grade determined whether 
one served on the student council. I think 
that is absurd. I agree we should have 
better decorum; it just simply is not a 
big deal to me at all. 
"When we talk about fist fights and 
things on the floor, there are exceedingly 
emotional issues being debated. People 
become carried away. I think a iittle bit 
too much. I think it's a little silly to go to 
that extreme,.but that's their bag. 
"I don't agree that taking the press off 
the floor (as proposed by speaker of the 
House candidate Rep. Bill Clayton of 
Spring Lake) is going to improve 
decorum. I do think the press pays too 
much attention to behavior and not 
enough to substamre I've n«ver criticiz­
ed the press before in my life. In fact. 
I'm usually in a position to favor the 
press. But during the convention, it 
seemed to me there was far too much 
"I know the danger of organized crime better than 
most people. I had a contract out on me when I was a 
judge ... but at the tame time it seems to me that 
(wiretapping) is unreasonable." 
So can the session bp productive? "It 
has to be productive, but I'm afraid It 
may not be," Earle replied. "A lot of 
bitterness is feft over from the 
(Constitutional) Convention, a great deal 
of bitterness, Peopleare still angry with 
gch other about things that happened 
wring the convention. That's going to be 
ptard tp deal yrith." • / . -
Perhapsf, the two bjggesrissuesidunng 
the session will be public school finance 
being a former ..Austin municipal judge 
and, holding a law degree from the 
University. 
Earle discussed some of the issues fac­
ing the next session. 
Qn the need (or decorum In the House: 
"I'm not sure that a democratically 
elected, parliamentary, deliberative 
body ought to be decorous^! My ex-
, perience has been in thccourtroom as a 
municipal "judge ahd as a lawyer. I 
,.beHevevyejy strongly in the, benefits of 
im-r 
attention being paid to those few people 
who were skylarking and not enough to 
those people working their tails off. 
which were by far the majority " 
On the move to rescind the ERA: 
"I'm very strongly opposed to rescin­
ding the ERA. The Texas Constitution 
has contained an equal rights amend­
ment provision since 1972 and none of the 
woeful predictions made by the people 
opposed to the ERA have occurred in 
Texas I have not seen one argument ad­
vanced by the ERA opponents that is 
legally sound. None of them are They 
are the results of some misleading and 
ficticious propaganda.". 
On rape legislation: 
"Hopefully we will lengthen the 
statute of limitations from one year to at 
least two years. (Also) there's no reason 
why the prosecuting witness', the rape 
victims', record of chastity ought to be 
an issue I have seen numerous rape 
and like legislators do respond, which is 
their job. 
They're supposed to respond to 
political pressure. Ordinary people 
would not." 
On wiretapping to fight organized 
crime as favored by Gov. Dolph Briscoe: 
"The evil you seek to prevent may not 
be as bad as the method you are using to 
prevent it. I know the danger of organiz­
ed crime better than most people. I had a 
contract out on me when I was a judge. I 
know more than most civilians ever will 
know about that whole area But at the 
same time it seems to me that to tap a 
phone is. per se. unreasonable. My posi­
tion is not set in concrete. I will listen to 
other arguments 
On the process of selecting the Speaker 
of the House: 
"1 don't like this way at all. It's too 
much like rush week I was not a 
member of a fraternity but I know how it 
is and how it was. everybody talking 
"I don't agree that taking the press off the (House) 
floor is going to improve decorum (but) I do think the 
press pays too much attention to behavior and not 
enough to substance ... during the convention, it seem­
ed to me there was far too much attention being paid 
to those few people who were skylarking and not 
enough to those people working their tails off ...". 
State Rep. Ronni^ Earle 
\ ^. -- ; , \ . •. ' ^ 
cases, from both the side of the victim 
and the side of the accused, and I've seen 
injustice result on both sides. It's a very 
fine line to draw between the woman 
who cries rape, like the boy who cries 
wolf, and the victim who receives no 
justice." 
On the need for constitutional revision 
by a citizens Convention: 
"I fear that we will not have a citizens 
convention because the lobby will oppose 
it ... all lobbies, from people like Com-' 
mon Cause all the way up to Gulf Oil." 
Why? "A new constitution won't 
protect their interests like the old con­
stitution does, particularly if it is written 
by people who don't,respond to political 
pressure like citizen* would not respond 
about what a great guy a certain person 
was. I don't like that at all. I haven't 
been here long enough to really assess it, 
hut I don't like this way. I don't know 
that there's a better way." 
On Ronnie Earle: 
"I don't like to be called a liberal or 
conservative. I don't like labels. In fact, 
they just drive me up the wall. People 
have been trying to label me since I first 
declared my candidacy a year ago. I 
have' so far resisted a label.; 
"When people program their vote on 
the basis of whether it's liberal or con­
servative they forfeit their intellectuali­
ty. I feel very strongly about that. I con­
sider myself a radical moderate, 
whatever that is." 
liglRlieflSiS 
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Dolph Briscoe 
THE DREAM — Gov Dolph Briscoe awakes on Jan. 10, splashes on a little 
Aqua Velva, gives himself a strong look in the mirror and prepares to name 
three new regents to the University System. 
He remembers faculty and student dissent in 1969 when the College of Arts 
and Sciences was split and when the Silber firing prompted the exodus of 
renowned educators. He remembers faculty and student dissent this fall 
with the firing of President Stephen Spurr. He looks at a current board that 
consists of eight business-minded men and one humanitarian. He looks at 
past regents and realizes that — while business is indeed a vital part of this 
University — the board is embarrassingly void of academia-minded people. 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe then decides to appoint one University student — 
chosen by student elections — and one University faculty member — chosen 
by faculty elections. And he adds another with academic expertise and prov­
ed integrity; perhaps it is Page Keeton. 
THE FEAftED REALITY — Gov. Dolph Briscoe awakes on Jan. 10, 
splashes on a little Aqua Velva (actually this point is irrelevant), looks away 
from the mirror, trots down to his Capitol office, reviews numerous cam­
paign contributors, remembers political allies and appoints three regents 
that resemble the 187 that Texas governors have given us in the past. 
• • • 
There is, of course, a lot of room for compromise between The Dream and 
The Feared Reality. We don't expect the first alternative, but we have no 
reason not to expect the second. The accompanying table on this page 
represents The Feared Reality. 
We worry that history will again repeat itself. That is one reason why we 
are noyv presenting our case for new regents one month before Briscoe will 
make his decision. Our other reason is more practical: we only have a few 
more publishing days before the Christmas break, and the appointments will 
occur approximately when we resume publishing in the spring. 
This editorial is nothing new. The Texan has repeatedly pleaded with Tex­
as governors for more responsive regents, and we must admit we haven't 
been too successful. In 1969 — despite strong campus protest — Gov. John B. 
Connally reappointed Frank C. Erwin. In 1971, Gov. Preston Smith was ask­
ed to appoint more academic regents, and Smith even said a number of 
times that Law Dean Page Keeton would be a fine regent. Smith did appoint 
the one bright spot — Lady Bird Johnson — but he also added two typical 
regents: banker A G. McNeese and Dr. Joe T. Nelson. 
In 1971, Briscoe said that a student regent wasn't a bad idea. The Texan 
recommended the student regent, Keeton, former U.S. Sen. Ralph Yar-
borough and others. Briscoe responded with three of the most political and 
homogeneous regental triplets possible: former governor and banking czar 
Allan Shivers, dentist James Bauerle and politician/banker/lawyer Ed 
Clark. 
This year, with the Spurr controversy still looming across the state, we 
are presented with somewhat better chances for some academia-minded 
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We want a different class on the Board of Regents 
regents. Briscoe has indicated in the past that a new type of regent is needed 
on the board, and he indicated that he was quite displeased (at least before 
the November elections) with the handling of the Spurr firing. 
So now, it is time for The Texan to present its traditional plea for different 
regents. Here is our argument: 
First, we do not oppose business experts on the Board of Regents. Without 
such expertise, the University would not be where it is today in fiscal stan-
The profess ions  
(confessions ?) of 
past regents 
(Editor's note: the following is a tabulation of past regents and their oc­
cupations, based on documents from the Barker Texas History Collection. 
The list is as accurate as possible given the sources. Some of the 187 
regents were listed without occupation, others had several. One man was 
described as a "lawyer, farmer, cattleman, independent oil operator." It 
is tempting to add warrior, minstrel, lover of women. 
Additionally, nearly all of the regents have been politicians of one sort 
or another, and nearly all have been involved in business. But only a few 
had these specific occupations. We included all listings, which accounts 
for the difference in the totals. But whatever the discrepancies, the over­
all list is quite indicative of the people who have run — and still run — this 
t'Diversity. aw 69 Publishing 5 
Medicine 19 Insurance 4 
Banking 18 Journalism 4 
Oil 14 Farming 3 
Ranching 10 Construction 2 
Lumber 8 Real Estate 2 
Capitalist 8 Religion 2 
Politics 7 Lady Bird 1 
Business 6 Pharmacy 1 
Education 5 Writing 1 
8« 
ding. But we do oppose a board that is solidly composed of such 
business/politicians because of the effects such a board can have in an 
academic environment. We need only mention the board's Election of 
Charles LeMaistre as chancellor and Erwin's intense meddling to prove ftur 
point. ' 
•The secretive tactics of the board is one - if not THE one - area that 
bothers us the most. And this is caused by having a board uniform in both 
economic and political backgrounds. Regent meetings have been rehearsed 
formalities, nothing more than closed meetings. A few different individuals 
would at least expose the controversies — the motives, the reasonings, the 
feelings. The attitude that Regent Chairman McNeese showed with his "The 
public has ho right to know" quote reflects the entire decision-making 
process of the regents. 
Though we have nothing against money, it would be advisable to select a 
regent who owns less than three or four banks. The current regents belong to 
a cozy class that rules Texas — from oil to insurance to banking. Their 
perspective could not represent that of the entire state. And, along the same 
lines, why not add a minority or two to the board. It would be appropriate to 
have someone who understands the need to provide higher education to all 
Texas citizens. 
The most discussed possibility for the board would be a student and/or a 
faculty member. Since these two groups do make up about 99 percent of the 
System, representation by these two groups seems as necessary as the con­
cept of due process and academic freedom. But then again, the System has ' 
neglected both of those two ideas. 
The only candidate we can strongly recommend at this moment is the 
former dean of the law school, Page Keeton. Keeton has stepped aside from 
many of his duties and would now be a perfect regent because of his ex­
perience as an academician, his record of building the Texas School of Law 
into one of the finest in the country, the respect that he receives from con­
servatives and liberals, his proved integrity. Keeton has been recommended 
by The Texan before, and — unfortunately — maybe that has hurt his 
chances. But we see no reason why Keeton should not be appointed. Briscoe 
shouldn't either. 
Student Government has been doing extensive research in attempting to 
discover just what type of regent this campus wants. The results should be 
released soon and presented to the governor. We encourage the Travis Coun­
ty legislative delegation - Doggett, Barrientos, Weddington, Earle and 
Delco also to contact Briscoe and to encourage other members of the 
Legislature to make their views known. We encourage the campus to call 
Briscoe s office, to write Briscoe letters. And we encourage Briscoe to 
listen. 
We are tired of a homogeneous board. We are tired of the board's secrecy. 
We are tired of a strictly business-minded board that enters into academic 
affairs. We are tired of The Feared Reality. 
A, x 
A cold winter at the fiefdom 
Who will replace Erwin, Garrett and Williams? 
firing line 
Whose ox has been gored? 
To the editor: 
As a journalist and iaw student, I feel 
compelled to respond to Martin Gibson's 
Guest Viewpoint on the Steve Russell 
episode in Monday's Texan. While 1 en­
joyed Russell's contributions, his depar­
ture and the alleged censorship behind it 
are not the subject of this letter I am 
much more concerned by the lack of ac­
curacy in Mr. Gibson's treatment of the 
situation. 
First, Russell never claimed he could 
"guarantee that Gallo won't complain.'' 
What he did write was that he, as a third 
year law student, was "probably in a 
better position to know what libel is than 
the censor." I think there's a distinct 
difference between a ^statement of 
general likelihood and a flat guarantee of 
fact. 
'At any rate, it's not who complains 
that counts, It's who's likely to file'Bult 
and what their chances are of winning. I 
don't think there are many reporters 
around who haven't gotten a nasty 
telephone call from someone whose ox 
was gored by a story. Likelihood of com­
plaint should not be the criterion of. re­
jection for any credible news operation. 
I was somewhat floored by: the ldgic 
leap in Mr. Gibson's observation that 
half the losers in oourt have at least 
three year? of law school. Lawyers don't 
usually create Stilts to file; they have " 
\plaintiffs and defendants to-do that; i-
Whethcr a (lawyer comes out on toji; 
depends to a large extent-on how £ood his 
client's c4sc Is. To link losing with legal 
not the standard of excellence behind 
The Texan. 
If you don't like lawyers, Mr. Gibson, 
hire your local Army PFC the next time 
you're in court. 
Graham N. Smith 
UT Law Class of '75 
Always genteel 
To the editor: 
I don't mind being criticized, but it 
would be more fun if we could stick to 
the facts. Letters in Tuesday's-Firing 
Line accused me of trying to refute'Steve 
Russell's unpublished column, which I 
did not; of advising writers not to offend 
anyone, which is only 180 degrees from 
the truth: of covering up censorship, 
which misses the point; and of failure to 
be genteel in my language, which is bla­
tant' ignorance, arrant nonsense and 
probably second-degree blasphemy — I 
am always genteel. 
But the fault may be mine, 
nevertheless. In a Guest Viewpoint run 
Monday, I discussed Russell's Wording 
and said The Texan's editorial managers 
held out th£ column because of -it. My 
error was in not spelling out more clear­
ly that all mention of Intemperate 
language and lack of gentility on 
Rustfoll's part referred only to the 
'problem of libel. My sentence right after-
the reference to genteel language said 
we are dealing specifically with the 
words "scabrous dregs,'/ Those! are 
dangerous; words. I regret that you and 
. at lfeast two rfeaders overlooked or at-
educatiqn is a cheap shot. Forthesakeofs: tached little inipprtance to that key?7 . 
the Journalistic profession, I hope that'? sentence., I accept the. blarpe for ,ijotj-1 
'
l
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elaborating on the point. 
The Texan has no censorship problem. 
The Review Committee does not deal 
with matters of taste and form, no 
matter what impression I left. The com­
mittee deals with libel. And I am not go­
ing to spend any more time on people 
who do not want to see the difference 
between editing and censorship. 
Martin L. Red Gibson 
Associate Professor of Journalism 
TexPIRG 
To the editor: 
On Wednesday, Nov. 20, the Student 
Senate voted to grant TexPIRG $1,000 
for the purpose of funding projects 
beneficialjo UT students. This money is 
necessary"to provide the Junds TexPIRG 
has needed to become a more active and 
viable organization. We, at TexPIRG, in­
terpret this grant as a vote of confidence 
for the'organization and the whole con­
cept to student participation in consumer 
protection. Also, their vote Indicates a 
desire to provide for students useful in­
formation in a variety of areas of public 
Interest. . /. 
We would like to take this opportunity 
to thank the members of the Student 
Senate for their help. Many people put 
several hours into this proposal, and we 
received much cooperation from In­
dividual senators. We hope that Tex-
_.PIRG will be able to work with the 
Senate in areas beneficial So the Ufflvef^ 
J| .slty community, : ^  • ' 
t — . * Lee Pearton 
Chairperson, Austin. 
• i)( ,X "."iKs< Ji 
By STEVE RUSSELL 
To observe Texas politics is to fight a 
constant battle with dreary, grinding 
pessimism. Optimists, significantly, 
never argue that Texas is not really so 
bad — just that it can be changed. 
Take the Universi­
ty (as you will, 
because I am 
graduating). Dolph 
Briscoe will soon an­
nounce several ap­
pointments to the 
Board of Regents. 
Briscoe has made ~ & 
many vague and win­
dy promises about student and faculty in­
put, but now that the election is over the 
question is not whether Briscoe's ap­
pointments will be bad but just how bad. 
I was discussing this situation with a 
friend whose opinion I deeply respect, 
and the conversation turned to whether 
The Texan should express an opinion on 
regental appointments, urinating into 
the wind being fashionable on campus 
this year. He suggested that The Texan 
"has about as much credibility with 
Dolph Briscoe as Pravda." He's right, 
and the fact that Briscoe has about as 
much credibility on campus as the 
Manchester Union-Leader Is of little 
solace,, because the governor holds all 
the trump cards. 
SSiscoe being who he is, many possible 
appointees to the Board of Regents are 
disqualified for political reasons. "Dis­
qualified for political reasons" — isn't 
that a burn, when the very thing we want 
is less politics and more regard for the 
academic endeavor? 
An obvious choice for the Board would 
be Ronnie Dugger, who would probably 
be a University Distinguished Alumnus 
except for the fact that in his distinguish­
ed career as liberal gadfly he had failed 
to acquire any oil wells or build any tiger 
cages. He is an obvious choice because 
he has written a book setting out at 
length — some would say too much 
length — precisely what he feels the 
University community should be. 
Even- if Dugger's nomination were 
never confirmed, it would be a good 
thing for the University because for the 
first time the confirmation hearings on a 
regental appointment would be forced to 
seriously address the question of what, 
precisely, we are gathered In Austin to 
accomplish. Dugger Is out of the ques-
Letters to the Editor 
Firing Line letters thould: 
• B* 25 llnet or leu. The Texan 
reserves. the right »o edit Utters for 
length> 
• Include name, addresi and 
pnone number of contributor. 
Mall latteri to The Firing Urn-Tha 
Dally Texan, Drawer D, UT Station, 
Austin, TX. 78712; ir bring Utters to 
Texbn offtcei, basement/ Texqt 
Student Publication* Building-
tion for political reasons; he is currently 
one of the leaders in the fight to stop 
Dolph-Briscoe from turning the Texas 
Democratic Party into a Lloyd Bentsen 
for President machine. 
Frances Farenthold, a University 
graduate of unquestioned humane vision 
and wisdom, cannot be appointed to the 
Board of Regents for political reasons. 
She is currently suing Dolph Briscoe for 
alleged violations of the campaign 
reform laws. 
Former U.S. Sen. Ralph Yarborough is 
also politically disqualified for his long 
identification with the progressive wing 
of the Democratic Party. 
Waco insurance executive Bernard 
Rapoport has done as much as any 
businessman in the state to stimulate 
public debate on our collective purpose. 
He is a public man in the finest sense of 
the word, but he has probably made 
enough campaign contributions to 
Briscoe's political enemies to disqualify 
him from consideration for the Board of 
Regents. 
Maury Maverick Jr., the San Antonio 
lawyer, is a man of conscience who 
would never sit still for something like 
the Spurr firing. But he, too, is fatally 
tainted with past and present liberal 
associations. 
This University is a political fiefdom 
run by people who have greased the 
bacon of Democratic Party honchos and 
are now receiving in return the prestige 
and political patronage that comes with 
a seat on the Board of Regents. Regent^ 
are not picked for their ability to handle^ 
the University's investments; any of the 
people I named above could make ade­
quate investment decisions. Business 
background is not as important as 
political acumen. 
If Briscoe really wants to see liberals 
bite their tongues, he should appoint a 
sell-out faculty member or a sell-out Stu­
dent — both of which are in plentiful 
supply-to the board! Who would you 
rather see run the University: 
"businessman" Bernard Rapoport or 
"student" Frank Fleming? 
Briscoe will probably announce his aD-
pointments while most of us are gone on 
Christmas break; that's the way 
decisions vital to the future of the 
University are often made. It's going to 
be a cold winter. 
Y 
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Giving it all they've got 
'Go Id!!!' 
guest viewpoint 
Texan's garbage reviews 
By CHARLES RAY 
(Ray is a University music 
and RTF student.) 
I am not usually one to keep 
rejuvenating aging Issues, but 
some garbage in the pages of 
The Texan got me just a little 
too upset to let it slide. 
There are four main reasons 
I write this. They all deal with 
the general trend of reviews, 
especially pop music and cer­
tain particular reviews of 
late. 
THE FIRST point 1 wish to 
make is that of the over-all 
general negative approach to 
reviews. I don't quite see the 
purpose of it most of the time 
and often disagree with the 
reviewer's analysis. Just 
because an individual wears 
the title of "Texan staff 
writer" does not give him (or 
her) the right to totally tear 
apart a performer's hard 
work. 
Perhaps the answer to this 
trend is what has been coined 
' 'pseudo-intellectualism.'' 
Bred by institutes of higher 
learning (such as UT), 
pseudo-intellectualism offers 
the right to downgrade and/or 
dislike things that the poor un-
specialized, Uneducated, ex-
polited person enjoys. 
This is not to say that ail 
Texan reviews are bad,, but 
this year seems to have 
abounded with them. I mainly 
believe it's good to point out at 
least some of the good in an 
event unless it is a total 
wipeout. 
SECONDLY, 1 consider the 
George Harrison-Fort. Worth 
concert review of Tuesday, 
Nov. 26, hy Dale Napier pretty 
much bottom of the barrel. 
Evidently something is wrong 
with the reviewer if he was 
not "moved." The sellout 
crowd seemed very 
enthusiast!^ I don't quite un­
derstand how he can claim for 
the entire audience that it was 
not moved. 
There are several faults in 
the text. Harrison's tour band 
mainly consisted of the 
members of Tom Scott's L.A. 
Express plus Billy Preston, 
and Jim Horn. That is a tight 
band; not a stray note in the 
concert. 
Also I wonder where Mr. 
Napier gets the idea that 
"While My Guitar Gently 
Weeps" was originally much 
faster than "Let It Be" and if 
' VES.MA'AM.A 
I'M HERE FOR 
THE SKATING 
COMPETITION... 
}K*Tf*S 
I GFFTTTR 
HERE! 
HOUJ ABOUT PRACTICE TIME, 
MA'AM? NOUJ? GOOD! 
I'LL PUT MY SKATES ON... 
WHAT ARE ) HOUR SKATES... I 
YOU L00KIN6/THINK iWVE'MAPE 
AT, KIP?.' J A LITTLE MISTAKE 
'THI$ 1$ A KOlt-ER \ 
3<AjTlN6' -COMPETITION [J 
the sax solos were in­
d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  f r o m  
Harrison's wailing guitar solo 
in that song, perhaps spending 
a little time studying the tim­
bres of the two instruments 
would help. 
TRUE, "HOWEVER, the 
audience did seem to get a bit 
restless during the Indian 
music section, part of which 
included the whole band 
alongside. I thought it was 
enjoyable and interesting to 
see them working the eastern 
and western music styles 
together. I did get the feeling 
that everyone who was not 
into it as much was very 
tolerant. Everyone who went 
to the show was forewarned. 
Even the tickets said George 
Harrison/Ravi Shankar and 
Family and Friends. 
I offered a review of the 
George Harrison Fort Worth 
show to The Texan on Sunday 
night, but they said someone 
would do it on Tuesday. I don't 
see what it would have hurt to 
have a look at another view, 
possibly even using both. 
I will not go into detail of 
Bill Darwin's inane review of 
Todd Rundgren's Utopia, as 
someone already pointed it 
out in a Firing Line letter last 
week, but it was pretty bad 
THE MAIN point which set 
me off was Darwin's slipshod 
Guest Viewpoint review/re­
buttal of Nov. 26 I fail to see 
how he can, with a straight 
face, say there was a lack of 
vitality in the Utopia concert 
The album, as the concert. I 
thought used the full Moog 
synthesizer very well, and in a 
more inventive manner than 
the majority of electronic ex­
perimenters. One cannot ex­
pect to take the Utopia album 
and plug it into the mold of 
"Something/Anything.' '  They 
are different albums and 
different examples of 
Rundgren's refusal to 
stagnate. 
I believe within his 
somewhat jumbled and 
cluttered "definition of the 
role of a reviewer," Mr. 
Darwin had a basically good 
idea, but I can't help but think 
that he missed something out 
of a very fine and avant garde 
concert 
In closing I would like to 
just present this seed for 
thought to the reviewer: if 
Harrison, or other per­
formers, were to see only 
reviews of the caliber written 
lately in The Texan, what kind 
of effect would it have? Peo­
ple and reviews of this type 
would be just enough to make 
someone such as Harrison 
crawl back into his shell, after 
finally coming out, where he 
should be 
By DAVID S. BRODER 
c1974, The Washington Post Company 
WASHINGTON — At the other end of Pennsy Ivania Avenue 
from the Whit'1  House, a man who resembles the President in 
age. experience and political background is preparing to face 
leadership challenges second in scope only to those of the chief 
executive 
He is Carl Albert, the 65-year-old Oklahoma Democrat who. 
as speaker of the House, heads a legislative branch which can 
claim a stronger and fresher mandate from the people than can 
Jerry Ford, his longtime colleague and political opponent, now 
transplanted to the other end of the avenue 
Journalistic attention [ocuses as usual on the Oval Office, but 
the traffic through the speaker's office is unrelenting these 
days, and the task of organizing the new Congress is at least as 
burdensome as that of assembling the new Administration 
ALBERT'S FACE and voice show a strain greater than the 
President's At an age when most men are ready (or retire­
ment. he faces the biggest challenge of his life The November 
election more than doubled the size of the Democratic majority 
and brought the House its largest freshman crop in a quarter-
century 
Carl Albert is on the spot. 
And whatever his private misgivings, he is not attempting to 
duck his responsibility for leadership 
"We have to have a credible record on energv and the 
economy by mid-summer.' '  he tells a visitor, "or we'll look 
terrible I don't know what the President will do with our 
legislation; I hope he's going to be reasonable and not seek out 
confrontation But whatever he does, we have the responsibility 
to pass the legislation that's needed 
"That's the test ol my leadership, and I want to tell you it 's 
going to be a physical job. trying to hold 290-odd Democrats 
together, without the White House to help But we've got to 
make the next six months count... If I can't do it with this 
Congress, it will be very difficult for me ever to do it. " 
THOSE BRAVE words have to be set against the record of his 
leadership in the expiring Congress, which has let 23 of its 24 
months expire without passing promised trade, tax. energy or 
economic measures 
Tjjne and again, powerful committee chairmen and the 
private interests that predominate in their narrow domains 
have ignored or thwarted the feeble exhortations to action from 
Albert and other party leaders. 
Thus, the first test for Albert will be his ability to bring his 
authority to bear against the committee barons symbolized and 
led by Ways and Means Chairman Wilbur D. Mills. D-Ark The 
test is going on this week in the Democratic caucus, and Albert 
appears to be intensely nervous about the confrontation 
QOONESBURY 
INTERVIEWS 
for 
Georgetown University Law Center 
Dean of Admissions & Rep. of La Raza Law Students 
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Preregistration bills are being distributed this 
week (Dec. 2-6) in the lobby of the Academic 
Center according to the following schedule: 
©  o  o  Wednesday Thursday 
Friday 
8:00am-12:00 
L, Mi 
E, F, G, Ha 
A. B 
1:00pm-5:00pm 
Mo, N. O. P 
He, I, J, K 
C, D 
O O 
O O 
O O Q O  o o o o  O O IPM 
All bills must be paid by December 18th. 
If you fail to pay by December 18th you must go 
through regular registration (see pp. 19-21 of the 
Spring 1975 Course Schedule for instructions). 
If you have any questions concerning your 
preregistration bill, call Student Accounting, 
471-4838, or come by Main B/dg. 14. 
[• •J, :f . 
i ' t  • • t  .  . 
Office of the Registrar 
- REGISTRATION SUPERVISION 
The votes aro tnere to strengthen his hand Bolstered by the 
record crop of freshmen Democrats, reform elements have 
already expanded Ways and Means' membership putting more 
Democrats on aii House committees and given Albert's steering 
committee control of committee assignments — a power 
previously used by Wavr and Means members to protect their 
own legislative autonomy 
Albert welcomes some of these changes — Including the rule 
that gives the Democrats two-thirds majorities on everv com­
mittee - but he fears that other reforms may go too far 
HIS POSTCRK is like that of a surfer who finally finds the big 
wave he has been waiting for arid suddenlv panics at the 
thought of being caught in lis invincible grip 
There is only a slight c hance of Albert being spilled, but he 
may be forced into flights he has spent his entire legislative 
lifetime avoiding Kven now with the wave about to crash, he is 
trying to protect the power of the committees and at the same 
time make them more responsive to caucus direction. 
"I m not going to declare war on the Ways and Means Com­
mittee It s loo important to the House I can do more with 
the committee chairmen as my friends than I can if thev're mv 
enemies " 
The tone of Albert's comments is not unlike the hesitancy one 
hears in the voice of President Ford as he describes his own 
dilemma in deciding whether to take the strong action the 
economy and the energy situation require, or trim his 
recommendations to what he thinks the powers in Congress will 
accept 
CONGRESS HAS shaped both men Ford and Albert — for 
more than a quarter-century and it has made them both con­
ciliators and compromisers 
Both recognize that their reputations in history will be deter­
mined by what they do — or fail to do - m the months just 
ahead 
Both vow to work at it with all they've got. But neither seems 
quite certain how to proceed 
Crossword Puzzler 
ACROSS 
1 Container 
4 Parent 
(colloq ) 
7 Goes by water 
12 The sell 
13 A state (abbr i 
14 Rents 
15 Everyone 
16 Filter 
.18 Staffs 
20 Residue 
21 i.ive 
23 Organ of 
hearing 
24 Greek letter 
27 Swimmers 
29 Algerian 
seaport 
30 More genial 
32 Most exact 
34 Man's name 
35 Leather strips 
on shoes 
37 Goal 
38 Cry ol sheep 
39 Lifts with 
lever 
42 Dispatches 
44 Icelandic 
writing 
45 Advanced 
49 Urge on 
50 Warning 
device 
51 Period ol time 
52 Born 
53 Foretokens 
54 Communist 
55 Touchdowns 
labbr.) 
DOWN 
1 Whiskers 
2 Shining 
3 Alabama's 
state flower 
4 Soft food 
5 Genus of 
olives 
6 Analysed, as 
sentence 
7 One who pro-
viaes shoes 
8 Is <!l 
9 Man s name 
"0 PermM 
11 Compass 
point 
1 7 Virtuous 
19 Shuts 
noisily 
22 Falsehood 
24 Chief 
executive 
25 Possesses 
26 Bank book 
abbreviation 
28 Secret 
29 Bizarre 
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Knock 
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Rimmed 
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Bouncy Junior Pinafores 
The charming country girl look ... so 
adaptable for teaming with blouses, 
sweaters and scarfs. Button-down back 
and large patch pockets. Washable 
acrylit houndstooth checks in burgundy 
and green or solids of beige, green ancj 
burgundy. Corduroy in yellow or blue. 
Sizes 5 to 13. 18.00. 
YARING'S, ON-THE-DRAG 
2406 Guadalupe 
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Chicago's Allen, Yankee's McGraw Traded 
Astros Swap May to Orioles 
NEW ORLEANS (UPI) -
The Baltimore Orioles, 
searching for more batting 
punch, obtained first baseman 
Lee May from the Houston 
Astros Tuesday for first 
baseman Enos Cabell and 
promising rookie second 
baseman Rob Andrews, 
younger brother of former 
Oakland second baseman 
Mike Andrews. 
May. 31, was the best-known 
of the three players in the 
transaction He broke in with 
LIBRARY FINES 
Motices from the University 
L i b r a r y  o r  a n y  o f  i t s  
branches are official Univer­
sity communications requir­
ing immediate attention. 
the Cincinnati Reds in 1966 
and enjoyed his best season 
with them three years later 
when he had 110 RBl's and 38 
homers with a .278 batting 
average, but went to the 
Astros after the 1971 season in 
a seven-player swap which 
brought Joe Morgan and Jack 
Billingham to the Reds 
MAY WAS one of Houston's 
top long ball producers with 85 
RBl's and 24 homers. He hit 
.268 in 152 games and will un­
doubtedly move in ahead of 
Boog Powell at first base for 
Baltimore. 
Cabell, a skinny 25-vear-old 
singles hitter, was a part-
timer with the Orioles this 
year, batting .241 in 80 games. 
He had 17 RBl's and three 
homers. 
Andrews, 21, played second 
base for Rochester this past 
season and was named to the 
International League All-Star 
team. He's the kind of hitter 
who makes good contact with 
the ball, and the scouting 
reports on him say his range 
in the field is almost as good 
as Baltimore's regular second 
baseman, Bobby Grich. 
THE ORIOLES also receiv­
ed Jay Schlueter, a 25-year-
old outfielder who spent the 
1974 season between Tulsa and 
Denver in the American 
Association and batted 195 in 
118 games this season 
• • * 
NEW ORLEANS (API -
Two of baseball's top names 
Last Day to Sign Up! 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT 
NUEVO LAREDO 
Saturday, Dec. 7 
Sign-up in Union South Program Office 
for more information call 471-4721 
Union Recreation Committee and Student Government Tours 
—UPI Telephoto 
May 
were on the move Tuesday 
with slugger Dick Allen and 
reliever Tug MgGraw in­
volved in a pair of rapid-fire 
deals that spiced the winter 
meetings. 
The controversial Allen, 
who announced his retirement 
in September but seems to 
have changed his mind since, 
was dealt by the Chicago 
White Sox to Atlanta. Then the 
Mets swapped McGraw, their 
bullpen ace and clubhouse 
cheerleader, to Philadelphia 
in a six-player trade that sent 
centerfielder Del Unser to 
New York. 
Outfielders Don Hahn and 
Dave Schneck also moved to 
Philadelphia with left-handed 
pitcher Mac Scarce and rookie 
catcher John Stearns going to 
New York. 
IHOMMMEl 
AN AFTER-CHRISTMAS SALE .^BEFORE CHWSTMASl 
HAPPENING NOW! 
at 
2222 Guadalupe • Next to the Texas Theatre 
•>  •>  •>  •>  •>  •>  •>  •>  •>  >  •>  . y . )  . r  . iTJTTTTJ  
Given an instant 
Christmas party for 
Christmas 
Are you looking for an unusual gift for a 
roommate or friend? Or, are you just looking for 
an excuse to party? Well, give a case of Pearl 
Longneek' and have Christmas spirits all monthj 
long. 
Don I forget party kegs of Pearl, either. 
Season's Greetings from Pearl 
i 
: Long, Tall Long necks! 
Cases of Longheck Pearl Available at 
PEARL BEER DISTRIBUTING COMPANY 
400 Nueces* Austin^ Texas. Vernon Browit, Distributor] 
- Call 476-6568' 
j .> .y > .* < .> .> .Y r.> ,t j j i i !~TTT! 
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TO GET the negotiating 
rights to Allen, the Braves 
surrendered a nominal 
amount of cash, believed to be 
$5,000. They will add a player 
to be named later should Allen 
agree to end his retirement. 
Allen, 32, the American 
League's Most Valuable 
Player in 1972, led the league 
in homers with 32 last season 
despite playing in only 128 
games. He left the White Sox 
Sept. 14. ^ 
Allen has a career batting 
average of .300 in 12 major 
league seasons dotted with 
controversy. He has played 
for Philadelphia, St. Louis and 
Los Angeles in addition to the 
White Sox. 
McGRAW IS A complete 
contrast to Allen. Happy-go-
lucky. he coined the familiar 
phrase "You gotta believe" 
that the Mets rode to the 
National League pennant in 
1973. He set a club record with 
27 saves in 1972 but managed 
only three last season when he 
had a 6-11 record and a 4.15 
earned run average. 
Unser, who batted .264 for 
the Phillies, will likely inherit 
the vacant Met centerfield 
job. 
I 
*1 
Who Wants It? 
Texan Staff Photo by David Woo 
Texas' Rich Parson grabs the loose basketball and attempts 
fast break against Murray Stale as teammates Tyrone Jonni... , . 
Krueger (21) and Mike Murphy watch. The Racers Won the game in Gregory Gvm 
Monday, 79-69. ' ' 
to initiate a 
nson (44). Dan 
Horns Jump to No. 7 7 in AP 
By The Associated Press 
Oklahoma has put in its 
final bid for college football's 
national championship, but 
the Sooners will have to wait 
a months to see if it stands 
up. 
Oklahoma completed an 11-
0 season Saturday by routing 
Oklahoma State 44-13. That 
was good enough to earn the 
sooners 44 first place votes 
and 1,198 of a possible 1,230 
points in the Associated Press 
final regular season poll of 
sports writers and broad­
casters. 
It was the fourth straight 
week the Sooners have been 
No. 1. Coach Barry Switzer's 
troops are ineligible for bowl 
competition because of 
recruiting indiscretions and 
will have to await the final AP 
poll Jan. 2 before claiming the 
national title. 
Alabama. 11-0, appears to 
be the only other team with a 
shot at the championship. The 
Crimson Tide wound up the 
regular campaign with a 17-13 
triumph over Auburn Friday. 
They continued No. 2 in the 
AP poll with 12 first place 
ballots and 1,112 points. 
Alabama will have one last 
chance to establish its 
national championship 
credentials New Year's night 
when it faces Notre Dame in 
the Orange Bowl. 
Ohio State, 10-1, held onto 
third place with 962 points, 
and Michigan remained fourth 
with 828. The Buckeyes have a 
Rose Bowl date with Southern 
California on Jan. 1. 
The Trojans, 9-1-1, tuned up 
for the Rose Bowl with an im­
pressive 55-24 thumping of 
Notre Dame. That was good 
Top 20 
TK« Top 20 tami in TH« Ai»odat»d Pr««t 
t«0*g* football poll, with finl piec* v«t»« In 
porvnth****, M«Mfl r*c»rdi and total points 
tobwtotod on bath of JOO1-16-14-12.109-t-
•i«. 
Arby's 
CHICKEN FRIED STEAK SANDWICHES 
1. Oklahoma (49) 
2. Alabama (12) 
3. Ohio State 
4. Michigan 
5. So. Calif 
6 Auburn 
7. Penn State 
8. Nebraska 
9. Notre Dame 
tO. Maryland 
U. Tnot 
12. Baylor ' 
13. No.Caro. St. 
14. Michigan St. 
15 Miami, O 
16. Texas A&M 
17. Brlgham Young 
18. Florida 
19. Arizona 
20. Pitt 
tie Wisconsin 
OThers receiving 
11-0-0 
11-0-0 
10-1-0 
10-1-0 
9-1-1 
9-2-0 
9-2-0 
8-3-0 
9-2-0 
*3-0 
14-0 
8-3-0 
9-2-0 
7-3-1 
9-0-1 
8-3-0 
7-3-1 
8-3-0 
9-2-0 
7-4-0 
7-4-0 
votes, 
1.198 
1 . 1 1 2  
982 
828 
781 
S44 
502 
500 
369 
258 
254 
239 
276 
197 
154 
79 
31 
28 
20 
18 
18 
listed 
Reg. $1.53 rs SAVE 58* 
alphabetically: Boston College. Clem-
son, Harvard, Houston, Mississippi St., 
North Carolina, Oklahoma St., Temple, 
Tennessee, Tulsa, UCLA, Utah St. 
mam 
m 
It 
Golden brown chicken fried steak with lettuce & Jomato, 
served on a giant sesame seed bun. Help yourself to-all the 
mustard, safad dressing and catsup. 
Ooww FlU-CD 
Jackets VE.-»TS4 Parka* 
• 411 S. Lamar 
o 1715 Guadalupe 
• 5400 Burnet Rd. 
892-2058 
472-1582 
451-3760 
Must have coupon 
lor offer 
COUPON GOOD THRU DEC. 20 
ING 
• ma TRANSPORTATION 
• NO CHARM TO 
YOU 
• OfCN SUNDAYS 
"W* HAVt THt APARTMENT fOH YOU* 
rUKNISHtD - ONnmNISKt* 
* DUPIUM • TOWN noasa 
* trrtCMMOM * mm ramus 
MOmrr MANAOtmm WE COVER AUSTIN 
W-Mi 
& ~$ssocial 
CALL DAY OR NIOHT 
tarns 
472-7201 324 5. CON OR ESS 
mm Www 
Wwoll Laeth Provision Co 
24TU t Saw AkfTOMio 47BI577 
enough to move them up one 
position to No. 5. 
Auburn, 9-2, advanced from 
seventh to sixth despite losing 
to Alabama, and Penn State, 
9-2, jumped from 10th to 
seventh after whipping Pitt 
31-10. 
Nebraska, 8-3, is eighth, 
Notre Dame, 9-2, is ninth and 
Maryland, 8-3, is 10th. 
Rounding out the Top 20 are 
Texas, Baylor, North Carolina 
State, Michigan State, Miami 
of Ohio, Texas A&M, Brigham 
Young, Florida, Arizona, and 
Pitt and Wisconsin, tied for 
20th. 
UT Archers 
Beat SWT 
The University archery club 
outshot Southwest Texas 
University Tuesday in the 
Women's Gym, 2,096-2,002. 
Texas, which earlier won a 
10-team tournament at TCU, 
was led by Jim Johns, who 
had 532 points. However, 
SWT's James Knox had the in­
dividual high with 536. 
Texas' top four shooters all 
finished over 500. Billy James 
was a close second with 530. 
Ernie Grimes and Tom Cook 
had 520 and 514. respectively. 
Texas completely 
dominated women's competi­
tion by taking the top five 
spots. Cynthia Savage and 
Ann Snow tied for the in­
dividual honors with 500 each. 
The teams shoot 60 arrows 
into a 24-inch face from a dis­
tance of 15 yards. The max­
imum score a shooter can 
achieve is 540. 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors 
Needed 
Men & Women 
EARN $14 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 PM 
TUES. & FRI. 8 AM to 3 PM 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th . 477-3735 
After college, 
will you get the job 
you deserve? 
Let's face it, things aren't equal in today's job mar­
ket. Even with a college degree. But the Air Force 
has jobs that fit your college education, on an equal 
opportunity basis. 
The Air Force is deeply involved to provide un­
derstanding for its people about the sensibilities and 
sensitivities of others. Doing its part to make things 
better. We're not perfect—yet. But brother, we are 
getting there. 
There are many job opportunities open to yOu as 
an officer in the United States Air Force. You may 
consider being a pilot or navigator. 
And don't forget the Air Force ROTC Scholarship 
Program. Scholarships that cover full, tuition, reim­
bursement for textbooks, lab and incidental fees. Plus 
an allowance of $100 a month and flying lessons.' 
Apply, qualify, and enroll in Air Force ROTC at 
8AS.115 471-1776 or 471-1777 
Cqptoin Jim Corglll 
Put It All Together in Air Force; ROTC 
Come see whats new 
at your Burger Chef; 
FOLKS LJCVE TO BUILD 
THEIR OWN BURGERS 
ATOUR WORKS BAR .JEFF/ 
...AND HELP 
THEMSELVES AT 
OURSAlAPaW/ 4 
Fix your own borger theway you 
flkattat our mw Worts Bar. 
HH|» yourwlf laMtiitv. imhmA. rvlUh and iilcMi*. I' nun-turd 
and an* nil yuu want. it'« llwti' for yon l»n H;tvr it* imii-li or ;i» tilllr ;i> you wani lit Ihr riwf Wt»rk» llm l. nmiJiuiM vinif Inirp-r Just lite u.tv 
vcmi want il t")r yrai cm order vinii Inircr* rompMr ;inH miily to e«» Al Hurgrr t'hrf. |hi* rlvolir i» y<mr» 
Our new Salad Bar. 
Onkr a Mlad and hdp younuH. 
If It'o hitart ymt Imp. Iwrr'* ^inolhrr 
mtntnymtf) like Rurpcr Cbcf.fxir new Rilitd Iwr. Juii order it Kihtri nnd jw>|ii ymtrttH. Yf^i'U flmf a Hvoliv of (IrrMint itndnl Hurgrr (*hrf. you van nxnc Un fc (irf nil llic mI.kI von want' 
• 6912 BURNET R0. 
« 8010 HWV. 183-N 
'-if, J fi 
• 2700 8, LAMAR 
923 E. 41 
iik$ " 
T 
Mono Sidelines Krueger 
UT Guard To Miss 2 or More Games 
By RICHARD JUSTICE 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Texas basketball team, which has made only 38 per­
cent of its shots through two games and faces its toughest op­
ponent of the season Thursday night, lost its most experienc­
ed player to mononucleosis Tuesday. 
Dan Krueger, a junior guard from Stevens Point, Wise., 
will miss Texas' Thursday game in Shreveport, La., against 
Centenary and at least two more weeks' action. 
"1 don't like it, but there's not much 1 can do," Krueger, 
who'll be replaced by sophomore Hank Bauerschlag, said as 
he watched television in the Student Health Center Tuesday. 
"They've told me I'm going to be out this week and next 
week.'' 
Most of the Texas team has suffered from the flu the last 
two weeks, including Krueger. His ability to play last Friday 
against Brigham Young was in doubt until game time. But 
Krueger played most of that game and more than three-
fourths of Monday night's Texas loss to Murray State. 
"We diagnosed it as mononucleosis today (Tuesday)," Dr. 
Paul Trickett said. "We suspected it last night. He was in no 
danger playing last night. He doesn't appear real sick right 
now." x 
Krueger averaged 10.8 points per game last season and 
was named to the All-Southwest Conference honorable men­
tion team. His freshman season he also lettered and averag­
ed 3.6 points per game. 
"They told me after the game Monday night I had to come 
here," Krueger said. "I really had to study. I really don't 
feel that bad." 
Krueger's injury is the fifth year in a row an important 
Texas player has been seriously injured. 
"John Mark Wilson was hurt and had to quit last year," 
Texas Basketball Coach Leon Black said. 
"Before that it was (Larry) Robinson and John Mark 
meht's wear 
2424 Guadalupe 
LAST MIDNIGHT 
SALE 
FOR 
THIS YEAR 
Michael's is having tonight 
a 4 hour sale — 8 pm to 12 pm. 
Thousands and thousands of dollars worth of famous brands consisting of 
clothing, shoes, slacks, shirts, ties, belts, socks, umbrellas, leather coats, all 
types of outerwear, work shirts, leisure suits, blue jean jackets, windbreakers, 
underwear, sweaters, turtle neck sweaters, knit shirts with pockets, gloves, 
mufflers, stocking caps, hankies, and many more items. All of these items 
will be offered at great savings. We are listing the prices of a few items 
because there is not enough space to mention everything. It will give you a 
_ good idea what to expect tonight. 
pre! 
Oth 
The 
Size 
Dan Krueger 
again. In '72 we lost (Eric) Groscurth and Robinson. In '71 it 
was Groscurth again. We've had more than our share of in­
juries. " 
"Those are facts aren't they?" Krueger said. "I can get 
hurt next year. too. Don't forget that." 
Landry: Long/ey Has Vet Instincts 
DALLAS (AP) — Dallas 
Cowboy Coach Tom Landry 
said Tuesday that Roger 
Staubach will still be his 
quarterback in Saturday's 
nationally televised game 
with Cleveland although sen­
sational rookie Clint "The 
Mad Bomber" Longley might 
get some action 
Longley. a rookie from 
Abilene Christian, rallied 
Dallas from a 16-3 third 
quarter deficit Thanksgiving 
Day and winged a 50-yard 
touchdown pass with 28 
seconds left to play to defeat 
Washington 24-23. 
Asked if he would throw 
Longley into the fray against 
the Browns if things go badly 
for Staubach, Landry said. "I 
can't sav what I would do." 
THEN LANDRY laughed 
and said, "Of course, you've 
got that crowd to think 
about." 
The nerveless Longley cap­
tured the imagination of Tex­
as Stadium fans and a national 
television audience with his 
fantastic National Football 
League dfebut. He threw a 35-
yard touchdown pass to tight 
end Billy Joe Dupree, drove 
Dallas 80 yards for another 
score, then hit the winning 
touchdown pass. 
"His (Longley's) perfor­
mance really changes our 
thinking about him." Landry 
said 
"He impressed us in camp. 
but we never expected what 
we got Thursday. Clint has 
great anticipation and gets 
back and sets up real quick." 
PRESSED IF Longley had a 
shot at beating out Staubach 
next year. Landry said, "It's 
hard to say. He was going 
mostly by instinct. It's really 
not that easy to beat the 
Redskins you know. 
"They (the Redskins) tried 
College Basketball 
Illinois 69. Valparaiso 58 
Marquette 92. St Johns, Minn. 46 
Holy Cross 102, St Anselm's 71 
Seton Hall 104, St Michael's, vt. 78 
Minnesota 70, Montana St. 58 
Davidson 74, Wofford 69 
SMU 89, NTSU 87 
Ohio U. 85. Cleveland St. 71 
Hofstra 75, St. Francis, N Y. 72 
Coast Guard 58, Curry 54 
Branded 78. MIT 72 
Boston U 67. Rhode Island 65 
Connecticut 78. Fullerton St. 63 
Duquesne 76. Wheeling 74 
Simpson 7), Cornell 54 
Vlllanova 83. Phila. Textile 73' 
W. Virginia 82. Pfft 78, OT 
Purdue 104. Ball State 77 
Minnesota 78, Montana St. 58 
Arizona St. 103. Whlttler 67 
Citadel 115. UNC-Wllmington 88 
Bradley 93, lowa St. 72 
Texas A4M84. Houston Baptist 77 
Centennary 99 Lamar 78 
Austin Peay 94, S Alabama 92 
Kentucky $? 121, Alabama St 94 
St Xavier 65. Benedictine 63 
Montana 64. Col of Great Falls 45 
New Mexico 59. New Mexico St. 58 
Akron 84, S. Calif. Costa Mesa 69 
University lexas-EI Paso 68 Wayland 
Baptist 29 
Tulsa 95. Mo.-St Louis 82 
OeigMon 74. N Dakota 69 
Citadel 115, UNC.-Wilmington 88 
N. Car st. 111. UNC Asheville 68 
lowa 86. Drake 81 
Detroit 66. Wis -Parkside 59 
Illinois 69, Valparaiso 58 
George Washington )03. Delaware 92 
Siena 88, lona 75 
St Mary 99. Lamar 78 
Lubbock Christian College 84. Panhan­
dle State 65 
Pan American 121. National University 
of Mexico 62 
to blitz him shooting the 
linebackers and he caught 
them and hurt them. Now, 
that's the instinct of a great 
quarterback. I've never seen a 
rookie quarterback do that. 
He has excellent vision and 
can see the field." 
Landry said his players 
laugh about the way Longley 
seems to look one way and 
throw side-arm for a comple­
tion in the other direction. 
LANDRY ADDED, "I'm 
not even sure myself how he 
does that." 
A b o u t  t h e  s l u m p i n g  
Staubach, who had a poor day 
against Washington before he 
was knocked out of the game 
by linebacker Dave Robinson. 
Landry said, "Roger is hesi­
tant in throwing the ball. He is 
in a slump. He's like a batter 
who has to hit his way out of 
it." 
• DALLAS MUST win its last 
two games and Washington 
drop its last two for the Cow­
boys to get into the playoffs. 
Sweater sale 
ticketed 17.00, now 12.50. 
ers at similar low prices. 
re are many other sweaters. 
s S,M,L,XL. 7 good colors. 
»BPimiiiinntmtmnniimiiiHmiimmiwiti»unmm 
Sleeveless sweaters at 
savings 2.00 to 3.00. They 
are all marked. Deduct 
-$1.00 additional. Sizes 
S.M.L.XL. Beautiful solid 
colors. 
Outerwear sale. 
59.95 values now $39.95; 
49.95 now $34.95; 59.95 
now 37.95. 
nuniiiiinmiiiiiiiiiitiuiiiiiniiimraini 
A complete double 
section of winter 
jackets at savings 
from 15.00 to 20.00 on 
each garment. 
Entire stock of long sleeve shirts, 
sleeve shirts, casual long sleeve knit 
shirts, and also short sleeve knit shirts. 
All remarked on sale at savings of 2.00 
to $3.00. We will also let you deduct 
S1.00 addition from the sale price. 
—WHIP AND SPEAKER magazine, October 1974 
Why are people talking about Warner Bros. Records' DEEP EAR? Because DEEP EAR is an explosive entertainment 
event . . . FOUR SIDES of uncut music by hit artists at the astonishingly low price of $2.00 ! Available ONLY 
BY MAIL! In addition to the artists pictured, you'll hear JESSE COL-tN YOUNG, l_JTTl_E FEAT, EL.VJN BISHOP, 
WENDY WALOMAN, JIMMY CLIFF . . . and THIRTEEN OTHERS! Twenty-six selections in all. includ.ng material 
never before publicly exposed, like Van Dyke Parks' seductive "Come to the Sunshine"! Why does Warners dare to 
present this album'' Because they think' you'll LIKE ,WHAT YOU HEAR . .  .  and believe in YOUR RIGHT io go out 
and buy ALL THE RECORDS YOU WANT by these performers after hearing DEEP EAR! 
^AMOLOAUR 
•O'thi 
^ : 
TTTTTi INBEUEVABL&_ 
2 
urrruE PEAT ambwc*/ • 
doing theifhrt 
-Tin Man \ 
- - FUNKY? MELLOW? OR JUST "A CHEAP WAY FOR MUSIC FREAKS TO GET OFF"?YOU BE THE JUfXJEf 
EVEN IF LISTENERS SEIZE EVERY COPY OP DEEP EAR IN EXISTENCE, WE WILL CONTINUE TO DEFEND 
^ YOUR RIGHT TO HEAR UNCUT SELECTIONS BY HIT ARTISTS AT BELOW-COST PRICESt 
Couponi I, the undersigned, believe that consenting persons should rock out till 
thqy c«n no longer stand It. I've decided to go off the deep ear and sertd fQr 
yoi^r 2-record long-playing sampler. T enclose' 52.00. pad certify that I am 
• 21 or.older or younger. ' 
JL 
Mall toi DEEP-EAR. d/o'Warnsr Bros, Records (the house of good 4a«te), PQ Box 
6668,"Burbank, Calif. 91510. AlloW.6 wepke for delivery.' ^ [ 
• Available only In-y.jJ. and Canada I DfT 
Other group of casual suits. 
89.95 now 69.95 
69.95 now 49.95 
Sizes S,M,L. Assorted colors 
(Fancy) 
Blue Jean Jackets 
Mike Levi's, you can't tell the 
'different) Now $10.00. Sizes 
|M,LrXL. 
nniimmiitimmiiiiuiiiiiaiuiiiiiuiiminiiiiuiitiniin. 
|0ne group of Dexter shoes 
| Regular 22.95 and 23.95. Now 
,10.00. Not all sizes. 
Entire stock of fashion shirts 
(like Kennington) with all 
the trimmings. Save 2.00 to 
4.00. Also Western shirts on 
sale. Beautiful Patterns. 
Sizes S,M,L,XL 
Umbrellas. 6.95 now 
4.95; 8.95 now 6.95; 
Levi's blue jean! 
jackets. Anywhere 
else - 16.50, 17.95,1 
and 18.50. Here 12.00. 
Sizes 34 to 50. 
Entire stock of 
brand new belts -1 
folding umbrellas, 110% off. Sizes 30 
9.95 now 6.95 | to 44 
taMiiiHtniutniiniiiiniiiiiiitiiaaiiAiRmnnuBi 
All ties (by Damon! 
10% off. They are all Corduroy Coot Sale -1 
pre-ticketed. Deduce 39.95 now $29.95; | 
10%, Beautiful 60.00 now $44.95. 
patterns. 
tMMIIWIWHIUIIIIimi 
Levi's Tab Shirts (like 
a jacket). Regular 
22.50, now 14.00. 
Sizes Medium and 
large. Good colors. 
niiHuimmiminmunininmiiiuniiimp 
One group of cuffed | 
slacks (mostly Levi's)] 
W price. Patterns only. 
Sizes 29 to 40. 
Leather Coat Sale: 
145.00 now 110.00 
105.00 now 85.00 
175.00 now 130.00 
95.00 now 75.00 
125.00 now 89.95 
rifT'r niimnMnnmiiiiiiiiiii^|iiii mi I I I I I I I  
roimiiiiiiBiniiiiiiiiimmiHyiHiniiiiiHHmnmnm. 
Windbreakers 
I (you know which ones). Some places 
want 16.00. Here it is usually 12.95, 
(now $8.99. 
rtiiimiiiiiiiinmiimiuimirin*HnnraEmmiHUiiiiiiiinimmmroumiii 
One group of light weight winter 
coats. Some are made like a shirt. 
59.95 now $39.95. 39.95 now 25.95. 
All sizes, 2 to 3 colors. 
50 pairs of Blue Jeans by 
Lee and Landlubber. Regular 
13.00, now 7.99. Sizes 30 to 
34, mostly medium lengths. 
amraitHiiiimiiiiiunitiminiinnniiiinii^ 
JL 
30 pairS of straight leg f 
pants. Now 2.00 a pair. | 
Regular $10.00 value. | 
mn^HnHRinnniiMzmanHiuiiui 
Turtle neck sweaters and cot­
ton shirts (turtle necks). 
7.95 now 5.99 
9.95 now 6.99 
14.95 now 10.95 
16.95 now 12.95 
Assorted colors & sizes 
S,M,L,XL. 
mtmtmiutanimi! 
Caps - We carry all' 
kinds. 5.95 now 3.99, | 
7.95 now 5.95, 6.95, 
now 4.95. 
naaaammiimmiiti 
144 C.P.O. Lined Shirts^ 
- like a winter jacket, i 
Regular 24.95, now] 
$ 1 5 . 5 0 .  S i z e s j  
S,M,L,XL. Assortedi 
Patterns. 
mummnmnnunimiinniiiun 
Burlington 
socks 
preticketed 1.50 to| 
1.75, now 1.00. 21 
imsiiimiaitiiiiiiiitiuiiiiiuunntuiuat 
One group of Flannel shirts, 
mostly solid colors. Regular 9.95 
now 6.99. Sizes S,M,L,XL. 
|»niniiiiimiiiMHnniHHii»iii)iiimiimnHMnmmiiiimiiiiiimiiin» 
Don't forget the time and location. 
It's Wednesday, Dec. 4th at 
Michael's Men's Wear, 2424 
Guadalupe, 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. 
HiiingToo'ts, 
I regular 19.95, now 
I 9.95. 7, m, & 9V4. 
125 C.P.O Shirts (unlined) 
like a jacket. Regular 16.95, 
now 10.00. Sizes S,M,L. 
Assorted patterns. 
nimiiiHiimiiiiiiH 
Corduroy Suits 
S79.95 values, now $59.95. 
$99.95 values, now $79.95. All 
sizes 36 to 44. 
•miamtimiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiminmtiimiiiiiiai 
Levi's corduroy jeans. 10ao off. All 
sizes and colors. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitritiHnaMMiin 
Now let's see what we are doing on clothing. Read it very carefully. It's interesting and 
true. 
One group of-suits at Vi price. 
One group of suits with savings of 37.50 to 50.00. 
One group of sport coats at 25.00. 
One group of sport coats 89.95 now 45.00 and 55.00 
69.96 now 45.00 
89.95 now 49.95 
FREE-with each suit at Vi price a 6.50 Damon tie. 
FREEwith each suit (the ones you save 37.50 to 50.00) a 9.95 shirt. 
FREE-with each $25.00 sport coat - 2 pairs of Burlington socks (the ones we sell at $1.00) 
FREE-with each sport coat at 45.00, 49.95, and 55.00 - A 5.00 Belt. 
J\LL SALES FINAL - NO REFUNDS 
But we will exchange or give a credit slip which is good indefinitely. Please do not call dur­
ing this midnight sale. Just come in. Don't forget our other items that are on sale such as 
gloves, scarfs, bandanas (red and blue), pajamas, gift items - too many to mention. Don't 
forget - we carry the Wallabees by Clarks of England, Frye Boots by John A. Frye Shoe Co. 
We accept the following: 
1. BankAmericard 
2. Master Charge 
3.; American Express 
~ 4.' Diners' Club \ , 
. 5.. Carte Blanche 
; Alterations at low prices. 
Parking spaces available in terar _ , , 
of our shpp 2424 Guadalupe 
OSU's Griffin Wins Heisman Trophy 
Buckeye Tailback Easily Beats Southern Cal's Davis 
"This trODhv is not for me said "and if tradin? this most of thp cpaenn hut foil votes werp tahnlatpd nn a 9.9.1 1 
A 
NEW YORK (AP) -Archie 
Griffin. Ohio State's record-
smashing running back, won 
the coveted Heisman Trophy 
as college football's No 1 
player Tuesday but said he 
would rather have a national 
championship to share with 
his teammates 
op y . 
it's for the team," said the 
soft-spoken junior tailback, 
who seemed • almost 
bewildered by the cluster of 
newsmen and the glare of 
television lights. 
"I'D LOVE to win the 
national championship.'' he 
i ,  if t i g t i  
award for a win over 
Michigan State would mean 
being No. 1 ... yes, I'd trade it. 
I'd rather have a national 
championship, to tell the 
truth." 
Ohio State was No. 1 in The 
Associated Press rankings li  fwjuitaicru i io  
Texas' Rushing Offense 
Leads SWC for 1974 
DALLAS (AP) —The final Southwest 
Conference statistics, printed in Bavlor green 
ink., showed Tuesday that Bear tailback Steve 
Beaird joined a select list of triple winners in 
tiie league's football history The stubby, 5-7 
Beaird. Who became Baylor's first 1,000 yard 
ground gainer in history, rushed for 1,104 
yards to take the rushing title He dominated 
the scoring race with 16 touchdowns for 96 
points and won the tandem offense yards 
gained rushing and receiving with 120 7 yards 
per game. 
Other such triple winners in SWC history 
include Davey O'Brien of Texas Christian in 
1937. Bobby Layne of Texas in 1946. Don Trull 
of Baylor in 1963, and Bill Burnett of Arkan­
sas in 1969. 
In team offensive categories, Texas won its 
seventh straight rushing title with an average 
of 317 yards per game and its. 18th in the 38 
years the SWC has kept such records. Texas 
paced the SWC in total offense at 361.7 yards. 
TCU won the passing title in a cjpse race with 
Baylor 147.1 yards to 145.7. 
Southern Methodist sophomore Ricky 
Wesson led in total offense, and Lee Cook of 
Texas Christian led in passing. 
On team defense, Texas A&M was the 
winner, limiting foes to 206.5 yards per game 
A&M's Mark Stanley averaged 42 yards to 
take the punting trophy while Pat Thomas of 
the Aggies was the top defender with six in­
terceptions. 
Ed Lofton of Rice was the top receiver. 
st of t e seaso  b t fell 
from the top by losing to 
Michigan State 16-13 on Nov. 
9. The Buckeyes are currently 
ranked third with one game to 
go — against Southern Califor­
nia in the Rose Bowl on Jan. 1. 
Griffin became only the 
fifth nonsenior to capture the 
Heisman, winning in a 
landslide over Southern 
California senior tailback 
Anthony Davis. The two will 
meet: in the Rose Bowl for the 
third year in a row. 
The 5-9, 185-pound Griffin 
received 483 first place votes 
— each worth three points — 
and 1,920 of a possible 2,547 
points from a nationwide pan­
el of 849 electors. He was 
named second on 198 ballots 
and third on 75 others. The 
t s re t bul te  o   3-2-  
point basis. 
DAVIS RECEIVED 120 
first-place votes, 148 seconds 
and 163 thirds for 819 points. 
Joe Washington, a junior 
halfback from Oklahoma, 
finished third with 87 first-
place votes and 661 points. 
"I really thought Davis 
might get it after Saturday," 
Griffin said. 
Davis scored four times 
against Notre Dame on 
national television Saturday, 
but most of the ballots were in 
well before that. 
WITH THE Rose Bowl 
game and a full senior season 
to go, Griffin has 4,064 yards 
rushing, an Ohio State and Big 
10 record. More spectacular is 
his continuing NCAA record of 
having rushed for more than 
100 yards in 22 consecutive 
games — plus the 1974 Rose 
Bowl — throughout his 
s o p h o m o r e  a n d  j u n i o r  
seasons. 
T h i s  y e a r  h e  l e d  the 
Buckeyes to a 10-1 regular 
season record and totaled 1,-
620 yards, most among the 
nation's major colleges. 
The other juniors to win the 
Heisman were Doc Blanchard 
of Army in 1945, Doak Walker 
of Southern Methodist in 1948. 
Vic Janowicz of Ohio State in 
1950 and Roger Stauhach of 
Navy in 1963. None was able to 
repeat as a senior. 
w 
—UPI T«lepholo 
Archie Griffin 
Bridge Tournament 
Nears Final Matches 
SAN ANTONIO iUPI) - Paul Soloway of the 1975 North 
American World Bridge challenge team and Minda Brachman 
of Dallas, took the lead Tuesday after one session of the Blue 
Ribbon Pairs, the most elite pair event in bridge. 
Soloway. of Uis Angeles, and his partner had a strong game to 
collect 4341 a match points in the first qualifying round at the 
American Contract Bridge League tournament held during the 
North American Fall Bridge Championships. 
Mrs Helen I'tegaard of Bethesda. Md., an earlier winner of a 
major title in the Mixed Pair championship, and Jeff Stafford of 
Pearlsburg. Va . held second place with 424^ points All par­
ticipants in the Blue Ribbon Pairs have been winners of 
specified national or regional championships within three 
years, or among the 1974 leading winners. 
Lew Mathe of Beverly Hills, Calif., the newly elected presi­
dent of the ACBL. and Art Waldemann of New Preston. Conn., 
held third place with 423 points, fourth place is held by Howard 
P e a r l m a n  a n d  J e f f r e y  S t a r r ,  b o t h  o f  S o u t h f i e l d ,  M i c h . ,  a n d  f i f t h  
place is held by Erik Paulsen. Culver City, Calif., and Mike 
McMahon. Downey. Calif., with 414. 
Forth percent of the opening field of 156 pairs were trimmed 
by Tuesday's play and continuing qualifications Wednesday will 
leave 30 pairs on the final round Thursday. 
SKIPPERS 
IMPORTED AUTO PARTS 
452-0244 
• ALFA-ROMEO 
•AUDI 
• AUSTIN 
• AUSTIN-HEALIY 
• B.M.W. 
• CAPRI (Uncotn/Mertury) 
• CITROEN 
• COLT (Dodge} 
• COURIER (Ford) 
• CRICKET (Ptymovth) 
• DATSUN 
• FIAT 
• FORD (British) 
• HILLMAN 
•HONDA 
• JAGUAR 
• L.U.V. (Chevrolet) 
•MAZDA 
• MERCEDES-BENZ 
•M.G. 
• MORRIS 
•NASH 
• OPEL 
•PEUGEOT 
• PINTO (fordU.S.'A ) 
• PORSCHE 
• RENAULT 
• RILKY 
•ROVIR 
•SAAB 
• SIMCA 
• SUBARU 
• SUNBEAM 
• TOYOTA 
• TRIUMPH 
• VOLVO 
• VOLKSWAGEN 
Regional . 
Distributor 
5209 NORTH LAMAR 
witI  a  (Ve-flii (ilk tU . . .  
ijdti'f! (Jet fo Cwtej! 
EVERYBODY HAS A GIMMICK. 
AT CORTEZ SQUARE APARTMENTS WE HAVE THREE! 
1. OUR APARTMENTS: 
Luxury 1 and 2 bedrooms, furnished 
or unfurnished, with extra goodies 
Ilk* bookshelves, giant closets, 4 pools, 
party room, close to campus/--—-• 
-ettr.,-vtv.rETC. ***' 
3. FREE MOVE: 
2. FREE RENT: 
Lease your apartment, pack your stuff, 
and W9'|{ move you in. "You'll like what 
you see . . . and we'll move you FREE!" 
/Merry Christmas!) 
•So give yourself a break ... 
Come by Cortez Square Apartments 
at 1220 Kasl Street 
Or call 151.6738 
Pay your deposit and January 
rent — Move in — And Enjoy 
December Rent-Free/ 
aewgi ,tm 
ad you dfiEj 
x, 
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Semi-Annual 
Sale 
University Store 
Only 
Lightweight Jackets 
Regular 36.00 
Now 
Yz Price 
Long Sleeve Colored 
Dress Shirts 
Regular 
13.00 to 18.50 
now 
1/3 Off 
Long Sleeve 
Sport Shirts 
Regular 
11.00 to 20.00 
y3 off 
Casual Pants 
Regular 18.00 
11.99 
Regular 12.00 to 17.00 
8.85 
OTHER ITEMS 
NOT ADVERTISED 
UNIVERSITY 
STORE MAN ? 
• ONLY 
REYNOLDS * i 
. Sultlnu Mtn In our buthtru 
A % 
• ;.i yip 
w--
1. -j ' f 
A 
E tfM'W, 
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Attorney To Sue 
Frank for Policy 
By ANNE MARIE PHILBIN 
Texan Staff Writer 
Austin attorney Roy Q. Min-
ton said Tuesday he plans to 
sue Travis County Sheriff 
Raymond Frank because of 
the sheriff's new bail bond 
policy which went into effect 
Sunday. 
The new policy, which re­
quires attorneys to post $5,000 
in cash or $10,000 worth of 
property with the county 
treasurer to post bonds, was 
announced by Frank in Oc­
tober 
"The sheriff clearly has no 
authority to require that at­
torneys comply with a state 
statute which was intended to 
apply only to people who make 
bail bonds as a profession,'' 
Minton said. 
The statute, which went into 
effect in September, 1973, re­
quires that persons who make 
a living as bail bondsmen post 
$5,000 in cash or $10,000 in 
property with the county 
treasurer as security on 
bonds Minton said the intent 
of the statute was to exempt 
lawyers from the require-
Directory Sales 
Reported Brisk 
Early Student Directory 
sales have been better than 
expected, a member of cam­
pus service fraternity Alpha 
Phi Omega (APO) said, Tues­
day. 
APO distributed the direc­
tories Monday and Tuesday at 
seven campus locations. 
Monday sales were excep­
tional, Terry Bowers, APO 
member, said. Approximately 
4,300 were sold. Texas Student 
Publications printed 7,200 
directories. The two-day total 
was 6,100. 
Students who have not 
purchased a directory still 
have the chance to do so 
Beginning Wednesday, direc­
tories will be on sale at the 
University Co-Op, Jester 
Center and Hemphill's 
Bookstores. They will be 
available until they sell out. 
It was expected that direc­
tory sales would suffer this 
year because of the late dis­
tribution, Bowers said. The 
directories had to be reprinted 
after the first printing in Oc­
tober resulted in many errors. 
Last year, 6,700 were sold in 
two days by APO. 
ment. 
"The new policy that the 
sheriff is setting out is based 
on the law, but he does not ex­
cept lawyers, and they are ex­
cepted," Minton said. 
The effect of the policy 
would make it harder for 
lawyers to make bonds for 
their clients, Minton said. It 
would force a lot of people to 
use bail bondsmen and then 
have to pay interest on those 
bonds, he continued. 
Minton said he did not know 
when he would file suit 
against the sheriff. "It will be 
soon, I really have no other 
alternative," he said. 
Frank said the policy is "an 
effort to keep a good bonding 
system in Travis County." He 
said he had not discussed the 
possibility of the legal conse­
quences of the policy with the 
county attorney or any other 
attorney "because, as far as I 
know there is no need to. It 
really doesn't concern me," 
he said. 
County Court-at-Law No. 1 
Judge Jerry Dellana, who 
chairs the county's bail bond 
board, expressed support for 
the policy. "If the sheriff is 
the one responsible for releas­
ing a person from jail, he 
ought to be able to determine 
standards for insuring that 
bonds are sound," Dellana 
said. 
Although Travis County has 
five licensed bondsmen who 
can make bonds, two were 
taken off the roster of ap­
proved bondsmen Monday. 
T.W. Kincheon and Richard 
D Hodges have been barred 
by the sheriff from making 
any more bonds. 
Kincheon said Frank had 
asked him to furnish a title 
policy to land which he had in­
tended to use as security, but 
the land had a small lien 
against it. 
"I am in the process of 
clearing the matter up, and I 
hope to get back on the list so I 
can get back to my business. " 
Kincheon said. 
Hodges said, "The sheriff 
was being discriminatory. He 
had no good reason to take me 
off the list." 
"The sheriff wanted me to 
get a title policy to supple­
ment the deed of trust for the 
properly, even though the 
property is sufficient to cover 
bonds," Hodges said. 
Robert W. 
Hastings 
has plans for 
your happiness. 
Southwestern Life S3 
Happinnsnm what tvr? boM 
Austin • 47f>-74#6 
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Mexican Imports 
o 
Wrangler - Male - Lee » 
Landlubber - Rag-Time 
Bobbie Brooks 
Come In and Look Around 
Open 10 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. till 
Christmas 
Except Sunday 
TueuUy.TtiurvUy, December 3-5 
3Mt»UjRcli0ien'? 
Wednesday, December 4 
"Th« Relevancy qj Region to Gotittmpowy Ufef UT £*mpu» 
Minister* 12 noon fiurdlne Hall 108. 
Debate. "Determinism vj, The PhUojophy of Religion:" UT 
Ptilicrtophy Profeisors; I pjn. BurdJne Halt 208. -
. r&nel "Women In ReHgtom" fout women religious leaden in Austin 2=30 
p.m. DoMe Room. 4th floor. Academic Center. 
, lectutei "Reflgton and the 5t«teT Profetsor Mark Yudof, UT School of 
Uw; 3 p.m. Calhoun HaN 100. , 
ThuruUy, December 5 
; Panel* 'tastem RtfUJofUi" Representatives of Mare Kmhna. B'Hal. Hlhdu. 
«nd Islamic lalthti 12 noon botye Room; 4th floor. Academic Center. •• 
tssjurgj,"Spiritual Vahies'.Present In Modem UtcratureT Profcsfet James 
Cox.UTDifpt.of Lngtohj I pm Doble Room, 4th npor. Aca^orWc Centei. 
v "Arti Amu Protestor Uuience- ftonlour. UT Department of 
'Philosophy. 2 pm Dobte Room. 4th Boor, Academic Center. 
Ucmte. "Why People Co to Churd\» The Case of Christianity;" Professor |tm Wharton, Teacher of Ok) festunem; PrvsbytetUn Seminary in Austin: 
•^—^3 pjn. Ooble Rootn^th floor; Academic Center, 
A Sympostum Sponsored by the 
Texas Union l<f«A»and Issues Committee 
King Pong 
Alex Tarn, (r), ranked fifth 
on the Chinese National 
Table Tennis Team, bests 
Richard Ling, rated first on 
the Hong Kong team, at an 
exhibition for city public 
schools. 
mmm 
m 
Texan Staff Photos by David Woo 
Illegal Antifreeze 
Marketed In Austin 
A rash of suspect quality antifreeze is being 
illegally marketed in Austin. Bob Williams 
State Department of Agriculture programs 
director, said Tuesday 
"Stale law requires antifreeze be 
registered and tested before it may lie 
marketed, and containers must have a chart 
giving mixture information for vanuu'-
climates." Williams said 
The Depart men! of Agriculture is testing 
several of the suspect brands to determine 
whether they meet state requirements 
Williams said 
"We don't know lor sure that the antifreeze 
is of poor quality but it is being sold il 
legally." Williams said 
The important thing to look for is the mix 
ture chart on the container. None ol the 
questionable brands so far have this chart on 
the container. Austin Police Sgt. John Pope 
said. 
I here h.ive been some atresl-- in Alabama 
for selling ,intifree/e thai was nothing but 
brine and coloring. Pope said Some of this 
particular product made il ,]>* far as San An­
tonio ;ilthough none Iwis been reported in 
Austin 
Some of the br.itKl^ ;i methanol base 
lllll Will |l[ i :'<•<'! Mill i • .il i! the cooling 
>\ stem is itl , <(IK1I!I»II. Injt i! the engine 
I" allowH i" i»Mi Hf. .. hit the i,,, thanol 
'•M.pnuti- | s.n.1 
Most H'put. lllll' 111,I I I , I- Ili gm-iil for ,1 
tiase .<rut ;t iimk- latter than 
methanol *;,„j 
111"dortv using hi inr ,iihl < .i]< iiing mixtures 
ran be lughl;. d.imaging to ,i rat even if it 
does mil get i nld V. illi.,ms said 
Austin f 'nli, e request that am suspect an 
tit feeze be reported so that the source of the 
product ran be traced and cheeked out. Pope 
said 
8 a.m. 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Nuevo Laredo Christmas 
Shopping Sign-Up. Sign up in Texas Union 
114 for a Christmas shopping trip 8 a.m. -
12 midnight on Saturday, December 7. 
Cost is $6 for UT students, faculty, and 
staff; $7 for others. Recreation Committee. 
5 p.m. Registration for New York City Ex­
cursion. Registration in Texas Union 114 for a cultural 
excursion to New York City January 3-11 for $245 
which includes plane fare, 9 days/8 nights lodging, 
transfers, and tours. Deadline for registration 
December 6. Fine Arts Committee. 
12 noon. Sandwich Seminar: "Free Press Fair Trial." 
Dr. Norris Davis/' chairman of the UT Journalism 
Department, will speak. Batts 217. Ideas and Issues 
Committee. 
7 & 9 p.m. FILM: Voyage Surprise. Classic French 
film dir$tted*byPrevert. Admission $l for UT students, 
faculty, and staff; $1.50 for members. Batts 
Auditorium. Theatre Committee. 
You don't ha ve to 
go to the U. of Mexico 
to get a good taco. 
You can get one right near the campus. 
A zesty, crispy, crunchy taco. 
And if you want something to go along with it. order our 
crispy, crunchy onion rings. 
And a Coca-Cola.w 
They add up to a fast course in economics. 
Guadalupe & 26th 
Burnet Rd. & N. Loop 
^JtocCfndlolB-
Silver Fox Botique i 
102 E. 31st 474-1278 ^ 
t 
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X fi CAPRICORfl RECORDS 
BONNIE RAITT 
STREETLIGHTS [ The Marshall ticker Band I Where Wa AD Belong 
Of CowOoy/'ftfct th, I 1^/r.ny 
" ism 
liKliMtcH: Ral*|D»«M«a HiotrVntg 
Whu Is Ch* tea fi Mg Mlftd 
Bonnie Ram/Streetlights. 
Songs by James Taylor, Joni 
Mitchell and others, along 
With the producing skills of 
Jerry Ragovoy, provide a 
solid backdrop for the power­
house talent of Bonnie Raitt's 
vocals, which are rich in 
gusto, emotion and consum­
mate skill. 
On Warner Brok. Records & Tapes 
Mfr. list price S8.98 (Tapes $7.97) 
MARIA 
MULDAUR 
WAITRESS 
IN THE 
DONUT 
SHOP 
$ 7 . 1 8 [  
HARRY CHARN 
Nfefities and Balderdash 
rock take 
(••v ri big portions-
The Marshall Tucker Band/ 
Where We All Belong. 
Fnonds ol msp hot 
SoulhfM n 
thn.r Tm 
I'Mo thi;. double LP, with one 
live d'sc <"»nd one from the 
studio include Elvin 
Bishop 
On Capricorn Records and Tapes 
Mtr li»l price $11.98 (Tapes $12.97) 
7E-1012 
FREDDIE KING 
8WOM 
These eight new releases from 
Warner-Elektra-Atldntic are 
Sale Priced thru this weekend. 
Great new Rock n' Roll for 
you or your friends at super 
savings from 
DISCOUNT RECORDS 
Maria Muldaur/Waltress In 
the Donut Shop. The sweetly 
swinging Baroness ol Bop 
reprised Ihe success of "Mid­
night at the Oasis" with 
songs ranging from "Gringo 
on Mexico" to her perennial 
trademark, "I'm a Woman." 
Oo RepriAB Rocordt and Taptt 
Mfr. Hit priu te.oe (Tapes $7.97) 
FRdDDIE KING 
Burglar 
THE ELECTRIC FlAG 
The Band Kept Playing 
THE ROLUNQ STONES ITS ONLY ROCK'NkOU 
THE ROLLING STONES 
It's only Rock h Roll 
Hbu*M find aHwae selection of r—Ht 
classical* Muest Jazzf country ai^d folk LP^b 
2910 Guadalupe 
478-1674 • M-t 10-9 • F-S 10-10 
«H-., 
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Nixon's Term 
Viewed as Trial 
For U.S. Sins 
Richard Nixon's presidency is viewed by some religious 
leaders as a trial America had to face for its sins. 
Dr. Guy Miller, assistant professor of history, expressed this 
opinion at the Ideas and Issues Committee symposium on 
religion. 
Miller traced the development of civil religion from the Foun­
ding Fathers to the present day. 
Civil religion derives its meaning from Jean-Jacques 
Rosseau's "Social Contract" as commonly held social sen­
timents which foster civil obedience to the state, he said. 
Miller delineated three main periods in the history of civil 
religion in the United States. The first was the founding of the 
United States when the founders felt they were a people chosen 
by God. 
The second period involves Abraham Lincoln's interpretation 
of the Civil War as the judgment of a just God on a sinful nation. 
The cold war period following World War II was an un­
precedented ideological conflict between the United States and 
the Soviet Union and could only be explained in religious terms, 
Miller said 
II was a kind of holy crusade by America against Russia, he 
added. 
In this third period, the country sought to affirm the cultural 
values of American society and affirm the religious nature of 
the society, he explained. 
This resulted in what Miller calls Americanism —an embodi­
ment of the values of hard work, free enterprise, individualism 
and the hatred of communism, socialism and atheism. 
Miller said Nixon began his career with the holy crusade. He 
fought communism as the anti-Christ and spoke the language of 
civil religion. 
Nixon's office was clothed in religiosity. A record four men 
invoked God's blessing on him following his inauguration. 
Miller said. 
.Prayer breakfasts and White House religious services were 
also instituted by Nixon. But after Watergate religious leaders 
considered Nixon a trial for a sinful America to endure. Miller 
said. 
The main problem with civil religion is that there might be a 
blind idolatrous identification of religion with the state, he said. 
Dr. Neil Carman, assistant professor of biology, spoke on the 
topic "cosmic glue," his name for the cosmic force in the un­
iverse. 
/S 
As Direct Diamond Im­
p o r t e r s  S  h  r  f  t  a  1  I  
Jewelers can save mui  
mono... 
Ask about our Revok­
ing Account with up 
to 36 month* to pa\. 
ALLANDALE VILLAGE 
5726 
BURNET ROAD 
UNIVERSITY STORE 
2236 
GUADALUPE 
WESTGATE MALL 
SAVE 25% ON BLANK MOUNTINGS 
During Sheftail's Celebration of 
the GRAND OPENING of our WESTGATE MALL STORE 
THE DAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIED ADS 
|5§g PHONE 471-BE44 MDN. THRU FRI. B:00-B:00 j I 
DAILY CLASSIFIED SPECIAL 
Pool, patlo/l 
Targe 1 bedroom, 2 
nrded description. 452-
(CTED VACANCY. Furnished 
oom near campus. Rent 
. JACINTO ARMS. 1709 San 
Walking distance University • 
-One bedroom. Ca-Ch Wcarpettd. Water-gas-cable paid No pet* 
f >145. 476-0920. 472-0706- 472-4838 
PH.D. 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT - M 
Amlgo. 4S05 Duval, also Span.ih Trail 
4520 Bennett 451-4119. 451-3470 
Pool. 
l LARGE ONE AND TWO | Studio apartments 
• cable TV paid S135 
•Apartments. 5001 B 
1476-4882 
Bedroom 
water, gas. 
Posada Real 
Creek 45M8f" 
Preserve Human Dignity - Our Theory 
Ot Management. 
Jotn the 2-J Team • Be a Part of the 
Oldest Fast-Food Restaurant m Austin 
Do You Have a Bright Smile ar 
Responsibility. Good Pay an--
Benetits Which include r 
Present Care** 
If You Wan* 
That Co-
ant 42 Dobie 
Freel 
/viV.I 
• ONE BLOCK FROM i 
r apartment Furnub' 
Gas. water paid 
Park 476-611'' 
4 WALK 
Apartmen 
477-3264 
NEAR UNi 
CA/CH. OiSp 
laundry faciiitt 
Avenue a 452-4 
BEAUTIFUL STL 
Law school, shuttle 
spring 475-0960 
LEASE: Su Casa No 
Speedway and shuttle 
2268, 459-0086 evenings 
VC°!f C©V 
><* 
>pV^-
&*• 
St-
w-vei 
c vpr.ng 
come hy 901 
mi 
ALE ROOMMATE. One bedroomVAII 
tald.y,$81.00. 6 blocks to campus 
.ADUATE STUDENT OR 
-cNIOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR 
.teeded as night counselor at residential 
facility for vocationally oriented young 
men. On duty every other night Monday-
Friday. 5 00 p.m to 8 00 a m {sleep 
time appro*. 8 hrs J Apartment (shared 
with two other male counselors) and 
47?755'? 'urni4he(* 'n ''eu °' *a,ary Call 
Beautiful faclnf#! M 
Phd 
EXTRA MONEY? Sell flowers on 
. the streets of Austin. Thursday - Sunday, 
f 
HERE'S HOW YOU 
CAN WIN 
THE SPECIAL! 
Just come by or call the TSP office and 
place your classified ad I That's it! We do 
the rest — randomly, we select an ad each 
day to be featured. ' 
• It's $90.00 worth of free advertising; 
Give-us a call Today! 
471-5244; " 
' ) •  t, 25th tind i:Whiti$ 
We're behind the big rusty bldg 
> I I I  —  
Priest Discusses *the Devil' 
ffhn i<2 "noNAnallw 1. 1. _ __ >«« A man who is "personally 
acquainted with this guy, the 
devil," discussed exorcism as 
a means of expelling evil at a 
Tuesday sandwich seminar. 
; Father Anthony Romero, 
director of the Austin Diocese 
Catholic Confraternity of 
Christian Doctrine, was the 
opening speaker for a three-
day symposium on "Why 
Religion?" sponsored by the 
Texas Union Ideas and Issues 
Committee. 
The symposium, which con­
tinues through Thursday, will 
present speakers who will dis­
cuss the history of religion in 
the United States, women in 
religion, eastern religions and 
atheism. 
"The devil, to me, is the ul­
timate egotist. Only he 
counts. Historically, he is a 
being whose whole concern is 
parasitic. The only way he can 
exist is by taking hold of 
another person," Romero 
said. 
Discussing exorcism in a 
historical perspective, 
Romero said that ceremonies 
p Sfey 
l l UNIQUE HANDCRAFTED INDIAN JEWELRY J 
^ Specializing in Fine Bead Necklaces 
THE VILLAGE 
2700 W ANDERSON LANE 
A U S T I N  T E X A S  ' 7 8 7 5 7  
8  5  I  2 / 4 3 2 . 2 7 8 0  
described in the Bible were 
simple, with the demon simp­
ly being commanded to leave 
the body. 
"Our notion of exorcism to­
day is colored by popular 
writings," Romero said, 
citing the movie "The Exor­
cist" as an example. 
"I don't think full-blown 
cases of demonic possession 
are that common," Romero 
said. He noted that only four 
or five formal exorcisms have 
been reported in the United 
States. 
The Catholic Church has 
specific criteria for deter­
mining if an individual is 
possessed — for example, the 
performance of inappropriate 
feats such as foretelling the 
future or speaking in an un­
known language, Romero 
said. 
A demonic presence "is 
manifest in the fact that 
thousands of people are killed 
because of one nation's 
ideology, or the fact that 
racism exists," he said. 
When asked if racism or 
wars were not a result of 
human nature, Romero 
quoted Baudelaire saying. 
"The devil's biggest ploy is to 
make people think he doesn't 
exist. 
"We shouldn't give the devil 
as prominent a place as we 
have." Romero said. "We 
can't deny the presence of evil 
in our lives and irvsociety, but 
we have to take responsibility 
for many of these acts," the 
priest said. 
Catholic Proposes 
Aid to Oppressed 
NOW THERE'S AN 
ANSWER FOR TROUBLED 
SKIN - AND HAUNA HAS IT. 
The cnurch's main priority 
is the development of op­
pressed people to their full 
potential, a Catholic priest 
said Tuesday at a three-day 
religious symposium spon­
sored by the Texas Union. 
"The role of the Catholic 
Church or anyone calling 
themselves Christians is to 
respond to the joys, hopes and 
anxieties of the oppressed." 
said Father Juan Romero, ex­
ecutive director of PADRES, 
a .priests' organization for 
religious education. 
"The church must be a ser­
vant to the people, especially 
to the poor." he said. "What 
the church is doing today is 
better than it was five years 
ago, but it is far from being 
where it should," Romero 
said. 
"What improvements we 
h a v e  m a d e  h a v e  b e e n  
meager." 
Life in church should be a 
life of struggle, and peace 
grows out of this struggle, the 
priest said. He appealed to 
students to use their talents in 
pursuit of equality and justice 
for all. 
Symposium events schedul­
ed for Wednesday are: 
A panel discussion by 
University ministers on "The 
Relevancy of Religion to 
Contemporary Life" will be 
presented at noon in Burdine 
Hall 108. 
A debate between Universi­
ty philosophy professors on 
"Determinism vs. Faith: The 
Philosophy of Religion" will 
follow at I p.m. in Burdine 
Hall 2Q8. 
She knows what to do about everything 
from oily or acne-troubled skin \ 
'W 
to the dry and scaly skin burned 
by the Texas sun. Her special-
ka®*, ties include: deep-
pore cleansing and 
refining, treatments 
[[for blackheads and pim­
ples, hair removal by 
waxing or electroly­
sis, and individual 
make-up. Her train­
ing includes 18 years 
of experience in Paris, 
Warsaw, and Vienna.' 
Call 452-3500 
free skin analysis. 
FLATS SOUTH 
RUSTY NAIL, 24th & RIO GRANDE j 
Daily Lunch Special 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
MEAT 
BURRITTOS 
BURRITTOS GALORE 
ONLY 
SIIeJJPJP 
******************* ************ 
* -/T""Y $ 
The Turtle Sez: 
Have a Nice Day 
in a happy way. 
Enjoy Turtle's 
delicious Turtleburger. 
Inside A Different Drummer £ 
2405 Nueces 
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE 
5403 Clay Avenue at Burnet Road 
Mon. - Frl., 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., appointment only,; 
*********************** ******** 
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Shoe Shop 
We make and 
repair boots 
fhoe* belts 
leather 
goods 
*5 00 
SHEEP SKIN 
RUG€ 
Many 
Beautiful Colors $ysc 
When you've worked hard on your 
THESIS, 
DISSERTATION, OR 
PROFESSIONAL REPORT, 
You deserve more than just copies. At Ginny's we offer you the 
security of knowing that we are experienced in copying final 
graduate school work, besides offering low prices, fast service, 
and ^guarantee that our 100% cotton copies will meet repro­
duction standards of the graduate school, provided that you'spe­
cify that the work is for final graduate 'school copies, and that 
you allow at least 24 hours to do the copying. We also offer a 
complete line of binding services. So jcome by Ginny's and we'll 
give you spme hints about preparing the best original possible, 
so that we may give you quality copies—for the lowest prices. 
GINNY'S COPYING SERVICE. INC. 
XEROX COPIES 
OFFSET POINTING 
* LEATHER SALE* 
Various kinds. colors - 75* per It. 
jbjjKAMCRiCUO Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
MH1HL 
THE FUTURE 
. OF THE WATCH ! 
BOOKBINDING 
BOMB MALL 20216IIAPAIJ1PK 47fi.oi7i 
•> -j . ..... ' • A ^ v . ' / v : - < •• 
Omega digital. A synthetic 
ruby screen covcrs the 
dial... press a button to 
show the luminous hour 
and minutes, continue 
pressing button to show 
seconds. 
' Tomorrow here today ... 
In this 14K gold-filled, water-
resistant case and matching 
bracelet 
YOUR OMEGA JEWELER 
UNIVERSITY 
STORE 
2236 . 
GUADALUPE 
ALLANDALE 
VILLAGE 
5/26 
BURNET 
WESTGATE MALL 
Open 6 Days A Week 
7 a.m.—10 p.m. jWEEKDAYS 
9 a.m.—5 p.m. SATURDAYS 
Prison Reform 
Bills Delayed 
r-compus briefs . 
I Boards Aid Christmas Riders 
\y 
By DAVID HENDRICKS 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Joint Legislative Com­
mittee on Prison Reform 
Tuesday delayed until later 
this month any action on 
recommendations to improve 
Texas' prisons presented by 
the committee's staff. 
Sen. Chet Brooks of 
Pasadena, who chairs the 
body, told 10 of the com­
mittee's 14 members atten­
ding the Tuesday session that 
he wanted to give members 
time to review the recommen­
dations before voting on 
legislation to be submitted to 
the 64th Legislature. 
Brooks set a tentative date 
of Dec. 13 or 14 for the com­
mittee to reconvene. 
Staff director John Albach 
and staff member Esther 
Chavez reviewed the last of 
the working papers with the 
committee, completing a set 
totaling more than 1,000 pages 
researched this year by the 
staff. 
The staff's final report and 
recommendations were 
released Monday afternoon. 
The 172-page report offers 
suggestions for improvefnent 
in nearly every facet of opera­
tion of the Texas Department 
of Corrections. 
The biggest recommenda­
tion proposed the establish­
ment of a comprehensive 
Students' Attorney 
The students' attorney*, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bower, are 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Speech 
Building, Room 3. Telephone 
471-7796. The students' at. 
torneys will handle landlord* 
tenant, consumer protection, 
employes' rights, toxation and 
insurance cases. Criminal cases 
and domestic problems. 
program of community-based 
correctional services to be ad­
ministered on the local level 
jointly by the courts and the 
Texas Department of Mental 
Health-Mental Retardation. 
Houston Rep. Anthony Hall 
questioned how the programs 
would be financed, pointing 
out that most county com­
missioners may not opt to pay 
for rehabilitation centers. He 
suggested the state allocate 
money to help pay for the 
centers. 
Over the next month, the 
committee's staff will draft 
bills for consideration by the 
committee and set estimates 
of costs for the different 
proposals to he considered for 
appropriations. 
Students needing rides 
home during the Christmas 
holidays or those willing to 
take a rider along can find out 
who's going where and when 
at three locations in Austin. 
On campus there are two 
bulletin boards where 
students can check for riders 
or post their names, 
destinations and date of 
departure. 
jester Center and Union 
South both have the bulletin 
boards, but students need to 
post the information on the 
boards themselves. 
Community Switchboard 
offers a similar service but 
requires only a phone call 
(478-5657) The information 
will be filed there A first-
come, first-served basis is 
used so students are urged to 
submit the essary infor­
mation earlv 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CASKP CHOICE INFORMATION CENTER will 
present o workshop on career plan­
ning at 1 p m Wednesday in Jester 
Center AIIS A There also will be a 
workshop at 1 p m on "Value 
Clarification " 
CATCH.UP READINO' will De discussed a' 
4 pm Wednesday m Jester Center 
A332 by the statf of the Reading and 
Study Skills Laboratory (RASSL) 
CENTER FOR COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 
wmi sponsor a lecture by Dr Joseph 
Kruppo at 7 30 p m Wednesday In 
the Academic Center Auditorium en­
titled. "Anti-Art and Uncle En­
tropy * 
COMBAT SPORTS COMMITTEE will sponsor a 
public demonstration ot kung-fu 
forms ana exercises at 5 p m Thurs­
day m Bellmont Hall 302 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS will sponsor a 
speech at 4 p m Wednesday in 
Business-Economics Building 166 by 
Paul M Sweejy on "The Chinese 
Economy 
OEPARTMEN1 OF GERMANIC LANOUAOES 
end OELTA PHI ALPHA will present a lec-
turr and slide shrm Geysers and (•Uri«Ts A Look ai Ireland al 4pm 
Wednesday in the Tobtn Room Balls 
Hall 201 
EXAM CENTER, un examination mforma-
u«n booth will br siaffodtrom 10a m lo 
4 p m in th«- lover of the Academic 
• «'ntof lhn>utfti F'udav by the Reading 
No New Agency Sought 
For Texas Mass Transit 
The House Transportation 
Committee Tuesday decided 
to recommend to the 
Legislature that the Texas 
Highway Department handle 
mass transit in Texas. 
Rep. James Nugent of Kerr-
ville, who chairs the com­
mittee. said mass transit 
would be supported by 
dedicated funds similar to 
those that support the 
highway department. 
The Legislature would 
decide the tax base, Nugent 
said, but the committee 
recommended three possible 
sources for revenue. A tax on 
motor vehicle sales, a 
petroleum well-head tax or an 
increased tax of 1 cent per 
gallon of gasoline could supply 
WW&Jwm 
GROUP RATE 
DINNER 
» MF • SAUSAOt • RIBS 
• POTATO SALAD • UANS 
» ONION • PICKll • MEAD 
Served Family Stylm 
$2 50 
MMmum 
Of feur 
-2330 S. Lamar i 444-8461 - Custom Cooking 
0 
y 
•SHINER BEER NITE* 
Every Wednesday 6 p.m. - Midnight 
20< Per Glass 75c a pitcher 
HOBO PLATE 6-8 ONLY 79* 
HECTOR'S 
TACO FLATS 5213 N. Lamar 
454-9242 11 a.m.-Midnight Every Night 
p 
o j 
B 
O 
Y ' 
S 
ore<|oru 
I RESTAURANT! 
A Greg Yamin Enterpriis 
r 
11 
i 
i 
' A 
t 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
GOOD ALL DAY 
Mug Pitcher 
Shiner .20 $1.10 
Michelob.30 $1.60 
2801 Guadalupe 472-30341 
Slllllllimuilllllllir/t* Unique Sandwich A Plaa SAop||||||III|||||||||||||||||j 
CEC-74 
announces 
THE AUSTIN SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA 
CRESTON, GLAZOUNOV, 
HOLST 
Conductor: Akira Endo 
Friday/December 13 
Municipal Auditorium/8:00 P.M. 
.60 with Optional Sen/ices Fee 
Ticket Sales: December 4 - December 
13/Hogg Box Office/10-6 weekdays. 
KlroolvTng, Co,Op/7:QO - 7:30 P.M. 
r tainmcnt 
of the Tcxufi Union 
the needed revenue, Nugent 
suggested. 
The committee 
recommended the develop­
ment of mass transit from 
within the State Highway 
Department for several 
reasons, Nugent said. 
Mass transit in Texas would 
be "rubber-tired," operating 
on streets and roads, Nugent 
said, because Texas popula­
tion is not concentrated 
enough to make fixed rail or 
subway transportation feasi­
ble, according to most ex-
perts. He said planning would 
be better if it is centralized in 
one department. 
^ ~ 
MAKE YOUR OWN CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
WITH 
STAINED GLASS 
SUPPLIES FROM 
RENAISSANCE 
GLASS CO. 
1013-C West 34th 
451-3971 
The Turtle Sez: 
Esta' pesao. 
Dig her Chalupas. 
Turtle's Kitchen 
inside 
A Different Drummer 2405 Nueces 
THE PEARL 
STREET 
WAREHOUSE 
Would like to invite the Austin Gay 
Community and its friends to a 
Beer Bust tonight from 10 til' 12 at 
the Warehouse, 1720 Lavaca. 
Open from 8 til' 12 
No cover charge 
a/iiiiiiiiiiiuuimninmntnimiiinaiiBiniiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiui | December Beer Special I ARMANDS STEAKS & BURGERS 
Armand's No. 1 HAMBURGER 
REGULAR $1.50 
V* lb. freshly ground 100% pure beef patty with 
lettuce, tomato, onioni & salad dressing. Served 
on giant sesame seed bun. 
O PEN HAM-8PM 
NO COUPON 
411 W. 24th 
CLOSED SUNDAY 
NECESSARY 
476-321; 
appearing 
wed-thur. 
RICK STEIN 
j NO COVER 
_ free parking in garage 
DOBIE MALL 
if V&ki » V Z1-
and Study Skills Laboratory 
INSTITUTE OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ond 
SCHOOL OF LAW u?ill present a public 
lecture by Josv A Cabranes ad­
ministrator and sptH-ial counsel to the 
governor of the Commonwealth of F'uer-
to Rico, at 4 p m Wednesday in the LBJ 
I«oclure Hall Cahranes will speak on 
Self-determination (or Puerto Hieo 
TEXAS UNION THEATRE COMMITTEE will 
show thelilm Voyage Surprise' a' 
7 and 9 p rn Wednesday >n Batts 
Auditor'um AO"*nSSiOn ci jl f 0' 
sludenls, faculty and staff jl SO 'or 
member^ 
MEETINGS 
ANGEt fUGHT wli mce' a' 7 0 m vVe<Jr><?j 
day m Russell A S'emoam Hall t0r 
the last mee'mg o" the semester 
EPtSCOPAl STU0ENTS (CANTERBURY) *,[1 
meet at S 30 p m Wednesday a' 
Gregg House for worship a meal 
and a speech by Dr Lou'S Mackey o' 
the University D e p a r • t-. e n t o • 
Philosophy 
MENTAL PATIENTS UBERATION PROJECT w<H 
meet m'prn m jester Conic &~>73 
A 
NEWMAN CLUB w-ii meet at 8 p n-
Wednesaay m »nc Cathode Student 
Center to discuss plans for trie 
Chris'ma* party and other act-vities 
remaining m ine semester 
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNAUSTS 
SIGMA OELTA CHI will meet at 7 30 
p m Wednesday m Communication 
BuiidmgA.tourtMioor 'o^aveCac 
tus pictures taken 
STU0ENT SENATE vr.li meet at 6 30 p m 
Wednesday >n Business E conomics 
Building 251 
UNIVERSITY ANTHROPCHOGtCAl SOCIETY 
will meet a» 7 30 p m Wednesday m 
Burdme Hal' Or Phrllip Grant 
w.ii sr»ea» on The Case Against 
Ay$fralop»theci/s " 
UNIVERSITY CAVE CLUB will meet at 7 30 
pm Wednesday «n Experimental 
Science Building 115 lor a slide show 
and discussion o' trips 
UT NURSING STUDENTS ASSOCIATION Will 
meet at 7 30 p m Wednesday m the 
School of Nursing at 1700 Red River 
St to hear State Rep Sarar. Wed 
dmgton speak on Lega' issues m 
Nursmg " 
UT SAIUNG ClUB W,n mee* a" pm m 
Welch h*m 319 'c a general 
meeting 
SEMINARS 
DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY * > sponsor 
celestial m e c h a s and 
astronmetfy semma' a '4 pm 
Wednesday >n Rooer' L.oe '/.oore 
Han IS 2I6A 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS w.n sponsor the 
Sigma P> Sigma sur>.e» course and 
me physics coiioqu'u"- a' 2 and 4 
p m Wednesday -n Rooert Lee 
Moore Hall, rooms 9 ??/ flr.o 4 102. 
respectively 
UNGUISTICS OEPARfMENT yraOuafe 
students and facu'ty v.cM sponsor a 
sandwich jemmar at noor Wednes 
day m Business-Economics Building 
51 for a lecture on languages m con­
tact Dy Dr Robert Harms chairper­
son of the Department of 
Linguistics Tr>e address is entitled, 
Loan Rules and Loan Types in 
Ai eaiiy PruOucea Merger 
TEXAS UNION IDEAS AND ISSUES COMMITTEE 
will sponsor a sandwir* seminar. 
"Free Press Fjir Trmi at noon in 
Batts Hall 217 Dr Norr.i Davis, 
chairperson o< the university 
Deparfment o» JOumt 
speak 
Exchange Cans 
For Hamburgers 
For those of you who want 
to get rid of all  those fanned 
goods taking up space in your 
pantry and cash them in for a 
hamburger, you're in luck 
Besides that,  you can help 
some needy Austin families 
University students from 
Chi Omega Sorority ;,nd 
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraterniu 
will  collect any labeled non-
perishable can of food In ex­
change they will  give a coupon 
for a 60-cent Rovale Burger 
Canned goods should be 
brought to the three Hoyale 
Burger locations from 10 a m 
to 10 p.m Thursday through 
Saturday. Royale Burger 
locations are 5201 Airport 
Blvd Ben White Boulevard at 
South Congress Avenue and 
1148 Airport Blvd 
The Salvation Army will 
distribute the donations to the 
needy Nlaj Robert Hall of the 
Salvation Army said the goal 
was to collect 10.000 cans 
which would benefit  ap­
proximately 900 families 
Hal! noted that the coun-
trv s economic situation does 
noi present a bright outlook 
lor charitable donations "but 
we think we can reach our 
goal 
TONIGHT! 
Presents HUB 
TO PLACE A TEXAN 
CLASSIFIED AD 
CALL 471-5244 
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiHiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiinniimiHiiiiiimiins 
I RUN OF THE ARROW 
: (1957) 
• Directed by Samuel Fuller 
J With Rod Steiger. Brian Keith, and Charles Bronson 
: JESTER AUDITORIUM $1 7 & 9 P.M. 
A DIFFERENT 
DRUMMER 
TONITE 
JOHN GARZA 
Soap Creek Saloon 
V I, 2405-A NUECES - 476-1192 1 
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TONIGHT 
GREEZY WHEELS 
THURSDAY - SATURDAY 
MORE CRAZY CAJUN MUSIC 
GOOD ROCKIN' DUPCEE 
AND THE TWISTERS 
707 Bee Caves Rd. 327-9016 ^AJ 
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Breadcraft 
the real inside story on BREAD 
the cookbook that tells it all. is at 
the french kitchen 
14th & Rio Grande 
-MARDIGRAS' 
25c COVER 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FEATURING 
RAINBOW 
THE BUCKET 23rd and Pearl 
NEXT DOOR TO MARTI'S ITALIAN RfSTAURANT -3 HRS. FREf PARKING 
727 W. 23rd 476-0015 
IMItllil ;  
+ "to ^ 
4 MSI™* 
¥ 
ON THE COVER OF HIS NEW 
RECORD ALBUM, TOLEDO WIN­
DOW BOX, GEORGE CARLIN IS 
SEEN WEARING A TEE-SHIRT 
ILLUSTRATED WITH A PICTURE OF 
ILLEGAL SMOKING MATERIALS. 
THIS ILLUSTRATION IS NOT 
INTENDED AS AN ENDORSEMENT 
O F  S U C H  M A T E R I A L S ,  N O R  
SHOULD IT SERVE AS AN INDUCE­
MENT TO USE THEM. ANYONE 
LISTENING TO TOLEDO WINDOW 
BOX UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
THESE MATERIALS DOES SO AT 
THE RISK OF GIGGLING IN THE 
WRONG PLACES. 
. ON LITTLE DAVID RECORDS AND TAPES 
Wednesday, December 4,,1974 THE DAILY Page 11 -
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Ray Charles Plays to xlgnorant' Audience 
Singer's Performance Marred by Yells, Beer Can Throwing 
—Twton Staff Phot* by Mtk* Smith 
Ray Charles 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
S  T A T  E  
7 10 C O N G t? E 5 < AVC N U E 
3NUSII The Final Days 
of BRUCE LEE" 
on the same program 
$1.25 HI 7 p.m. 
Godfather 6:05-8:00-9:55 
Lee 7:35-9:30 
New Strokes! 
New Tricksl 
THE CFFFWFST 
By BILL DARWIN 
Texan Staff Writer 
Ray Charles is the greatest 
jazz singer alive. When an ar­
tist of his stature is subjected 
to disgraceful and degrading 
treatment as in his Monday 
night concert at Armadillo 
World Headquarters, a person 
has no choice but to question 
the awareness the audience 
possessed of the great talent 
and true professionalism of 
the man. 
After a pleasant but 
somewhat misplaced set of 
songs by folksinger David 
Alan Cole, Charles' stage 
band presented a short 
prelude consisting of a brief, 
concise showcasing of various 
talents of individual band 
members. A ventriloquist 
(Aaron Williams) then 
delivered a surprisingly 
humorous routine with his 
dummy pal, named Freddie 
ROGER SUSANNAH 
MOORE YORK 
.GOLD „ 
BAT BRADFORD SIR JOHN 
MILLAND DILLMAN GIELGUD 
froducrtby OvcdMby Screenptty&f 
mat AIL rent WILWR W STAJILCT " ftuaca RUITT sarra NTKE 
tartonthemei GoMMn* fry V1LKJB SMITH 
tfcbctnr ELM El KtNSTElN MM IUCX 
Sounds terrible, but the feats 
of voice-throwing truly were 
excellent, including such dif­
ficult effects as muffling the 
voice to create the sound the 
dummy would actually make 
while having a plastic bag put 
over his head. 
Charles took the stage and 
immediately set the pulse of 
the music with his gyrating, 
dancing body. His vocals 
revealed the gravel sound and 
deep-felt inflection one simply 
expects to hear from this 
legendary figure, all sup­
ported by perfectly syn­
chronized horn punctuations. 
THE AUDIENCE began to 
hint at what was to come later 
when the classic, "Georgia On 
My Mind," was continually in­
terrupted with the childish 
yells of "Sit down," directed 
to the small group of people at 
the front of the stage. The 
haunting harmonies of the 
muted trumpets and the soft 
trills in the bass" register of 
Charles' piano served to 
emphasize the soulful plea of 
his voice, but all this was 
barely heard above the sound 
of the audience, which con­
sisted of only a few hundred. 
Charles seemed to take con­
trol of the situation with the 
jolting rhythms of "I'm 
Blue." Jazz singing such as in 
this number is now, unfor­
tunately, almost a lost art. 
Only Mel Torme and Ella 
Fitzgerald have ever 
challenged Charles' superiori­
ty in scat singing, which in­
volves attaching erratic vowel 
sounds to the several divisions 
of the beat. 
After a hushed interpreta­
tion of "Come Live With Me," 
which featured superb organ 
and piano playing over a 
background of soft horns, the 
Raylettes appeared. These 
women know how to perform 
within their soul-spiritual ele­
ment, beginning their first 
number, "Running Out," with 
a low-keyed approach that 
gradually built to an exciting 
climax. 
But the show was by now a 
lost cause. Charles' greatest 
song, "I Can't Stop Loving 
You," took on an air of 
depression that exceeded the 
intended emotion of his 
restrained vocal. Somehow, 
the cold and cavernous Ar­
madillo hangar conquered the 
music with an oppressive air. 
Unethical requests hollered 
from the crowd, airborne beer 
cans and assorted "acts" by 
various dancing couples on the 
almost empty floor in front of 
the stage forced a middle-
aged couple nearby to leave. 
Just who is the performer and 
Lqguna Gloria Museum 
(JT Professor To Discuss Music 
All CINEMAS EVERY DAY $1.25'TIL 1:301 
PLUS 
Steve McQueen 
Dustin Hoffman 
"PAPILLION" 
Color UPG" 
WEEKDAYS OPEN 5:00 
Gold" 5:20-10 p.m. 
Papillion" 7:25 
$1.50 HI 6 p.m 
You'll FEEL it as well as see it; 
TH 
RECORD 
WEEK! 
BURTREYNOLDS g 
THE LONGEST YARD" * 
axon ByT£CMNiC0i.0« • A WWAMOUNT picture, 
>1:00-3:10-5:20 
7:35-9:45 
MANN THEATRES 
FOX TWIN A UNIVERSAL 
lECHWCaOR'-WNAVISKW® 
6757 AIRPOIT 
554-2711 
SUSPEND 
MFL LTROBIN VARSITY Anal NEW film BARGAIN .MfJO CJ/.U..L' S" 12:00 
2:00 
4:00 
6:00 
8:00 
10:00 
IIOBIE SCREEN 1 & 2 
& Guodolupe Second tavcl Pobie Moll 477-1324 AIRPORT 1976 
* UfVBBM. PRTU^'TBHKOUXt«RMWBat* 
Nancy 
WEEKDAYS OPEN 
FEATURE AUSTIN PREMIER Screen 1 
EVERYBODY LOVES 
A WINNER1 
12:45-3:00-5:15-7:30-9:40 
GULF STATES DRIVE-IN u WINNER OF O ACADEMY ShowtowmUSA HnlOl GOLF STATES DRIVE-
SouTHsidE CTRESS A E. Btn White • 444-2296 f 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 6:30 * 
SHOW STARTS 7:00 
Technicolor* IPG 
m mmmm 
LET THE REVENGE 
FIT THE CRIME! 
5 GREMLIN GO-CARTS 
Register before December 24th 
at any Trans-Texas Theatre 
or Austin AMC-Jeep 
Nothing to Buy - Presence Not Necessary to Win 
There's a cfirty wordfor 
whathappened to these gbtel 
WITH 
UNO 
VENTURA 
LEA 
MASSARI 
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT 
OPEN 1:45 
fed. 2-4-44-10 
REDUCED PRICES Til «:15 
Distributed by PEPPERCORN-WOftMSER INC. 
S COLOR Print! by Movlttab 
2200 Hancock Driw—453CM1 
4:50-10:00 $T 50 1:20-3:30-5:40 
At 7:30 p.m. Thursday, the 
final Gallery Talk in Laguna 
Gloria's fall series will be 
given by Dr. Delmer Rogers, 
a professor of music at the 
University. 
His lecture topic will be 
"What Is Red, White, Black 
and Brown?: An Ethnic View 
of Texas Music." The lecture 
is open to the public at no ad­
mission charge. 
The musical heritage of 
Texas includes more than 20 
ethnic backgrounds. 
Rogers' talk will emphasize 
those musical heritages that 
have been of major impor­
tance at one time or another: 
that of the North American In­
dian, the anglo, the German, 
the black and the Spanish-
Mexican. He will employ an 
audio-visual approach using 
slides, recordings (tape) and 
piano performances to 
dramatize the uniqueness of 
the separate backgrounds and 
the fascinating cross-
fertilizations that have 
resulted from the mixtures of 
these peoples. 
Although the Indians reign­
ed the longest, Rogers will 
spend the least time on their 
influence because of the little 
observable influence upon 
current musical practices. 
The other four ethnic 
musics will receive the bulk of 
thfc discussion and demonstra­
tion. Rogers will present the 
distinguishing characteristics 
of folk, popular and art music 
KLRN Engineering Head Honored 
N.W. Willett, director of 
e n g i n e e r i n g  f o r  K L R N  
channel 9, of San Antonio and 
Austin, was appointed vice-
chairperson of the Southern 
Educational Communications 
A s s o c i a t i o n  ( S E C A )  
Engineering Council at a 
meeting recently in Jackson, 
Miss. 
The Engineering Council, 
which consists of represen­
tatives from each of the SECA 
member stations, considers 
the establishment of im­
proved technical standards 
for the SECA network as a 
primary objective of the 
organization. 
Willett also will serve as 
chairperson of two subcom­
mittees, one to investigate the 
cost and feasibility of using 
satellite distribution to con­
nect the stations. 
television-
7 Tony Orlando and Dawn 
9 Feeling Good 
24 That'j My Mama 
36 Little House on the Prairie 
Theatre Committee 
presents 
VOYAGE 
SURPRISE 
Directed by Pierre Prevert (1947) 
French with subtitles 
Tonight 
Butts Auditorium 
7 and 9 p.m. 
$1.00 UT Students, 
Faculty, Staff 
$1.50 Members 
z w y W W w w K t f w w w y w y W W * v y y y y y K t t w y w y w y W  
MARTI'S 
$2 85 
Austin's Finest 
ItalianRestaurant-
AU THE HOMEMADE 
LASAGNA 
YOU 
CAN 
EAT 
seitviD WITH 
Brood & Salad 
Alto Serving 
IMPORTED WINES & BEER 
MARTI'S ITALIAN 
RESTAURANT 
TUE.-SAT. 11:30-2:30 LUNCH 
TUE.-SAT. 4:30-11:00 DINNER 
SUNDAY 4:00-11:00 
727 W. 23rd 476-1046 
Next To The Bucket 
A FURIOUS FARCE, ONE OF 
THE BEST FILMS OF THIS SEASON. 
"ROLLICKING FUN! 
FOR LAUG I^TfeR, LATCH 
ONTO THE SEDUCTION 
OF MIMI\" I 
—Judith Crist, 
New York Ma 
—Nora Say re, 
N.Y. Times 
Squad! 9 
THE STORY OF THE RAPE SQUAD! 
COLOR by M0V1ELA8 -
AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL ^ ICTUflf 
. PLUS CO-HIT 
Rm RICHARD LEEIS BURTON &RVIN k 
_ A TERENCE YOUNG FILM H 
SI "THEKLANSMAN" 
A Purumnimt Rolnuid 
A WILLIAM ALEXANDER-
BILL SHIFFRIN PRODUCTION 
i zme 
The Seduction 
KOKENiTE 
ADULTS $1.00 
Til SHOWTIME 
DIRECTED OT 
UNAWERTMUULER 
«caoo FHOM« 
Screen 2 
1:35-3:20-5.05 $1 25 6:50-8:35-10:20 $1 50 
OPEN AT MO 
FAST FEATURE 
ATfcJO 
**. 
IIWU 
6400 BtflMt featf 
& 
CULT: STATES ORIVE4N Vi 
• REDUCED PRICES nrril„CI> * 
I TIL 6 P.M. i: 1 *•%iREDUCED PRICB R 
I "0NTHRUS" 1 1 I  ~  . . . . . .  .  |  
n*6p°m. fi 
IF TaiTOjEiTlCl 
-9.;S0- ® 
TheTrial -""".."sr 
Xf SUSPENDED 
Of FEATURES 
Billy Jack S 
«w,Deu»es TAYLOB fsjg 
; mTOMLAUOHUN IPG) CHILD-$1.25 
From tin smash susp«ns« 
S1J0 . nov»l of lh» y»a r. 
tfl t pjn. / THE * 
ODESSA 
•ms. ^FILC 
. JONVOKJHT PG 
 ^ -W®- . MAXIMIUAN SCHIU 
•s 
what right does anyone have 
to ruin completely the expec­
tations of those who are there 
to listen? 
Charles' yodel-like introduc­
tion to "I'm Movin' On," was 
echoed like a pack of dogs by 
the crude, unsympathetic and 
finally ignorant crowd that ob­
viously had nothing on its 
mind but to take the advice of 
Charles' final song, "Let's Go 
Get Stoned." 
from each ethnic group. 
He also will present some 
historical evidence of the 
heritage of each group and the 
socio-economic-geographic 
factors that have shaped the 
identity of each ethnically dis­
tinct body of music. 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum 
is at 3809 W. 35th St. on Lake 
Austin. For further informa­
tion, call 452-9447. 
A t  t h e  S E C A  s p r i n g  
meeting, Willett will act as 
g e n e r a l  a r r a n g e m e n t s  
chairperson for the engineer­
ing sections. Scheduled for 
April 1 to 3 in Hot Springs, 
Ark., the meeting will focus 
on improvement of SECA's 
technical operations. 
7:30 p.m. 
24 Movie "Only With Married 
Men" starring Judy Carne, Mlchele 
Lee and David Birney 
• p.m. 
7 Cannon 
9 The Lite ot Leonardo Da Vinci 
36 Luces Tanner 
9 p.m 
7 Manhunter 
9 in Recital — Christopher Parken-
ing 
24 Get Christie Love 
36 Petrocelli 
9:30 p.m 
9 Mele Hawaii 
10 p.m. 
7. 24, 36 News 
9 School Talk 
10:30 p.m. 
7 Movie: "Tip on a Deed Jockey" 
starring Robert Taylor. Dorothy 
Malone, Jack Lord and Gia Seals 
9 Soul — Rick Aihford and Valery 
Simpson 
.24 WJde World Special 
MIDNIGHTERS'1" EVERY NIGHT SIlOVVTOWN USA uy 
urv. 
10 Minutes Past Midnight 
.FREDZINNEMANN'Sw 
AMANFOR 
COLUMBIA PICTURES, 
M 
"li 
TECHNICOLOR: 
A WILDLY ERDTIC WEK EHD 
ADVENTURE IN POT 
PARTIES AND 
SfSlfill 
SEX SBEIES! 
GU IF STATES 0JMVE-IN 
SoiuhsidE 
*\7IOE, Bp. Whit* • 444-2296^ 
BOX OfflCt OPEN 6i30 
SHOW STARTS 7,00 
THEFUTURE 
KCM6IU1DI Mir mvs 
oi Irian 
Oil EARTH 
H MSIIIOID • 
PLUS COrHIT 
FANTASTIC 
PLANET" 
\ , 
R|fe^^^rie|day/ Dumber'*; 1974jTlifeT0AIIi¥ TEXAlW 4, I-:, 
Today at Praaldlo Theatre* 
PLUS 
AT *15 
ONLY au mciNorsERPica 
raws 
m i / /»»s in \  I I I  A ( , I  l  Alt CAINIV Orvn IKT nnoiMtNd OP ws CAIHI, 
* CtltftIN HOtUNII Ml TNI NIXT OJCAI TBOC5 
FIA. 2JO-4AO 
S:25-fcS5 
B50-930 
OPEN 7ti5 
S14M TIL 6 PJD. 
1974 s MOST HILARIOJS 
MOVIE 
IS HERE! 
imm 
Steal A ^l,000,60 Phar«i Prot«e»lv 
Sytttnfi and Village Onenia defy you to 
hl|ack our money. 
all or .come by fjiedfer for dflallt. THE SAVAQE if u>am MU<M Mm-M fttf Uil UMi« 
"THETEWS 
Insanely 
funny, 
outrageous 
hmm IdUriMM-MMitWdl {  I  l \ S l i ' /  
irrevBrent 
tarirtf «MhM « \M 
FMtHTM 
PLAYBOY 
MAGAZINE 
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xEveryman' Unique Success 
'Second Shepherd's Play' Also Entertaining 
sV 
By DAVID DAILEY 
What a rare privilege it is to 
see a great actor in a perfor­
mance of distinction and ex­
cellence. Even rarer still, to 
witness it on a regional stage. 
Anthony Quayle's (and in­
deed, the entire Clarence 
Brown Scholar's Troupe) 
presentation of "Everyman" 
in Hogg Auditorium is dis­
tinguished, entertaining and 
highly professional. 
It" is an experience of 
delightful theatrical sur­
prises, not the least of which 
is Quayle as Everyman, the 
eponymous protagonist called 
upon to give a reckoning of his 
life to God's messenger, 
Death. Quayle, who has too 
long labored under the shadow 
of the more illustrious per­
formers of the English stage, 
proves himself every bit their 
equal in the command and 
presence of a difficult role. 
QUAYLE is surrounded by 
a  s u p p o r t i n g  c a s t  o f  
professional and student ac­
tors whose abilities admirably 
complement Quayle's. There 
is riot a single undistinguished 
performance, 
A more worthwhile play 
could not have been chosen for 
the first venture of this 
t h e a t r i c a l  c o m p a n y .  
"Everyman," the medieval 
tale of a man's life before an 
ultimately compassionate 
God, still retains the simple 
clarity, brevity and dignity it 
had when a man's conduct 
before that God was the cen-
trality of his existence. 
Medieval drama has almost 
disappeared from the contem­
porary stage, but even if a 
modern audience discounts 
the religious theme, the 
questions of morality raised in 
an era of fashionable cynicism 
and Watergate are still just as 
relevant. 
If the acting is marvelous, 
the direction, staging and 
costumes are no less so. 
Ralph Allen's direction is 
crisp, taut and rapid, inflic­
ting upon the audience none of 
the longueurs and impatience 
of more popular productions. 
THE SETTING by Robert 
Cothran is an excellent com­
bination of the austerity re­
quired for a man deserted by 
his lifelong companions and 
the superficial gaiety and dis­
sipation of that man. 
The beauty, effort and 
professionalism displayed in 
the costuming, setting and ac­
ting is rather surprising for a 
non-New York, and probably 
nonheavily financed, produc­
tion. Since the opportunity to 
view something of this quality 
in this area is exceedingly 
rare — attending this play 
should be a must for anyone 
with a genuine interest in the 
theater. 
A l s o  o n  t h e  b i l l  w i t h  
"Everyman" is "The Second 
Shepherd's Play" in studio 6A 
o f  t h e  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  
Center. Although of more 
modest artistic qualities than 
' '  E v e r y m a n ' '  i t  i s  
nevertheless a highly enter­
taining piece. A witty and 
e a r t h y  c o m e d y  a b o u t  
m o u n t e b a n k s ,  g u l l i b l e  
shepherds and missing lambs, 
"The Second Shepherd's 
Play" again boasts the same 
delightful timelessness of 
"Everyman." Although all 
the performances displayed 
TONIGHT 
NO COVER 
1411 LAVACA 
TONIGHT-SATURDAY 
TOWNES 
I VANZANDT 
i with KAREN BROOKS 
I $2 at the door only 
I Coming Toes. & Wed. JIMMY BUFFETT 
•-fc 
The Texas pfiledTlntt.jKMs ^6^|iiittee ; :X 
' announces '^- •'* 
A CULTURAL 
EXCURSION 
TOIilMRK 
'  mr 
January 3-11 S24S 
for UT students, faculty, and staff 
interested in experiencing 
the art, •theatre, music " 
and other cultural aspects .. 
., inherent in the city. :' 
. Cpstgfthe.tripincludes 
eipht ,^ghfe!3j^ ihp, tours, abci more. 
for furtl^ ir^riferi^ atipn, call'471-4721'. . * 
Registration9 A;M, i- 5 P;M\wiiekdays x fi'; 
fa-Texas Union 114... ; ; ' 
Roglstrathn Deadline - Pe(emhmrr6th 
I A- , f Js i V a.-
T) 
t. 
the same adeptness at farce, 
Eric Schneider's Mac is a 
wickedly entertaining "tfolf 
in sheep's clothing." 
H o w e v e r ,  w h a t  r e a l l y  
m a k e s  t h i s  f e s t i v a l  o f  
medieval drama exciting is 
n o t  s o  m u c h  w h a t  i t  a c ­
complishes as what it might 
well portend for the future of 
theatrical art in the United 
States. 
THIS VENTURE appears to 
be somewhat of a tentative 
and experimental nature, but 
it may be the first inklings of 
the revival of that long dor­
mant and sorely missed 
d r a m a t i c  m e d i u m  i n  
America, the repertory com­
pany. Few professional com­
panies (in fart there may be 
none) have toured the countiy 
in the last few years, leaving 
those hungry for high quality, 
s e r i o u s  d r a m a t i c  p e r f o r ­
mances starved 
If one wishes to Bee a really 
great play, it is necessary to 
m a k e  a  l o n g ,  a r d u o u s  
pilgrimage to New York City. 
B u t  t h a t  i n  i t s e l f  i s  n o  
guarantee of a satisfying 
time, since the outrageous 
costs have limited produc­
tions to a hit-flop basis, thus 
eliminating non-box office 
works from consideration. 
Students' 
Attorney 
The students' attorneys, Prank 
Ivy qnd Ann Bower, are 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Speech 
Building, Room 3. Telephone 
471-7796. The students' at­
torneys will handle landlord* 
tenant, consumer protection, 
employes' rights, taxation and 
insurance cases. Criminal cases 
and domestic problems. 
Colleges have consequently 
become the repository of the 
t h e a t r i c a l  a r t ,  b u t  t h e y  
possess neither the money nor 
professional talent to make 
good productions worthwhile. 
But if acting companies like 
the Clarence Brown Scholar's 
Troupe can provide a regional 
audience with top-notch talent 
and still make a little money, 
then just maybe there might 
be a rebirth of a great theater 
in America. 
THE ACTING, and produc­
tion talent is there, and even 
the facilities and money 
necessary could be raised. 
The only question remaining 
is producing that most elusive 
and fickle of elements: the 
audience. 
• • • 
The final performances of 
"Everyman" and "The Se­
cond Shepherd's Play" will be 
presented at 3:30 and 8 p.m. 
Wednesday. Admission is $1 
for the matinee and $2 for the 
evening performance Tickets 
may be obtained at Hogg 
Auditorium Box Office. 
Donovan Reveals Truth 
About 'Mellow Yellow' 
By Zoo World Newservice 
SAN FRANCISCO — Singer-songwriter Donovan, on a 
nationwide tour to promote his recent album. "7-Tease." 
recently revealed the truth behind his 1967 hit. "Mellow 
Yellow." 
"I didn't write it about smoking a banana." said Donovan 
"Other people interpreted the song like that " Actually, he ex­
plained. the lyrics were inspired by an ad he saw for a "new 
vibrator on the market that came out looking like a banana ' 
The ad was for an electrically operated banana that served as a 
sex toy. 
LIVE AUSTIN ROCK N ROLL 
FOOLS 
(UVE MUSIC STARTS 8:30 P.M.) 
DOORS OPEN: 8 HAPPY HOUR: 8-9 
•THfiR t ARTH 
914 N. LAMAR 477-3783 J 
iimnniiniiaimuiniiumiHimiiiiiuiiiiiHiniiiiuinimiiiiMiiiiiminiiiiiininiiiiiH 
CASTLE CBEEEI 
SONY 
LANGUAGE 
LABORATORY 
is recruiting teachers of 
English as a second 
language to teach in Japan. 
The recruiter will be on 
campus. 
MONDAY, 
DEC. 9th 
Make Appointment at 
CAREER CENTER, 
• JESTER A115A 
"Call 471-1217 
. rut, 
"MMUJim-
WEDNESDAY 
DEC 4 
coring CORINV 
TWO SHOWS 
472-7315 = u 
THE CENTER FOR ASIAN STUDIES 
host for the public 
Photo Essay on Sri Lanka 
by 
Kenneth David Jackson 
UT Department of Spanish & Portuguese 
and 
PM 
Deborah Jackson 
Ph.D. Candidate at Stanford University 
December 4, 1974 BEB 155 
The 1974-1975 Official 
STUDENT 
DIRECTORY 
is now on sale at the following locations: 
• UNIVERSITY CO-OP 
• JESTER CENTER STORE 
• TSP BLDG., Room 3.200 
only SO tax included 
• HEMPHILL'S 
• UNIVERSITY SUPPLY 
and MAIL SERVICE 
from 
Texas Student 
Publications 
'A Unique Adventure Into Indian Cultures' 
rou e He** io lrove' to Mess »rvc men »c Co'O'Mc n*» New Me«>cc a^s '0 
»«e the arts antf ca'ts huge tpectacu 
vou « see tr>» 1 
colli £a>*etS 
!*« 
bled o' native-c'aH»c 
Wutmi Statu 
OVER 
100 BOOTHS 
EXHIBITORS FR0U 
14 suns 
SAN ANTONIO CONVENTION CENTER 
DEC. 6,7.8 
GENERAL A0MISSI0N S? 50 
Chfldren 5-12 $1 
UNDER SIX FREE 
M< >1 Rs I'M —: t,' I : [' n V,. V.,.:-', r- N... 
SEE INDIAN CRAFTSMEN AT WORK 
THE YUCATAN HAMMOCK 
THESE MAYAN HAMMOCKS 
ARE THE FItfEST MADE 
I 
COME SEE THEM AT OUR MEW STORE 
Whole Earth Provision Co. 
2410 Seu\ Arviotuo 478-1577 
afldgfHrialftam ggiaftraesHPaks 
PRQDUCED IN ENGLAND BY THE BEATLES 
COMING TO THE RllTZ THEATRE 
FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE WEEKEND - DEC. 6, 7, 8 
, FRI & SAT SHOWTIMES: 7:00, *00, 11:00 
^ $s00»;7-t00, 9:00 \ 
Presented withaspMafRof/i/tg Stonessh6rt subject and an ek-
perimental computerized introduction , 
1 All seats: *2.do - .• YNO ADVANCincmS) A tpecial sound tysttm will be installed for.4h*t? performances 
-viem 
i wj :
WITH ANTHONY QUAYLE 
And on the same bill 
to be performed in Studio 6A of the Communications Center 
followed immediately by Everyman in Hogg Auditorium 
Evening Performances 
December 2. 3 & 4 at 8 pm 
Matinees 
December 3 & 4 at 3:30 pm 
Admiss'on <0oth Plays) 
$2 Evening Performances, $1 Matinees 
Advance Sj/e 
Hogg Auditorium Box Office, 471-1444 
ADDED ATTRACTION-ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY 
ANTHONY QUAYLE IN A ONE-MAN SHOW OF DRAMATIC READINGS 
December 5 at 8 pm/LBJ Auditorium 
Admission: $1 students, $2 others 
Advance Sale at Hogg Auditorium Box Office. 471-1444 
Presented by the UT College of Fine Arts $nd the League of Southern Theatres 
sdnesday, pecembej: 4, 1974 THE DAILy TEXAJ^ Page 13 
IfflpSlllSi tsitp pi;| 
•sat# 
iiisi* IMISI 
ssmm* 
sistsassiawisBssB 
! PHONE 471-5244 MDN. THRU FRI. 
». . ..A'j ...* i^.s,.,. „ • . 
8:00-5:00 •JBBM 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS NC* 
RATES 
15 woffl minimum 
Eact^ word one time S n 
Each word 2-4 times \ 10 
Each word S-9  times t 08 
Each word 10 or more limes s 0? 
Student rate each time \ 80 
Classified Display 
1 col * l inch one tun® S3 25 
1 COl * 1 inch t.mev $2 93 
1 col I 1 inch »en or more times $2 64 
FOR SALE 
Stereo - For Sale 
LOOKING AT NEW stereo component*? 
Call us before you boy Sony. Yamaha 
BSR and others You'll be glad yon d<d 
Call 444-6459 
DtAOUNI SCHEDULE 
M«i>do; T«xon Fttdoy 3.00 p m 
Tvvtday T*ion Mondof 11 00 a m 
W«dn«idef Teton Tw*t4of 11 00 a m 
thvtwioy Taion W*dn*«4oy 11 00 o m. 
Fndey T«*an Thwr*4oy 11:00 e.m 
in th« «v«M of mm mod* in an 
D^virtiMiMnt, imm*dioH no»k* rmnt b* 
gtv«n at lh« pgblitk«r« or* mftrwibl* for 
only ONC KwwrKt in*«ftien AH do^mt (•» 
odi+rttm*ntt thowld b« mod* not lot#* 
tHon 30 ticyi oh— publication " 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word minimum each day $ 80 
Each additional word each days .OS 
l col. x 1 inch each day $2-64 
"Unclassified}" 1 line 3 days .sl.00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay In advance in T$P 
Bldg. 3.200 (25th & Whitis) from 8 
a.m. fo 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
FOR SALE 
PAIR AR-2ax. only 10 months 0'd 
Superior condition. $200 firm BSR fre­
quency equalizer *7$. 459-413$ 
STEREO BROKERS • We need students 
to sell 25 maior brands of stereo equip 
ment, 20-25*>b discount No investment 
<303) 837-3285 
LEAR JET AMP. with am fm. 8-trac* 
speakers, and Garrard turntable 2 
years old. $150. 447-4086 
RCA STEREO console AM FM radio 
turntable, 2 years old, very good condi­
tion $790. 258-3206. 
CAR CASSETTE-Sony TC-10 used 1 
month with-box, packing, 10 'aopes S80 
after 7 pm. 477-7523. 
Auto - For Sale 
1972 VEGA GT A/C, custom interior, 
radio. 4-speed. Phone 478-9078 
1970 PORSCHE 91 IT. 2 2. 5*spd". air. 
AM/FM, 7 new tires, red 15,500 firm 
345-4707 
'71 SUPER BEETLE 475-651 I. 
weekends 892-2)81 Linda 
1966 TRIUMPH HERALD Good condi-
tion. new clutch $350-1967 Triumph'Spit-
fire Runs nice, body rough $750 Can 
472-0513 
1964 FORD ECONOLINE Van Excellent 
running condition Excellent gas 
mileage 1400 00 208 East 51st No 4. 
1972 CHEVY VAN 350, automatic, radio, 
heater, air. new Datona tires. Excellent 
837-4761 837-4794 nights 
•72 MUSTANG GRANDE Beautiful 
machine with ail extras Loan value 
12300. Selling price $2650 836-8195 
1971 PINTO 2000cc Air. radio. 29,000 
miles, excellent condition, good tires, 
new battery. Moving overseas. 11350 
454-1168. 
197! ALFA ROMEO Spider. Good condT 
fton. Engine has 20,000 miles. Call O. 
Haug (work) - 4794516. 
- 1970 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe. Excellent 
running condition. Good Mlchelln tires 
28 pg. 476-4528 or 477-6761. Carta Olson. 
1973 VEGA NOTCHBACK. 4-speed. air, 
am/tm, minor cosmetic items. Asking 
$2050 firm. 441-6811 after 6. 
'62 JAGUAR MA'RK II • Rebuilt engine 
2.4 Liter - Needs some work. $950. 441-
1732 or 447-6)27 
PORSCHE 1972 914 appearance group, 
cast alloy wheels. AM/FM, excellent 
Condition. *3750 After 5 p.m. 327-2644. 
1966 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE. Blue 2-dr., 
$250 or best offer. 451-3390 after 5 p.m. 
'73 SILVER 24 OZ. All options, 1400 
miles. $4795. 454-3167 after 5. 
. 1972 DATSUN AC 510, AM/FM radio. 
11795. 1972 Volvo sfatlonwagon. *2995. 
. 441-6427 after 5:00. 
' '63 BUICK S175. 475-8699 after 5. 
4-SALE. Ford Courier and color co­
ordinated Topkat Camper. Less than 
year old. Phone 441-2682. 
1970 VW 9 passenger bus, sun roof. 
' stereo, excellent condition. S1800. 327-
1632. 
Musical - For Sale 
Learn to play guitar- Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason 478 
2079 
MARTIN, GUILD, Gibson, Ovation, 
Yamaha guitars. 20-25% discount! All 
maior makes available. 453-1078. Clay 
PEAVEY 300. 100 watts RMS, two 
cofumns, each with j'2" speaker $300 
441-8565 
YAMAHA GUITAR FG-230~T2~s7nng 
Excellent condition, case included $130 
453-1101 
MUST SELL 1924 Pullman upright 
piano. Good condition, refinished and 
tuned 1300 . 447-7678. 
GIBSON EPIPHONE Riviera^ HoMow 
body, electric with hard shell case 1235 
Phone 453-0983. 
2 KEYBOARD HAMMOND organ, open 
at bottom. Separate tone cabinet 1660 
836-0610 
PIANO Old, large, upright, grand S200 
CaM after 2 p.m. 447-2185 
MINI-MOOG. best cash offer. 451-164) 
after 10. p.m. 
APOLLO Electric guitar and Silvertone 
ampli f ier. Good condit ion, i80  Cal l  477-
1537 between 8 and 5. 
BEAT 
INFLATION 
GUITAR STRING SETS save 20% 
HOHNER HARMONICAS save 10% 
YAMAHA GUITARS save 10% 
AMSTER MUSIC 
1624 Lavaca 
Pets - For Sale 
BURMESE KITTENS. ACFA 
registered, *65 452-899S, 459-9298. Keep 
trying. 
YOUNG BLACK male cat to give away. 
About a year old. Playful 441-2946 after 
3:30. 
IRISH SETTER PUPPIES Just wean-
ed, see both parents of litter. Males $50. 
females *40. 836-9205. 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER pups. AKC. 
shots, wormed, 8 weeks old. Call 444-
0571, extension 204, or 243-2154. 
Homes - For Sale 
'70 MOBILE HOME. 12 x 50.2 bedrooms, 
CH/AC, carpeted, nicely furnished. 
$3650. After 6 p.m., 836-0983. 
NEED BOOK 
SPACE 
This home Is lined with marvelous 
bookshelves. 5 bedroom, 2'i baths, 
WESTLAKE HILLS. Very charming. 
$50,000. 
Keren Kuykendall 
* - 327-0243 
Jim La Chance 8. Assoc. 
892-1515 
1970 DOOGE CHALLENGER, low 
mileage, good on gas. AC, new parts. 
*1800 (list (1975). 444-0435 after 5 p.m. 
Motorcycles - For Sale 
SAVE MONEY! Call us before buying 
motorcycle Insurance. Lambert In­
surance Associates, tnc. 4200 Medical 
Parkway. 452-2564. 
41200. 385-4491. 
' 71 CB350 with helmets. Must sell fast. 
*275. 475-8952, 447-8246. 
i'W YAMAHA 175 dirt bike includes: 
helmet, bumper racks, compression 
release, nobby tires, and more. *250. Call 
14 YAMAHA 500cc dirt bike, brand new, 
never raced, ramp 750. 447-7336. 
Stereo - For Sale 
250 WATT 
AX/7000 Garrard Stereo • *289. Buy this 
famous AX/7000 Garrard Stereo at a low 
price of $289. inflation got you down? 
. We've dropped *10 more off this Super 
Unit. This unit comes' equipped with 
AM/FM tuner, complete audlophlle con­
trol, gigantic air suspension, 10-way 
speaker system wJth large 10" woofer, 
S»/4" mld-rande, and a 4" tweeter. One 
year guarantee on all parts and all 
tabor/local service. Regular retail 1529. 
Save! I While they last • *289. Cash or EZ 
Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 
6535 North Lamar 
Monday-Friday 9*9 
Sat. 9-6 ___ 
th- -
'fc ; 
M i  
i 
iSr 
p 
M 
M 
SELL-OUT 
PRI.CES 
ON 
ALL 
STEREO 
: EQUIPMENT 
•STEREO RECEIVERS, 4-
'CHANNEL STEREOS, THE 
DBEST IN CAR STEREOS, 
-TURNTABLES,. TAPE 
,'OECKS, TAPES, 
.'SPEAKERS, TOP NAME 
'BRANDS. 
L' SEE THEM NOW AT 
" STEREO 
:/ CENTER 
• J 203 EasrW 
4: (5 blocks East < 
?47W733. 
3 19th, ' 
f of fhe' Drag) ( 
•1 .'litTtomrt, 
V »r r t 
*ll A » 
;A*lRACORD TURNTABLE; ;ctian««r;^?SUBLEASE PC 
«>»«•/ eov«r, M»1E carlHdm, damp«t ^-afflcltney, 1135 
cueln^int^-skate, pulh button control*. ;.'ampul. Callal 
FURN. APARTS. 1 FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. I  ROOMMATES TYPING 
Misc. - For Sale 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Olamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar,-454-6877. •* 
BRASS BEOS. New shipment, double, 
side railings, head-foot boards. S200 up. 
Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
WE BUY BOOKSI Half price books. 1514 
Lavaca. 474-5209. 
TYPEWRITERS, MANUALS from *30. 
Electric from »99. New Smith Corona 
Cartridge portables, $199. Dan's 
Typewriters, 2408 San Gabriel. 474-6396. 
NIKON FT I1.J,$350. Nlkkor 135mmf2.8, 
$125. Excellent condition. Larry. 451-
4231, work 478*^484. 
MEN'S TEN SPEED bicycle, brand 
new, (Pegasus), $60 or offer. GE 
vacuum cleaner, *15. 837-3295. 
TEN SPEED super lightweight racing 
bike. Tubular tires, pump, spare and bag 
included. Call 6-8. 476-9991. 
21" RALEIGH Professional. All cam-
pagnola equipped. Silver & mink colour. 
Retail price S600.00, unscratched, 
meticulously maintained. $450.00. 327• 
0635. 
1'/4 CARAT solatalre diamond ring. Ap-
praised $2500.00, Best offer. 454-7875. 
FOOSBALL TABLE tor sale. Special 
orange and white. Best table. Brand 
new. Must sell. S345. Call 441-3848 for In­
formation. 
SOFA BEO, sleeps two. New, unused, 
handsome modern brown. Sacrifice for 
$50. Call 4S3-8642. 
MUST SELL"New"Mamlya-Sekor auto 
XLT with attachments and case. Low 
Price. Call 4544960. 
MAMIYA/SEKOR 10000TL fl.4, 55mm, 
U.V. • jHart filter, 2x converter, new 
case. $130; 472-5529 evenings. 
MINOLTA 101 with meter 58 1.4 35 x 3.5 
2.8. Muit sell. $375 after 11:30 p.m. 451-
2750. 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN 1ST 
EFFICIENCIES 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
SHUTTLE BUS 
Swimming pool, beautifully furnished, 
double or studio bed. all have d<s 
•'washer, disposal, central «>r and heat 
305 WEST 35TH 
(6 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS) 
MANAGER APT 106.454-9108 
HALLMARK 
APTS. 
$140 
708 West 34th 
454-8239 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN 1 
MOVE IN TODAY 
THE 
ESTABLISHMENT 
LARGE EFFICIENCIES 
$129.50 PLUS E. 
4400 AVE. B 451-4584 
WALK RIDE SHUTTLE 
NOW LEASING FQR JAN I 
MOVE IN TODAY 
2 BR - $150 
1 BR - $125 
MARK XX 
454-3953 452-5093 
3815 Guadalupe 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN I 
$190 
2 Bedroom 
Buckingham Square 
711 W 32nd 
451-4487 
1 BEDROOM 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Oio New Orleans style aoartments Ait 
bins paid New shag carpet. New drapes. 
CACH. pool, sun-deck. Great managers, 
very close to Law School 
311 East 31st 
47B-67?6 4516533 
NOW LEASING FOR 
JAN 1 
ANTILLES 
APTS. 
2204 Enfield 
2bdrm'205 abp 
476-2279 
SHUTTLE STOP 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN. 1 
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
1 BDRM-S130 
2 BDRM - S15Q 
1304 SUMMIT UI-0S94 
3 Blocks to Shuttle 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN I 
WILLOW 
CREEK 
2 BR ALL BILLS PAID 
2 Large Pools, Security, Volleyball Court 
1901 Willow Creek 
444-0010 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN. ) 
MOVE IN TODAY 
EL CID 
1 BR FURN-$152.50 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
RIGHT ON SHUTTLE 
NOW LEASING ROR JAN. I 
MOVE IN TODAY 
MARK VII 
1 BR FURN - Si55 
3100 Speedway 475-0734 
WALK - RIDE SHUTTLE 
FREE PHOTOGftAPHY 
CATALOGUE 
Economy Photo Systems and Equip­
ment In alt price ranges. No Bull • just 
the best cameras and accessories for 
your money. CAL WEST Photography 
Warehouse. 1327 Archer, San Luis 
Obispo, CA, 93401. 
ONE OF CENTRAL . 
TEXAS' PRETTIEST 
SPOTS 
Beautiful flowing cre«k borders this 
secluded wooded tract. Almost 5 acres-
Fish and Swim on your own tartf. Good 
Building Spot ^Garden Spot. 
345*2267 -
FURN. APARTS., 
KENRAY 
APARTMENTS 
2122Hancock Dr. 
Ne«> to Americana Theatre, walking dis­
tance to North Loop Shopping Center 
a no Luby s One hall block from shuttle 
and Austin transit 2 bedroom 
townh'ouses. extra large Two bedroom 
fiats, one and two baths. CA CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, oool. maid service it desired, 
washaferta in complex See owners. Apt 
113 or call 451-4846 
WE RENT 
AUSTIN ' 
Your time is valuable 
Our service is free 
PARAGON 
PROPERTIES 
472-4171 
weekdays 
472-4175 
SPEND 10e 
SAVE $200 
CALL US FOR 
THE BEST DEAL 
IN TOWN 
1-2-3 BEDROOM . 
APARTMENTS 
•Furn. or Unfurn. 
Shuttle Bus — Front Door 
ALL BILLS PAID 
LONDON 
SQUARE 
LEASING NOW FOR JA 
U1-KU0 
M. 1 
,*55 
)FOR .SPRING^ Furnished 
.. . 13  ABP- Few blocks from 
ll . fter 520a«7M12O. •-1 
NOW LEASING FOR JAN 1 
La Canada 
Apts 
1 BR - $175 abp 
1300 West 24th 472 1598 
WALK RIDE SHUTTLE 
CREEKSIDE 
BILLS PAID 
Efficiency, CA/CH, shag, walk-ins. com­
plete kitchen, bath-vanity. On city/shut­
tle route SU5 . 476-8324 or 444-193) 
LOOKING FOR 
AN APARTMENT 
WITH CHARACTER? 
Come by and see our I bedroorr 
apartments near campus at 1007 Wes" 
26th Lots of trees, pool, AC. S135 plus E 
Also turn & unf 2 bedroom apartments 
south at 910 West Oltorf. Manager 101.' 
SI 15-SI30 442-9480, 476-3335 
W A L K  T O  C A M P U S ,  1  
bedroom efficiency. Full bath 
and kitchen. Nicely furnished, 
maid, parking. No pets. 453-
3235. 
NEED A GREAT 
PLACE TO LIVE? 
TRY THE 
BLACKSTONE 
APARTMENTS 
Share a large room for S64 SO'mo or 
take ar> entire room tor S1I2.50 fur-
rushed. aH bills paid Maid service once 
a week 
Brmy your own roommate or we will 
you wit* a compatible one 
This is economy & convenience at its 
best 
ONLY 200 YARDS FROM UT CAMPUS 
Rert R»ver 476-5631 
THE 
COLLEGE HOUSE 
APARTMENTS 
1906 Pearl 
2 bedrooms • 7 bftthl. Alt Bills Paid. 
S325/month. Now leasing for spring. 
Cable, laundry, pool. No Pell. 47>-7S33. 
EFFICIENCIES 
AND 
1-BEDROOMS 
ACT ii 112 West 38th • Efficiencies 1125 
Furnished.* 1 block from UT Shuttle 
Bus 453-0540 
ACT I 105 East 38th • Efficiencies S125' 
Furnished. 1 block from UT Shuttle 
Bus • 453-0540 
ACT in 4312 Speedway - Efficiencies 
S125 Furnished. On UT Shuttle 
Bus 453-0540 
ACT iv 3311 Red River -1 BR S145 Fur­
nished ON UT Shuffle Bus. Poot.476-
2662. 
ACT V 924 East 51st • 1 3R S145 Fur­
nished Eff. S125 Furnished. Near 
Capital Plaza, Highland Mall, IH 35 
and only l1^ blks from UT Shuttle 
Bus. Pool. • 451-1525 
ACT VI 2801 Hemphill Park • 1 BR S145 
Furnished. Walk to UT Campus453-
0S40 
ACT VII 4303 Ouval - ) BR $135 Fur­
nished. 4 Blks from UT Shuttle Bus. 
If no answer, call 454-4621 
APARTMENT 
HUNTING 
is a pain in the 
i i i *  •  
But Habitat Hunters can 
Help, with a FREE 
Locator Service 
specializing in student 
complexes with access 
to shuttle. 
Come by or Call 
Habitat 
Hunters 
Dobie Mall, Suite 8a 
2021 Guadalupe 
~—! =—E UNIQUE'Victorian duple* 3 *•» w«lkin9 dittance to shuttle 
wfe „MARANTZ 1040 artpllflftrvput, frtbl*- ^Jifae bedrooms, Convenlent UT - -bu*- ^ . 
$&%}? „indmMfanflf controls_pqwtr;V,e»pitol. S300, plus utilities-- Shuttle.453-' ; Available now & January 1 -
C9fldttton,,:#lt£4«HMflV<v., i-vi:, 4l00 Avfr. d Call 4SM7H 
M > f  \  J ' j '  •  J  y  C  ' \ '—u-: 1—1—5 1 • 
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LARGE ONE AND TWO Bedroom 
studio apartments. Pool, water, gas, 
cable TV paid. S135 • $165. Posada Real 
Apartments. 5001 Bull Creek. 452-1603, 
476-4882 
LARGE QUIET EFFICIENCIES *125 
plus electricity, near shuttle CA/CH 
4111 Ave. A. 454-4467 after 5. 
sVoQ~PLUS ELECTRICITY, furnished, 
one bedroom apartment on shuttle. The 
ParKview 1616 west 6th 472-1337 
REFURBISHED 2 bedroom/1 bath 
apartment on shuttle across from U1 
Tenniscourts. S180 unfurnished, $200 fur­
nished ABP The Brownstone. 5106 North 
Lamar 454-3496. 
BRAND NEW lakeside efficiency 
overlooking Downtown. Si S3 furnished 
ABP The South Shore. 300 East River­
side Drive. 444-3337. 
DOWNTOWNER 
APTS. 
Walking Distance U T 
1 Bdrm turn 
ALL BILLS PAID SlSO mo 
CH CA. covered parking 
505 East 11th 
472-0515 
BROWNSTONE 
PART APTS. 
Are conveniently located & priced right 
1 & 1 bedroom apartments located on 
shuttle bus route. 
From $142.50 
ALL BILLS PAID 
5106 N Lamar 454-3496 
a paragon property 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
AND BEAT THE BUS 
Two one bedroom furnished apartments 
Pool, cable, laundry, quiet setting. $130 • 
$150 plus electricity at commercial 
rates Rio House 472-1238. 606 West 17th 
at Rio Grande 
I AM MOVING to Dai'as in January and 
need to sub-lease my furnished, one 
bedroom apartment tor the Spring 
Semester. If is in a smeii, quiet complex 
- has individually fenced courtyard, 
trees and large picture windows - close 
to campus, one block trom shuttle $129 
Plus E 476-4106. 
JANUARY 1. Large furnished luxury 
one bedroom, near campus, one block 
Irom Shuttle. CA/CH. 104 East 32nd. 
Apartment 204 472-8781. 476-5940. 
1 BEDROOM-
EFFICIENCY 
$137 
-$115 
Very ciose fo campus and Shuffle, com­
pletely carpeted. CA/CH. built-in 
kitchen, outside storage available, pool 
474-1532 
HOWDY AGAIN, 
FOLKS 
Now that Turkey Day Is over. It's time to 
Set down to business and make-sure you ave a safe roost in the Spring. The 
PEPPER TREE PEOPLE have some 
vacancies coming up real soorrand we'd 
sure like for you to look 'em over. Shag 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, CA/CH, 
walk-in closets. WaYe easy people that 
like to make you feel at home. Drop by 
apy of our fJye Treehouses or atve us a 
buzz: 472-2518, 472*9941, PT li IV, V <476-
9279; II -454-0824; III -477-2752. Efficien­
cies. ) & 2 Bedrooms. THANX. 
and sun deck. Water, gas, and cable TV 
paid. 302 West 38th. 451-3154 or 451-6533. 
2 BEDROOM 
ALL BILLS PAID 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Large apartments, fully shag carpeted, 
CA/CH, alt built-in kitchen, each apart­
ment has its own private patio or 
balcony, pool, trees. 1008 West 25W. 478-
5592 or 451-6533. 
EFFICIENCY 
$139 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Close to campus, large, open-beamed 
ceilings, fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, ail 
built-in kitchen, color co-ordinated, no 
utility company hassles. 4200 Avenue A. 
454-6423, or 451-6533. 
EFFICIENCY 
$139 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Close tff campus, large, open beamed 
ceiling, fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, all 
built-in kitchen, color coordinated, no 
utility company hassles. 4000 Avenue A. 
452-5533 or 451-6533. 
1 BEDROOM 
$135 
Close to shuttle bus and tennis courts, 
fully carpeted, all built-in kitchen, 
CA/CH, ppol overlooking creek, lots of 
trees. Wafer, gas, and cable TV paid. 407 
45th St. 459-8614 or 451-6S33. 
EFFICIENCY 
$119 
Shuttle bus at front door, pool, CA/CH, 
shag carpeting, all built-in kitchen, ten­
nis courts across the streets, huge trees. 
4504 Speedway, 453-3769 or 451-6533. 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th 
Furn. $165 Unf. $140 
Extra large 1 bdrm. shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
cable, pool, close to campus, shuttle bus. 
451-3941 
EFFICIENCY 
WALK TO 
CAMPUS 
Large furnished efficiencies, built-in 
kitchen appliances, CA/CH, lots of 
storage, super location, close fo grocery 
and shuttte bus at front door, oas and 
water paid. 910 West 26th. 472-6589 or 451-
6533. ' 
RESIDENT 
SATISFACTION 
Is one good reason for living at 
South Shore 
CONTEMPARY APARTMENTS - Ef­
ficiencies and 2 bedrooms. 24 Flats 
Apartments IS15 Palma Plaza. 474-4322. 
shuttle bus corner.. 
2 "BDRM. 2 BA. $210, ABP. Fulf Kit., 
laundry and pool. Next to campus. Le 
Font. 803 West 28th.. 472-6480, 472-4)62 
Barry Gillingwater Co. 
STUDIO APARTMENT. Fireplace, 
skylight, CA/CH, cable. Convlent. $134 
plus electricity. 900 East 51st. 451-3464, 
472-5129. 
MALE ROOMMATE. One bedroon'^ e 
eld. e 6 blocks to campus. 476-3467. 2408 
Leon. 
LIBERAL FEMALE share nice two 
bedroom apt. Own room and bath. Walk 
to campus. Latana Apts. C«.H 476-5456. 
NOB HILL APARTMENTS. Available 
now and for spring, large one and two 
bedroom apartments. Dishwasher, dis­
posal. poof, laundry. Two bedroom $250. 
One bedroom $165. All utilities paid. Six 
blocks to campus, near WC shuttle. 2520 
Longview 477-8741. 
29TH OFF GUADALUPE. Luxury 
apartments ! bedroom $165, 2 bedroom, 
2 bath $23S Dishwasher, disposal, pool, 
unique 2919 West Ave. 474-1712. 
24TH AND LEON. All bills paid. Mini-
efficiency $112.50. Efficiency $135. 1 
bedroom $159.50, 2 Bedroom $245. 2408 
Leon. 476-3467. 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apart-
ment. Private home. Travis Heights. 
Minimal kit. Liberal male preferred. 
$135 ABP 447-4279. 
EFFICIENCY $75. Near campus, Quiet, 
bills paid, refrigerator, hot plate. 1906 
San Gabriel, No. 2 477-8168. 
RESERVE MY APARTMENT for the 
spring. I block UT 1 bedroom. Fur­
nished, shag carpet. Gas/Water Paid 
$129.50. 2721 Hemphill Park. 47*4134. 
472-4408, 327-1355. 
NOW LEASING foe January. Plus eff. 
apt. Full kitchen, dishwasher and gas 
range Double bed, shag carpet. 400 West 
34th and 4415 Avenue B. $125 plus elec­
tricity. 4S3-«606, 451-7937. 
NEAR CAMPUS. Furnished one 
bedroom. $125. 104 East 32nd. Manager 
apt 103 476-5940, 452-2462. 
apTfor RENT • $150 plus bills. 11* 
blocks from campus. 477-7558, 2800 
Whitis. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. Contract • 
$70',month off. Fountain Terrace 
Apartments. 610 West 30th, No. 133. 472-
6889. 
SUBLET FOR Spring Semester. 2 bdr/2 
bath. Willow Creek Apts. SR/RC routes 
447-6759. 
BEAUTIFUL VIEW. Sublease l 
bedroom furnished apartment on WC 
shuttle for spring emester. Move In 
before holidays. Pepper Tree Ml. 2704 
Salado (Behind Raymond's Drugs). 475- -
8955. 
ONE BEDROOM carpeted. Near 
University. Pool, shuttle. $150 plus 
utilities. 4400 Ave. A. No. 206. 453-8612. 
LARGE NEW Efficiency apartment 
within walking distance to campus. 
(West Side). S125/month. Call 453-6072. 
ONE AND TWO bedroom efficiency 
from $145, all bills paid. Huge walk-ins, 
fully carpeted. Close to campus. At 405 
East 3lif. Mauna Kai. 472-2147, 472-4162. 
Barry Giillngwager Co. 
ENFIELD AREA 1 8. 2 bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished. 
From $148.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. 477-7794, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
1 BEDROOM n6w furniture,' drapes, 
carpeting. CACH electricity and water 
paid. $150 2411 S. 5th Manager No. 6. 
SCOTT li. Vj block shuttle. CA/CH, one 
bedroom, dishwasher, $140 plus elec. 
3405 Helms. 472-7049. 
SUBLET LARGE 2 bedroom, 2 bath 
apartment. 5 blocks campus. January 1, 
$235 ABP, 475-8162. 
LEASE FOR SPRING. Beautiful ef-
ficlency. Fireplace, private patio, ABP, 
five blocks to campus, shuttte. Available 
December 15. 476-0292. 
LARGE ONE BEOROOM. Walk to 
school. Study area, carpeted, disposal, 
cable TV, CA/CH, laundry, shuttte. 
Great location. $155 ABP. 2812 Nueces. 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 bath.'On CR. 6 
blocks to campus. Spanish Village. 476-
9220. 
1 BR APT. 1 block from Law School. Gas 
heat and cable paid. $135. 475-0373. 
ROOMY ONE BEOROOM furnished. 
Free fill January. ^Dishwasher, carpet, 
pool. $155 plus electricity. 3914 Avenue 
D. 345-1722. . •; . 
SUBLET EFFICIENCY. 6 blocks from 
UT. 2408 Leon. Glenn 475-9338. $127.50 
ABP. 1-2 people. 
FREE $100 DEPOSIT. One bedroom, 
one bath. Su Casa, $160 per month. 
Before 5 p.m., 4S1-2268. 451-4342 after 5 
p.m. Apt. 305. 
RIVERSIDE. Large, luxury one 
bedrdom. Sublease January. RC snottfe, 
pool, excellent location and view. 447-
1787. 
NEED FEMALE roommate fo share 2 
bdrm/l bath apartment. Northeast 
Austin, CR shuttle. ABP $90/mmonth. 
Sandy 472-7950. Evenings. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE. Studious. Two 
bedrooms, ABP, $95/month. Close to 
campus. CR Route. Call 475-8795. 
MALE SHARE bedroom In 2 bedroom 
apartment,. $56/month. Roof, 4 blocks 
Law School. 472-4806. 
FEMALE HOUSEMATE wanted. Three 
blocks to campus. Own room $62.50. 
Stephanie, 478-6050. 
TWO MALES needed share two bedroom 
apartment with one male student. $65. 
451-3084. 
FEMALE NONSMOKER to share nice 
one bedroom apt. Walk fo campus. Star­
ting January. $75/mo. and electricity. 
Call Mary, 475-0454. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted . Share 
two bedroom furnished apartment, En­
field area, fie $67.50. Call 472-8761. 
Judee. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Large 
one bedroom apartment. Prefer grad 
student. Shuttle. 15 mln. walk campus 
$72.50 month plus etec. 475-8419, 476-2189. 
just Nortn ot 27th aW-
Guadalupe 
2707 Hemphill Park 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
TYPING 
E 
R 
R 
Y 
SERVICE 
472-8934 
Reports, Resumes, 
Theses. Letters 
All University and 
business work 
Last Minute Service 
Open 9-8 Mon-Th & 
9-5 Fri-Sat 
Dobie Mall 
•XI 
THE CROCKETT COMPANY 
the complete secretarial service 
TYPING - theses, manuscripts, reports, 
•apers, resumes 
MALE ROOMMATE to share large 3 
bedroom apartment. $75/month. Shuttle 
441-7702, ask for Rick. 
ROOMMATE MALE Own room 2 
bedroom, furnished, shuttle. 83.66 ABP 
444-7107. 
GREAT HOUSE. Quiet neighborhood 
near Law School. Own room for female 
roommate. Jan. 1. $100 plus bills Call 
5:30-6:00 p.m. 474-2569. 
WOMAN WANTED to share fine old 
house. Own room, near shuttle, beautiful 
neighborhood. AC. 476-2524. 
NEED MALE roommate for excep­
tionally nice 2 bedroom/2 bath furnished • 
house, with music room. Large fenced 
yard. One block from shuttle. Quiet 
neighborhood, $100 plus Vj bills. 454-8024, 
471-3261. Rob Hunter. 
FEMALE MOVE In December, pay 
January. Own room/bath. 3/2 house. $75, 
'1 bills. 454-7946 
FEMALE ROOMMATE(Ti- ~B7oaiT-
moore, luxury. Own bedroom, I'/j baths 
All bills paid CR shuttle. $110 459-7778 
NEED STUOIOUS female roommate -
own room. SR route. $75 ABP. 447-6452. 
STUDIOUS, non-smoking female 
wanted to snare one bedroom apart­
ment. $75 plus bills. No deposit. 451-
7018. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share Inex-
pensive Riverside Townhouse. Call 442-
5217. 
NEEO NEAT Studious female room­
mate. ABP $75. 447-6452. SR route. 
HOUSEMATE. 6 rooms, fenced, $72.50 
plus V> bills. Ron, 453-0726, 454-8215 after 
6. Keep trying. 
1 OR 2 PERSONS needed to share unique 
2 bedroom apartment, Enfield area. 
Fireplace, large patio, dishwasher, nice­
ly furnished, shuttle. $110 or $70 . 475-
0491. 
multi-copied originals 
XEROX COPIES - $3.00 for 100 copies 
(per originals) 
PRINTING • offset and letterpress 
and 
.complete lines of office products 
453-7987 S 530 Burnet Rd 
CHRISTENSON & 
ASSOCIATES 
A TYPING 
SERVICE 
Specializing in 
— Theses and dissertations 
— Law Briefs 
— Term papers and reports 
Prompt, Professional 
Service 
453-8101 
Pick-up Service Available 
3102 Glenvlew 
MRS BODOUR'S TYPING SERVICE. 
Reports, theses, dissertations and books 
typed accurately, fast and reasonably. 
Printing and binding on request. Close 
in. 478-8113 
ROOM & BOARD 
ENJOY CONVENIENCES OF Dobie. 
Take up by contract for Spring 
Semester. Females only. Call 475-9243. 
COOL ROOMMATE NEED female to 
take over Dobie contract 5th floor. Call 
Alex 475-9046. 
SPRJNG CONTRCT for female at 
Contessa. Small, friendly dorm living; 
shuttle across street. Krlstl, 475-1536. 
SUBLEASE DOQIE side suite. Co-ed, 
maids, meals. Move anytime. Reduced 
rates. Call Debbie. 476-8801, 441-4996. 
CASTIL1AN CONTRACT for spring 
semester. Must move! Leaving U.T. Wlfl 
sub-lease at p loss. Call Mike, 475-9123. 
PRIVATE ROOM, private home meals, 
5 mor-
 
laundry, 1 block IF Shuttle. 453-3735 n 
nlngs. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
FRANCES WOODS TYPING SERVICE. 
Experienced, Law, Theses, Disser­
tations, Manuscripts. 453-6090. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Seiectrlc. 
pica/eiife, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
Just North of 27th at 
Guadalupe 
2707 Hemphill Park 
RESUMES 
with or without pictures 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koentg 
Lane. 459-7205. 
STARK TYPING. Specialty: Technical. " 
Experienced theses, dissertations. PR's, 
manuscripts, etc. Printing, binding. 
Charlene Stark, 453-5218. 
MINNIE L. HAMMETT Typing 8. 
Duplicating Service. Theses, disser­
tations, papers of all kinds, resumes, 
free refreshments. 442-7008, 441-6814. 
NEAT. Accurate and prompt typing. 60 
cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Catl447-
LARGE TWO BEDROOM/two 
bathroom fdrnlshed apartment. Near 
campus, CR shuttle, Spanish Village. 
476-5949, 476-1509, 
RENT DISCOUNT for part-time 
secretarial help. 2 bedroom. 1 bath. 
CA/CH, UT area, gas, water paid. 454-
7691, 454-4990. V 
1-2 .FEMALE ROOMMATES share 2 
bedroom/2 bath. $65 ABP. Close to cam­
pus. CR shuttle. 475-1863. 
$125 - $140 
FOUNTAIN TERRACE 
APARTMENTS 
Large 1 bedrooms & efficiencies. Large 
closets, fully carpeted, cable, disposal, 
water, gas, swimming pool, furnished. 
Walking distance to UT. No children or 
pets. 610 West 30th. 477-8858. 
CASTILIAN CONTRACT for sublease. 
Male or female. Call Kathy at 475-8155. 
WOMEN: Tired of dorm and apartment 
living? The Ark Co-Ed Co-Op offers an 
alternative lifestyle, Involvement and 
.friendship. Apply at 3000 Pearl. 
SINGLE ROOM In Dobie available for 
immediate sub-leasing. Call 475-1066. 
CASTILIAN CONTRACT for spring. 
Slndle-room, female, price negotiable. 
Call 478-9811, ask for Sarah. 1706N. 
DISCOUNT ON Dobie side-suite. 
Sublease spring semester. Space for four 
or less. Call 475-0165. 
TWO CASTILIAN Contracts for spring 
semester. Must move, wlll-sub-lease at a 
loss. Call 475-9996. 
CASTILIAN Spring contract for sale. 19 
meats a week. $860. 475-9589. 
TWO-DOMLE ROa(A.SMU«i.u 
available for sublease In Dobie. Both 
contracts In the same room. For details 
call 475-0555. 
CASTILIAN CONTRACT spring 
semester. Covered parking, indoor poof, 
recreational room, saunas, morel I Call 
Suzi, 472-1506. 
HELPil Leaving UT. Must sell spring 
contract at Casflllan. Will sell at loss. 
Terry, 475-1074. 
CONTRACT TO LET, all girl residence, 
four to a suite. Includes kitchen and 
study room, 19 meals per week, maid 
service, pool, walking distance to cam­
pus. 475-6594. 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing. Last 
minute, overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharae, BankAmerlcard. 892-
0727 or 442-8&S. " 
HOLLEY'S COPYING SERVICE. A 
Complete servlee: Typing, reproduction, 
binding. Experience In all fields. 1401 
Mohle Drive. 476-3018. 
NEED A TYPIST? We're a secretarial 
specialist. Resumes, letters, theses, 
legal, statistical, research papers, and 
etc. Pick up and delivery available. 837-
3323. V.l.P. Secretarial Service. 
JOYCE NORRIS Secretarial Service. 
345-550 - Northwest Austin. 3409 Ex­
ecutive Center Orlve. Theses, dlsser-. 
tations, term papers. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST wllldo typing 
at home. 75 to 90 cents per page. Call 
Paula 442-7284. 
JERRICK APTS. 
JANUARY 1 
FROM S128 
1 BRLUXURY , 
104 E. 32nd • 476-5940 
4105 Speedway > 452*2462 
Manager Apt. 103 
WALK OR SHUTTLE 
TO UT 
•arna 
Convenient 
Bergstrom. 
location — close to downtown and 
Large one, two andthree bedroom apts. with plenty 
$129,00 
HANCOCK III ARTS. 
Furnished Juxury efficiency apt. on tlty 
'bus-route,, al i g ist  t  ttl  
s. \ . 
ll l* 4  l
10 b  a 52-1 89
of storage. From S135 All bills pal 
Landscaped courtyard, pool and playground. 
Brand new efficiency. and one bedroom apts. 
overlooking the water — modfeVn, vibrant, suoer-
- vlfew. Ftom S149.5Q all bllis paid. 
Come by and visit with a statf that Is interested In your 
living ease and comfort. • >•'- , 
-300 E. Riverside Dr. \ 444-3337 
. a paragon property \ 
SOUTH AUSTIN 
MS,UPSON 
CREEKSIDE 
BILLS PAiD 
, Efficiency, CA/CH, shao, walk-Ins, com-
^ plete kitchen, bath-vanity. On city/Shut­
tle route. 1145, 476-8324 or 444*1931. 
4 BLpCKS from- carhpus. 1 bedroom, 
CH/AC, <123. 472-5515 after 5 p.m. 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
PRETTY'DU^LEy ' 
£ bedroom duplex for rrfnt In a quiet 
Northeast ; Austin residential 
neighborhood. Each duple* offers large 
fenced backyard, covaced parking; ex*. I er  i ,  
\ Ira storage, roam: Plus >weshen dryer 
I connections.:; Kifenen,' appliances fur-A nished. Sl^O pfus bills. Oil 929-2296. :: 
UNCLASSIFIED 
BeflyDanelnginstructfOn. 472-3344. ^ 
Afghan pups. Term$ available. 282*0453. 
House goln' to be for rent? 475-9331 . 
Wanted i used aquartuip. 4)2*5503 after 6. 
AR turntable 150. 472-3073, No. 1 
Fender Jazz Bass, exc. cond. 444-2963. 
Teak dining table, 8125. 454-0821. 
Cage birds for sale. 4544821. . 
AKC St. Benard 3 mo SR100 441*0720. 
Oak desk, office size S50 474-2858. 
Sm. wom. watsult $40.' Helen 471-4869. 
Poodle puppies 125, 477-1582. T" 
Efecfrlc typewriter. 4764943, r~ 
REWD/gry ml cat/l wht spt 476*3944. 
Yamaha 175 dirt bike S7S0. 478-0917.: 
; • »• • • .• •• • \ ' -y 
Wanted: SAAB, model 96. 475-8400. 
Just North of 27th at 
Guadalupe 
2707 Hemphill Park 
MBA 
TYPING, PRINTING, BINDING 
THE COMPLETE 
PROFESSIONAL 
FULLTIME 
TYPING SERVICE 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
f 
MISCELLANEOUS 
• U.T3>»> 
SUN RISE 
In DrJpplng Springs 
Special Christmas Sate 
Dec. 7-8 and 
.Dec. 14*15 
Nice selection of tropicals and unusual 
• planters, $2.00.and up. 
NBLSON'S GIFTS: Zunl Indian 
Jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612-South Congress. 444*3814. Glosed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO 'PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
/ 2079. ; V ^ 
i'For Salt: flow«ic«nt larapllO. 475-8400.'.' ;;MONEY;LQANED.-Day, week, mcnlh. 
Leica 3F:lmmat. extras i300. 454-44w^;>';;^iAL CRlTlc. For hire at parties.-AlM J "! VWIM erlffcJre anything. Amaze your 
i-ipa.r 7 .,/ frlendsl- 472*035^ irJaft. j 
'-SPRING S^MESTE* ParklnQM~Tbiocks 
-.-Jrom campus. .Corner.20th and-Nueces; 
^1^67^ after..6„. Sign up now. • 
.Skis for sate, New. 195cm. ?29*1jP9. 
; K'Sl" W4^*fT»Rii: I 
• HI-F.I fotiXmas. 4474076 nloftts. 
* K" '' 
ri 
I-*-"* w'J, , 
•A ' *r' 
d'lV 
sill 
IBSl® 
HELP WANTED 
SUMMER JOBS 
FOR MEN 
AND WOMEN 
Make Application NOW! Good Jobs as 
Summer Camp Counselors in Estes 
Park, Colo. StartlnQ salary S425 up plus 
room, board, and travel allowance for 
June 12 to August 11. Write Cheley 
Colorado Camps, Dept. C, P.O. Box 6525, 
Denver, Coio. 80206. Give Information 
concerning skills, previous camping, or 
counseling experience. Minimum age 19 
before June. Personal Interview on cam­
pus in January with those who have com­
pleted our application. Apply NOW! 
FREE ROOM 
& BOARD 
Beautiful room with private bath, less 
than 10 minutes UT on shuttle rouie 
Ladytot the house with broken hip needs 
help tVw hours nightly. Phone only mor-
ntngj between 9 • 12.00 or after 3:00 472-
5336 
AUSTIN RENTAL EXPERTS 
DOMUS 
A L L A R E A S  
ALL PRICES 
476-4632 
604 W. 29th St. 
SERVICES 
CONFIDENTIAL CARE lor pregnant 
unmarried mothers. Edna Gtadney 
Home 2308 Hemphill, Fort Worth Toll 
free number 1-800-79MI04. 
PROTOG RfrPHY : COLOR TB&W . 
Natural portraits; outdoors, or »home. 
Guaranteed results-prompt, reasonable 
Scott 255-2936. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1908 
Nueces 4 bedroom, 2W bath Fireplace, 
porch and driveway. Accomodates up to 
8. 1400 plus utilities. 441-4767 after 6. 
SOUTH 3 bedroom )"»bath, central heat 
and air. carpet, all built-in*. Privacy, 
lence, real nice. Call Larry 441-3669, 472-
3807 Leave name and number 
PIANO TUNING S15. Satisfaction 
guaranteed, minor repairs. 926-9168 
7am - 11am and 8pm • 11pm 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST ON CAMPUS. Woman's gold wed­
ding band with carved floral design $25 
reward 477*9042 
ONE BEDROOM on South Lamar, just 
off Barton Springs Road. Large back 
yard. Sl25/month. Call 453-6072. 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, huge fenced yard 
Near DPS, S155/month. Call Martin 4S9-
7698. 452-6779. 
GRADUATE STUDENT OR 
SENIOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR 
needed as night counselor at residential 
facility for vocationafly oriented young 
men On duty every other night Monday-
Friday, 5 00 p.m to 8:00 a.m. (steep 
time approx. 8 hrs.) Apartment (shared 
with two other mafe counselors) and 
board is furnished in lieu of salary. Call 
478-7557 
WOW! 2 Bedroom *92. Garage, yard, 
pets fine. Acl Fast! Call (0602) DOMUS • 
476-4632 - Fee. 
W A N T E D  Apartment managers 
Prefer couples Send resumes P.O. Bo* 
SPEND THE SUMMER in the moun­
tains ol New Mexico working as a camp 
counselor! Girls apply now: Sharon 
Daniel, Camp Director Lubbock Council 
of Camp Fire Girls Box 5630, Lubbock, 
Texas 79417 
PART-TIME WORK. s300/per month. 
Call for appointment. 452-2758 
PERSON TO DRIVE school-type bus. 
Chauffeur's license required. Hours 2pm 
• 6pm. Monday thru Friday. $2.00 per 
hour. Apply 517 S. Lamar. 
A SALES INCLINED person for sales on 
r*e drag Instant cash No gimic 
Anytime. 474-1649 
E XPER lENCE D CHINESE waiters and 
waitresses wanted (or quick (earners) 
working schedule Morning shift 
10 30am-5:00pm Evening shift 5:00pm 
till closing hour Call 452-5703. Chiu's 
Chinese Restaurant. 
AFFORDABLE one bedroom, $65 
Funky bathtub on legs. Call now! (0306) 
DOMUS 476-4632 - fee. 
STUDENTsTTTTedroom $155. CA/CH, 
pets, carpet, fenced yard. Won't last. 
(0130) DOMUS - 476-4632 • fee. 
SHARE LARGE" HO0SE for spring 
semester, inexpensive, quiet. Prefer 
senior or grad student. Jack • 459-8364 
AVAILABLE TO RENT. Charming cot-
tage. Unfurnished. Utilities paid. 
SlOS/morilh. 478-3944. 
SERVICES 
EXPERIENCED PHOTOGRAPHERS 
needed part time for candid 
photography. Must be personable Call 
472-7367 for interview. 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
PRETTY DUPLEX 
2 bedroom duplex for rent in nuiet 
northeast Austin residential 
neighborhdod. Each dupflex offers large 
fenced backyard, covered parking, ex­
tra storage .room, plus washer'dryer 
connections Kitchen appliances fur-
n»hed $160 plus bills Call 928-2296 
a paragon property 
GINNY'S 
.COPYING 
SERVICE 
INC. 
42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking 
7 a m  -  1 0  p . m .  M - F  
9am -5 p.m. Sat 
i l>id. inc. 
476-9093 
"f' typing 
printing 
' *! • binding 
420 w. riverside drive 
SKYDIVE!  
Austin Parachute 
Center 
For information please call 
272-5711 anytime 
FOOSBALL TABLES for rot «• sale 
Excellent quality. Call 441-3848 Sun. -
Thurs. 6-10 p.m. 
SUBLEASE FURNISHED duplex for 
spring on shuttle tor 2 or 3 people. 476-
3226 Dan. Paul, David. 
ALMOST NEW furn. 2 bedroom, 2 bath. 
Washer, dryer, frcst-free ice-maker 
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag, fenced yard. 1800 »V. 46th. $300 plus 
utilities. 476-6711 9-4. Jim Smith. 
FURNISHED DUPLEX, 2 bedroom CA-
CH. fireplace small yard bills paid $220. 
\ from shuttle. 
CLEAN UP lor Christmas. Austin 
Carpet Cleaners Professional work, 
pleasing prices, tree estimates. Call 472-
2955 
TRAVEL 
1 block 478-1111, 472-2574. 
ROOMS 
TEXAN DORM. 1905 Nueces. Doubles 
$199/Semesfer. Singles $348 25 i 
Semester. Daily maid service, central 
air. Refrigerators, hot plates allowed 
Two blocks from campus Co-Ed. Resi­
dent Managers. 477-1760. 
ROOMS FOR RENT-rVVblockTrrom 
campus. 477-7558. 2800 Whitis. 
$ 
ORDER YOUR 
CHANUKAH MENORAH 
and 
CANDLES 
rrz 
FURNISHED ROOMS All bills paid No 
kitchen. J55 3310 Red River 472 9238 
available through Chabad House for S1.00 per set 
311 B. 31st No. 206 Tel, 472-3900 
Chanukah begins this Sunday night, Dec. 8 
A HOME AWAY FROM HOME in a 
quiet neighborhood lor a professional 
working lady. Private bath and space for 
car 476*9051. 12 or 5 p.m. 
'PRIVATE ROOM, private home meals, 
laundry, 1 block IF Shuttle. 453*3735 mor­
nings 
PRIVATE ROOMS; Two blocks campus, 
central air Maid service, kitchen, co-ed. 
24)1 Rio Grande, 476-2551 after 6:00 p.m. 
DOBIE ROOM available • at Dobie for 
spring semester. Reasonable rates. Call 
475-9817. <+ 
JOB WANTED 
MOVING-HAULING. Fast, "frfendly, 
treaky service.*Low rates. 259-3678 
anytime. 
Don't Make A Move 
Without Calling 
ADARTMENT 
flNuERS 
SERViCE 
A Free Service 
24 Hours a Day 
472-4162 
flireieientikl 
way we live... 
You re single and mature. You want the best life has to otter. And you want to keep the cost 
reasonably. > . 
By sharing the rent with other mature singles your problem is solved. Spl|t the rent lour ways 
on one of our 4 bedroom apartments and have full access to all the things that make our 
apartments such exciting places to live 
Cascades llilk 
\221 Aloarita • ^ 
from IH-35; take Oltbrl exit to 
: Algarila. -turn rigtft onettock 
i444-4485 . ' 
1601 Royal Crest Drive 
lust oil Riverside Drive 
444-7797 
•i 
•; furn 
a <tov*lopm«it ot Jagmr AtaoclatM B® 
nrlffiai 
Burns To Depart for Huntsville 
By JOY HOWELL 
TEXAN STAFF WRITER 
After 12 days in Dallas 
County Jail, Brent Stein (also 
known as Stoney Burns) final­
ly departs for Huntsville State 
Prison Wednesday. 
Burns plans to appeal to 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe for a par­
don but is unable to start the 
proceedings until he is of­
ficially in Huntsville. 
Jim Mattox, attorney for 
Burns in the appeal of his 
marijuana conviction, said 
the delay arose from the 
Thanksgiving chaos in the 
sheriff's department. 
"When I talked to the 
sheriff's department, they 
said Thanksgiving had really 
thrown them off and Burns 
was scheduled to leave 
Wednesday." 
Burns was tried and con­
victed for possessing 1 / 10th of 
an ounce of marijuana under 
the old law which made 
possession a felony. Ten 
months after his conviction a 
EARN 520; Salve Conscience. Return 
SR-50 calculator found Rm 6.104 PMA 
building Friday. Nov 15th 477-5149. 
LOST 5 MO. Siamese male 32nd Red 
River, flea collar 476-6339, 471-4633 
Becky 
REWARD LOST 10 year old small while 
long haired male Lhasa Apso dog No 
Collar 453-0002, 451-7742 
LOST WHITE German shepherd. 
Answers to Pasha. Around 25th and 
Hike-8ike Trail. Reward 452-2336. 
UNF. APARTS. 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Large living 
room. Kitchen, garbage disposal, large 
walk-in closet, back porch, si 10 plus 
WMs. Running immediately, win hold tH 
Jan. Pets allowed. 3503 Owens Circle, 
Apt P. 837-2491 
Texas Justice Explains 
Reporter Role to Judges 
TUn : _ _i „ _ 
SPRING SEMESTER. Near campus. 
Many windows. All bills paid, $120 
Tr&Vis, 476-7918 (5-6 p.m.) 
ONE BEDROOM - sublease till May. 
Quiet, shuttle. S140 plus electricity. 400 
West 35th, No. 103. 451-6087. 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTfN. Qufef country ffvlng 15 
minutes downtown/ campus. One 
bedroom mobile home, $70 - 2 bedroom, 
SI20. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
LARGE CLEAN 3-J, lust north of 
Highland Mall, carpet, CA/CH; fenced 
backyard, trees, dishwasher. *255. 453* 
0596, 453-5778. 
STOP HERE! 3 Bedroom, fireplace. 
Dishwasher. Pets. Fenced. *255. Call 
now! (0502) DOMUS, 476-4632 - fee. 
FOR RENT 
ROOMS IN ATTRACTIVE 
North Austin home, beginning 
Dec. 16, by month. Also gar­
age and/or possible car-
sharing. Electrical cooker. 
Write or call, before Dec. 16: 
Hugh Lewis, P.O. Box 901, 
Waco. Texas. AC 817 - &99-2414. 
LARGE HOUSE close to University. 7 
bedrooms. 2'^ baths. $450 per month. 
476-7575, 478-3860 
The court reporter is 
sometimes a judge's best 
friend, a group of newly 
elected judges was told Tues­
day by a Texas Supreme Court 
justice. 
"The court reporter is very 
important to you as a person 
and as an official," Justice 
Jack Pope told 60 new judges 
attending the first annual Tex­
as College of the Judiciary at 
Ramada Inn Gondolier. 
A court reporter makes the 
official transcript of 
proceedings in a court of 
record. 
"Protect the court 
reporters, and he will ap­
preciate it," Pope said. "He is 
the vehicle through whom all 
the evidence in a trial 
becomes permanent." 
Pope also suggested that to 
maintain decorum in the cour­
troom, judges allow only one 
attorney to speak at a time. 
He said that in ruling on 
evidence it is important to be 
LIBRARY FINES 
Notices from the University 
Library or any of its 
branches are official Univer­
sity communications requir­
ing immediate attention. 
clear and to make a definite 
ruling. 
"Don't be afraid to change a 
ruling," he sajd. adding that 
the change should come in the 
jury's presence. 
Pope instructed the judges 
always to conduct trial 
proceedings in court and not 
to get in the habit of closed-
door sessions in the judge's 
chambers. 
Judge Leon Douglas of the 
Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals discussed criminal 
procedures to close the day's 
activities. 
The college is designed to 
help new judges develop a 
procedural manual during the 
week-long seminar. 
Judge Truman E Roberts 
of the Court of Criminal 
Appeals, who chairs the State 
Bar's Continuing Legal 
Education Committee, said 
the judicial college has three 
objectives. 
The first is to pattern a 
state judiciary school after 
some at the national level "to" 
be sure our judges went to the 
school they needed to" instead 
of less specialized national 
seminars. 
P r e p a r a t i o n  o f  a  
"benchbook on courtroom 
procedures is the second goal, 
and the third is to provide in 
the future for a ''refresher 
course" taught by Texas 
judges for all judges 
new law reduced the crime to 
a misdemeanor for possession 
of less than four ounces 
All those convicted under 
the old law and serving prison 
terms were pardoned by 
Briscoe through a program 
called Project Star 
The program, initiated by 
State Rep Ronnie Earle of 
Austin, assures each person 
pardoned by Briscoe clothing, 
a job and general rehabilita­
tion 
According to Russ Million, 
administrative assistant for 
Earle. Briscoe has pardoned 
more than 245 people con­
victed under the old law 
"Burns is the last of the 
marijuana desperados." he 
said. "I have no doubt he will 
also be pardoned, but it is a 
statutory law that Briscoe 
cannot act until recommen­
dations are sent to him from 
the Board of Pardons and 
Paroles." 
The Burns case has come to 
the attention of the Board of 
Pardons and Paroles, said 
G l a d y s  S o m m e r s .  a d ­
ministrative assistant to the 
board 
"We're waiting for official 
notice that he is confined at 
H u n t s v i l l e  T h e n  w e  w i l l  
review his case and recom­
m e n d  c o m m u t a t i o n  o f  
sentence to the governor The 
governor will commute his 
sentence or give him a full 
pardon " 
Million estimated Burns 
would probably be in prison 
four to six weeks before the 
bureaucratic wheels grind out 
his formal release 
I J. I.i. 1.1.1.1.1,.!. | |.). I.I. > „i j!. |.l. I.M.M .T.M. |.crsr 
GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL 
AT OUR NEW GUADALUPE LOCATION 
Buy one roll of 
Fotomat Film . 
GET ONE FREE _ . . _ 
10°. DISCOUNT ON PROCESSING FOTOMAT. 
""" "** " CORPORATION 
28 >Q GUADALUPE Please Present Coupon 
riTri YI y i 
u WHY GIT RIPPED OFF 
J OR WORSE? 
J Burglar alarms for apartments, vehicles, offices. 
^ laboratories, etc. <aa AI-
Install yourself and save 44.95 and up. 
Ideal Christmas gifts for ontofrwho has everything. 
AUSTIN SCIENCE ASSOC. 
Bee Caves at West Loop 327-1297 
* The Turtle Sez: * 
When's the last time 
you've had a tender 
breast (of turkey)? You'll 
love Turtle's sweet 
t u r k e y  b r e a s t  
sandwiches. 
Inside A Different Drumemr 
NEED RIDE TO Clearwater Florida for 
. Cnrlstmaj. Call John after 5:00 447-8506 
•••••• 
Our Declaration of Independence, 
Way back in April of 1973 we declared 
our independence from the past And 
we took positive steps to revolutionize 
the concept of student housing. 
We started by scrapping all restrictive 
labels—frankly, we felt that to 
classify our environment as either a 
dorm or. an apartment immediately 
limited our potential. In hirn, we 
created a totally unique environ­
ment by eliminating the disadvan-
' i :. t • -
tages inherent in both dorms and 
apartments, retaining only the most 
advantageous features of each. 
The results were clean Tri-Towers 
offered the freedom and luxury of 
apartment living as well as the con­
venience and security of dorm life. 
For a long time, we had male visiting 
• restrictions. But no longer. And, we; 
• introduced the one.-semester contract 
V Our declaration of 1973 proved suc­
cessful. And now in 1974 we're 
adding to it...for instance, we're not 
raising our prices this Spring (in 
fact, we haven't raised them since 
1969) and, we're renting covered 
parking spaces in our garage to non­
residents at a very inexpensive price. 
We're only three blocks west of cam­
pus in the middle of the student 
neighborhood so visit us today and 
discover a better way to live. 
Tri-Towers Horth*801 West 24th*476-7638 
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381/? St. & IH 35 (PELWOOD) Mon.-Sot. 10:30-8:30 PM Sun. Browsin^QQ^^lffSSSlMServto 454-0133) | 
1. WE SELL ONLY QUALITY COMPONENTS 
2. WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL 
3. WE PRICE COMPETATIVELY 
4. 10 DAY REFUND POLICY 
5. 30 DAY EXCHANGE POLICY 
6. FULL YEAR SPEAKER EXCHANGE 
7. EXTENDED WARRANTY OF 3 YEARS 
LABOR 10 YEARS PARTS ON COMPLETE 
SYSTEMS 
8. ALL COMPLETE SYSTEMS ARE 
SET UP AND CHECKED OUT 
f CHCQC OUT THC5C PRICES/) wmM 
ensenj[^ x\F ii 
MODEL-
Components for the Connoisseur 
$129 RETAIL $104°° 
1EACH WEEK A DIFFERENT] JENSEN AT A SPECIAL PRICE J 
'Bmm M 
HW4 (+= 
MARK IX 
SOLID STATE PREAMPLIFIER 
EQUALIZER 
QLJARArsJTE ED 
SF=>ECIFlC/\TIOf\|S 
450 00 RETAIL $350 
PL-
AUDITION THE ENTIRE LINE OF 
S.A.E.  PREMIER AUDIO 
COMPONENTS. TRADE-UPS TO 
S.A.E. ARE DONE AT FULL PAID 
PRICE! 
TOTAL 5-YEAR WARRANTY 
A budget-priced 
precision-finished 
belt-drive 
stereo turntable 
Complete 
72000 
maxell 
FOR ALL YOUR TAPE NEEDS! 
UDC-46 
UDC-60 
UDE-90 
UDC-120 
UD-50-7 
(1200') 
UD-35-7 
(1800') 
LIST SALE 
3.05 2.20 
3.50 2.50 
4.99 3.60 
6.80 4.60 
7.65 5.49 
8.70 6.25 
T.V. 
system 
•JL*" # f t 
22ll 
f=i 
„ CARTRIDGES 
ITEM RETAIL SALE 
M91ED55 ... 
M91E 50 .. 
M93E 40 .. 
M55E 35 .. 
M44E 30 .. 
SHURE V15 TYPE 3 
COMPLETE ASSEMBLY 
NO EXTRA CHARGE 
AUTO DIRECT DRIVE 
PIONEER 
SX-434 RECEIVER 
GARRARD 42M CHANGER 
WITH SHURE CARTRIDGE 
Jensen 
Model 2 Speaker System 
3 Years. Labor and 10 Years Parts | 
Stereo 
COMPLETE LINE 
liAT PRICES 
INSTALLATION! 
DCX 3500K 
• 4 SEPARATE AMPS 
• CD 4 DEMODULATOR 
• SQ & RM CIRCUITRY 
• 70 WATTS RMS 
• POWER-DOUBLING 2-
CHANNEL OPERATION 
• EXCELLENT FLEXIBILITY 
W 
l&fi 
wMm ilr 
$550 
•0*im 
DEMONSTRATORS 
SAME COMPONENTS 
AS LiOO CENTURY 
WITH MASSINE 15"' 
WOOFER 
~<c 
6010 GSL ONLY 
LIFETIME WARRANTY 
- (HEADS) 
0b 
-RETAIL 
EACH SPEAKER^ 
theSoi/rjd Gtrfl^»:mhr^pMiiR9<>an4n-stoi!e. 
Record dept. featuring the lowest prices in town -
We custom order any records still in print - no 
* 
JOHN LENNON 
WALLS AND BRIDGES 
J. GEILS 
NIGHTMARES 
RlNOO STARR 
f! GOODNIGHT VIENNA 
PHOEBE SNOW 
PHOEBE SNOW 
ROLLING STONES 
IT'S ONLY ROCK 'N ROLL 
ELTON JOHN 
GREATEST HITS 
COMB IN AND BUY YOUR NEW ALBUM AND LISTEN 
TO IT ori ANY OF MANY BRANDS OF SPEAKERS IN 
r STOCKI REMEMBER ALL 6.98 LP'S'ARE: 
'Pf 
*,"8? I 
A 
